
BOROUGH OF BARROW-IN-FURNESS

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Meeting, Tuesday, 9th July, 2019
   at 2.30 pm (Drawing Room)

Site Visits

2019/0216 – Solway Drive, Barrow-in-Furness
2019/0291 – Land adjacent to Methodist Church, Hartington Street, Barrow-in-Furness

Depart Town Hall Courtyard at 1.15 p.m.

A G E N D A
PART ONE

1.  Urgent Items

To note any items which the Chairman considers to be of an urgent 
nature. 

2.  Delegations

To receive notice from Members who may wish to move any 
delegated matter non-delegated and which will be decided by a 
majority of Members present and voting at the meeting.

3.  Admission of Public and Press

To consider whether the public and press should be excluded from 
the meeting during consideration of any of the items on the agenda.

4.  Declarations of Interest

To receive declarations by Members and/or co-optees of interests in 
respect of items on this Agenda. 

Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of 
Conduct, they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary 
interests or other registrable interests which have not already been 
declared in the Council’s Register of Interests.  (It is a criminal 
offence not to declare a disclosable pecuniary interest either in the 
Register or at the meeting).

Members may however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and 
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such 
disclosable pecuniary interests which they have already declared in 
the Register,  as well as any other registrable or other interests.  



5.  Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members.  

6.  Confirmation of Minutes

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 18th June, 2019.

5 - 22

7.  Delegated Approvals - For Information (Booklet attached)  23 - 36

FOR DECISION 

(D) 8.  Planning Applications (Booklet attached). 
 

37 - 182

(D) 9.  Deferred Application (Booklet attached) 
 

183 - 184

NOTE (D) – Delegated
(R) – For Referral to Council

INVITATIONS TO SPEAK TO THE COMMITTEE (2.30p.m.)

Membership of Committee

Councillors C. Thomson (Chairman)
M. A. Thomson (Vice-Chair)
Assouad
Burley
D. Edwards
Gawne
Hall
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McEwan
Mooney
Nott
Seward



For queries regarding this agenda, please contact:

Paula Westwood
Democratic Services Officer 
(Member Support)
01229 876322
pwestwood@barrowbc.gov.uk
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PLANNING COMMITTEE

Meeting: Tuesday 18th June, 2019
at 2.30 p.m. (Drawing Room)

PRESENT:- Councillors C. Thomson (Chair), M. A. Thomson (Vice-Chair), Assouad, 
Burley, Gawne, Hall, Husband, McEwan, Mooney and Seward.

Officers Present:- Charles Wilton (Principal Planning Officer), Maureen Smith 
(Principal Planning Officer), Paula Westwood (Democratic Services Officer - Member 
Support) and Sandra Kemsley (Democratic Services Officer).

15 – The Local Government Act 1972 as amended by the Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985 and Access to Information (Variation) 
Order 2006 – Urgent Item

RESOLVED:- That by reason of the special circumstances outlined below the 
Chairman is of the opinion that the following item of business not specified on the 
agenda should be considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency in accordance 
with Section 100(B)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972.

Item Reason

Former Registry Office Building, The building is at imminent risk of 
74 Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness demolition.
Minute No. 24)

16 – The Local Government Act 1972 as amended by the Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985 and Access to Information (Variation) 
Order 2006

Discussion arising hereon it was

RESOLVED:- That under Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the 
public and press be excluded from the meeting for the following item of business on 
the grounds that it involved the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in 
Paragraph 7 (Minute No. 24) of Part One of Schedule 12A of the said Act.

17 – Declarations of Interest

Councillor Burley declared a disclosable pecuniary interest in Planning Application 
No. 2019/0259 - 93 Market Street, Dalton-in-Furness (Minute No. 28) as his wife was 
the applicant.  He left the meeting during consideration of the application.

Councillors Gawne and Hall declared an other interest in Planning Application No. 
2019/0259 - 93 Market Street, Dalton-in-Furness (Minute No. 28) as they were 
Members of the Conservative Group.

Councillors Gawne and McEwan declared an interest in any matter relating to 
Cumbria County Council as they were Members of that Council.
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18 – Apologies for Absence/Attendance of Substitute Members

Apologies for absence had been received from Councillors D. Edwards and Knott.

19 – Minutes

The Minutes of the meeting held on 21st May, 2019 were taken as read and 
confirmed.

20 – Receipt of Appeal Decision:  Home Farm, North Scale, Barrow-in-Furness

The Development Services Manager (Planning and Enforcement) submitted a report 
regarding an appeal decision in respect of Home Farm, North Scale, Barrow-in-
Furness.  A copy of the Appeal Decision had been appended to the report.  

He reported that planning permission had been refused for the application which had 
consisted of three elements; a change of use of agricultural land within the 
applicant’s ownership, the erection of a summerhouse on an existing building base 
and a boundary wall and fence along the road facing boundary.  The dwelling sat in 
a rural, countryside location, designated as a green wedge.  It had a reasonably 
sized domestic garden, but also had agricultural land lying to the west, a remnant of 
the former farming use.  Permission had been refused as it had been considered that 
the development as a whole would be harmful to the landscape character of the area 
due to the suburbanising effect.

The Planning Inspector had considered that if permission had been granted for the 
change of use, and despite the fact the land was already regularly mown, it would be 
reasonable to expect that a more intensive residential use would ensue with 
ornamental plantings, domestic paraphernalia and garden buildings and structures.  
That would add further to the incongruity of the use against the surrounding open 
undeveloped land.  The summerhouse and fence had been considered to have a 
suburban appearance which was not reflective of the appearance of the house or 
largely rural character of the area.  

Given the harm to the character of the local landscape and the suburbanising 
appearance it would introduce to the area, contrary to (then) Development Plan 
Policies D4 and D21of the Local Plan Review (1996-2006).  Flood risk had also been 
considered; due to the increase in vulnerability level of the land use, and that no 
assessment had been submitted to assess that risk, the appeal had been dismissed 
for the both reasons as per the original refusal.  

RESOLVED:-  To note the information.

21 – Receipt of Appeal Decision: Land between Wakefield Street and 
Sandpiper Close, Askam-in-Furness

The Development Services Manager (Planning and Enforcement) submitted a report 
regarding an appeal decision in respect of planning permission which had been 
refused for a part retrospective hardstanding for vehicular parking on an area of 
open land in Askam.  A copy of the Appeal Decision had been appended to the 
report.
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He reported that the planning application had consisted of two elements; a 
retrospective hardstanding for stationing a caravan and a proposed extension of an 
existing car parking area at the head of a cul-de-sac.  The application was a site 
within an area of open space which is defined as a green route in the now adopted 
Local Plan.

The Inspector had considered that the removal of vegetation and introducing a hard 
surface would, when compared to its current appearance, appear harsh and 
unsympathetic.  Even if additional screening/planting was introduced, it was 
considered the use for car parking would remain at odds with the function of the 
space as an amenity area.  It was also not evident that there was a demonstrable 
parking problem that would be resolved.

Given the harm to the character and appearance of the area, contrary to (then) 
Development Plan Policy D26 of the Local Plan Review (1996-2006), the appeal had 
been dismissed.  

The matter had been referred to Planning Enforcement to negotiate the 
reinstatement of the retrospective part, failing which formal action would be 
necessary.

RESOLVED:- To note the information.

22 – Larger Homes Extension Legislation Update

The Development Services Manager (Planning and Enforcement) reported that in 
May 2013 temporary legislation had been sought to relax the Planning regime for 
domestic rear extensions, but was initially time limited for three years, then extended 
again in May 2019 and had now been made permanent by Government.

He reported that the Planning legislation had been relaxed to allow Permitted 
Development (PD) for home extensions, increasing the size limits from 4m to 8m in 
length (detached houses) and 3m to 6m for all other cases.  Other limitations had 
been a 4m height limit, reducing to 3m if positioned within 2m of the boundary.  Such 
applications had still been subject to a neighbour consultation process like other 
householder developments, except that in the event of no neighbour objection, 
permission was granted automatically subject to a requirement that completion was 
to be no later than May 2019.  Objections were rare, hence most applications were 
granted by default, but occasionally the Planning Panel had been consulted.

He advised that any such proposals would continue to be subject to the 
associated neighbour consultation scheme.  That required that the relevant Local 
Planning Authority be informed of the proposed work via a prior approval application.  
That type of application continued to attract no fee but the Authority was still required 
to process it within its general workload, including detailed checking by Officers, 
recording on the back office system, sending out neighbour letters and placing the 
proposal on the public register.
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The Authority had dealt with 17 such applications in 2017, 18 in 2018, and 4 so far 
this year.  These applications would continue to be dealt with as expediently as 
possible in order that they do not interrupt main work flows.

RESOLVED:- To note the information.

23 – Planning Performance Figures

The Development Services Manager (Planning and Enforcement) submitted a report 
demonstrating the current planning performance figures.  He advised that the current 
quarter indicated a steep rise in applications but overall, performance figures 
remained above Central Government targets.  Full data analysis had been included 
in an appendix to his report and in the extra information booklet.

For the benefit of new Members on the Committee, he advised that successive 
Governments had sought to improve the speed of planning decision making.  The 
latest had been based upon the Growth & Infrastructure Act 2013, which introduced 
Government targets for Local Authorities in determining planning applications.  The 
current targets were 60% of ‘major’ applications within their 13 week deadline, and 
70% of ‘other’ applications within their 8 week deadline. 

Where an Authority persistently failed to meet either, or both, of these targets it could 
be ‘Designated’.  That meant that applicants could choose to submit applications 
direct to the Secretary of State, although this excluded householder developments.  
Effectively the Council loses the power to determine influential applications within its 
own administrative area.

The planning performance assessment period was a rolling two year system that had 
a 12 month overlap.  Once an assessment period came to an end, the new period 
started with the last 12 months of data from the previous one.

He advised that each quarter, he reports the department’s current performance to 
Members with some explanation of the background to the figures. 

This quarter’s figures had been summarised as follows:-

Overall

Current Performance Levels (Oct 17 – Mar 19)

Majors – 60% (0% level with target)
Others – 81.5% (11.5% above target)

Validation Data (Jan 19 – Mar 19)

Total Validated Applications – 142
Validated Applications with Issues – 106

Application Data (Oct 17 – Mar 19)

Total Applications – 776
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Category A

Major & Other – 458 (Most frequent application type – Householder – 235 (51.31%)

Category B

Not Assessed – 318.  This accounted for nearly 40% of submissions.  These 
included applications such as the discharge of conditions, listed buildings, trees, & 
advertisements.

Extensions of Time 

100 (Most frequent application type – Householder – 37 (37%)
Applications over the extended timeframe – 2
(Correct as of 14/05/19)

Applications on Hand

178
(At 31/03/19)

Overview 

Most noticeable was a steep (63%) rise in applications between the previous and 
current quarter.  That had been principally within the householder sector and also in 
the category B range.  Those were not measured for Government performance 
purposes, but whilst the majority were of a minor nature, they nevertheless 
consumed resources, especially where expert advice was needed.  This aspect of 
the services has previously been recognised by varying the Officer delegation 
process to minimise handling times for such applications. 

Major Schemes

This was an area where prioritising was required in order to move the figure higher 
than just meeting the target.  A significant amount of Officer time was taken by two 
main subject areas.  The first was negotiating improvements to the quality of (most) 
housing schemes in order that they meet with local planning policies and Council 
Plan aspirations to vary the mix and raise the quality of the overall housing offer.  
The second was in ensuring the provision of suitably detailed supporting information, 
such as methods of sustainable drainage or high quality landscaping, to offset 
objections from statutory consultees and reduce the likelihood of refusing consent.

One solution to these issues was to ensure that prospective applicants engaged in 
the Council’s paid pre-app process, and that service continued to be promoted.  
Officers could then raise potential issues and how they could be overcome as well as 
suggesting what level of supporting information would be needed to avoid delays.  
Participation was purely voluntary.
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In addition, most Major schemes included legal agreements which were also time 
hungry.  The department would try to twin track the Heads of Terms with the 
application process, although realistically that would be restricted to occasions where 
applicants were confident of receiving planning consent.

Applications classed as ‘Other’

Following the temporary appointment of an additional DM Officer in October there 
had been a marked increase in the determination rate, which suggested that 
previously the section had been under-resourced.

Validation

This was an important part of the overall process as it was the first point of contact 
for applicants.  Most submissions would have at least one basic error, which may be 
a missed certificate or signature, but frequently there have been submissions with 
several inaccuracies being received from professional agents.

The “issues” figure was somewhat skewed by the current “no fee received” indicator.  
An increasing number of submissions had been made through the national Planning 
Portal.  When an application was submitted through the Portal there was an 
inevitable delay in the Portal forwarding on the fee to the Council.  It was intended to 
vary the indicator to remove that anomaly, which was beyond the Council’s control, 
in order to get a more realistic figure.

RESOLVED:- To note the information.

24 – Former Registry Office Building, 74 Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness

The Development Services Manager (Development Management and Enforcement) 
reported that following partial collapse to the rear of the former Registry Office 
Building at 74 Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness, the owner had been pressing for 
urgent demolition; contrary to the advice of Historic England’s Structural Engineer.  
Planning consent would be required for any demolition, including supporting 
statements giving justification for those works.

RESOLVED:- To note the content of the report and agree to authorise legal action if 
necessary, to prevent any un-justified demolition of the building.

Town and Country Planning Acts

25 – Delegated Decisions

The Assistant Director - Regeneration and Built Environment submitted for 
information details of planning applications in this report which he had determined 
under delegated authority (Minute No. 254, Planning Committee, 3rd September, 
2002, confirmed by Council 24th September, 2002).  The decisions are reported for 
your information.  The plans recommended for approval under the Town and Country 
Planning Acts will be subject to the standard conditions referred to in Minute No. 208 
(April 1971) of the Plans Sub-Committee, Barrow-in-Furness, County Borough 
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Council, in addition to any conditions indicated hereunder.  Applications with a (P) 
beside the applicant’s name denotes those applications that were reported to the 
Planning Panel.

RESOLVED:- (i) To note the decisions made under the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990 (as amended) as follows:-

2019/0290 Approval of details reserved by Condition No. 3 of planning 
permission 2018/0171 (Replacement of 7 No. steel framed casement 
windows (double glazed) with timber framed casement windows 
(double glazed) with a painted finish) – Full architectural details of the 
replacement windows at 1 Church Street, Dalton-in-Furness.

2019/0284 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0017, 
outside 117 Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0233 Erection of a two storey side and wrap around part rear extension 
together with single storey rear extension to form enlarged kitchen 
and lounge with bedroom over at 6 Clevelands Avenue, Barrow-in-
Furness.

2019/0274 Notice of intention (works to trees within conservation area) to remove 
minor branches from trunk/crown raise to a height of 2m on three 
maple trees at Michaelson Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0123 Listed Building consent to re-glaze existing ground floor frames with 
clear glazing, create new opening in internal masonry wall and infill 
existing opening, removal of studwork walling and introduction of new 
studwork walling to create modified office space, provision of new 
plasterboard ceiling below existing and provision of section of frosted 
glazing and extractor fan to rear elevation at 127-131 Duke Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0207 Erection of sunroom and raised patio to rear elevation of property at 
31 Rampside Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0249 Consent to display 3 No. externally illuminated fascia signs (1 to each 
of the Holker Street, Milton Street and Dryden Street elevations) and 1 
No. externally illuminated sign on existing totem at 3 Holker Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0248 Two storey side extension forming extended living room and cloak 
room to ground floor with extended bedrooms to first floor at 1 Marton 
Close, Dalton-in-Furness.

2019/0217 Replacement detached garage and retaining boundary wall, widened 
driveway and highway access at 35 Glenridding Drive, Barrow-in-
Furness.
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2019/0235 Remove existing concrete sectional garage/shed/upvc lean to porch 
and erection of a lounge/diner extension to the rear of the property at 
7 Portland Crescent, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0272 Application for approval of details reserved by Condition No. 7 (Details 
of design of wall to Nursing Home boundary) of planning permission 
2017/0743 (Application for a Minor Material Amendment following the 
grant of planning permission 2013/0138 to reduce the width of the 
site, reduce number of houses from 41 to 37, change house types on 
plots 13-22 inc and 27-37 inc, minor re-positioning of plots and 
boundaries and minor alterations to road and parking layout at Former 
Lonsdale Hospital, School Street, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0161 Application for a Certificate of Lawfulness for an Existing Use or 
Development (CLEUD) for an existing operation of 7 wind turbines, 
meteorological mast, crane pads, site tracks, substation and 
associated electrical infrastructure (in relation to previous planning 
application 1995/0172) at Askam Windcluster, Far Old Park Farm, 
Broughton Road, Dalton-in-Furness.

2019/0281 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0078 
(outside Coronation Gardens), Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0209 Re-modelling of existing building involving revised fenestration 
pattern, addition of cladding and a 9.6m² extension to dining area at 
Café, Sandy Gap Lane, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0282 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0054 
(outside Craven House), Michaelson Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0283 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0053 
(outside Waterview Apartments), Michaelson Road, Barrow-in-
Furness.

2019/0385 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0015 
(outside Abbey Apartments), Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0286 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0005 
(outside Panda Garden), Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0287 Upgrade of existing double sided advertising paper panels with double 
sided internally illuminated digital panels at Adshell 1902 0001 
(outside The Railway), Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0258 Proposed rear conservatory at 11 Little Fields, Dalton-in-Furness.
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2019/0292 Single storey rear extension forming a sun room and loft conversion 
including front dormer creating third bedroom at 8 Portland Crescent, 
Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0316 Advertisement consent to display non-illuminated acrylic sign to the 
front elevation to cover 1 redundant ATM (Retrospective) at 111-115 
Dalton Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0332 Single storey rear living area extension at 42 Park Drive, Barrow-in-
Furness.

2019/0312 Rear single storey extension and demolition of outbuilding at 10 The 
Green, Lindal-in-Furness.

2019/0208 Demolition of existing single storey extension to rear property and the 
construction of a two storey rear extension to provide new 
kitchen/dining area and accessible toilet to ground floor and two new 
bedrooms and bathroom to first floor.  Extension is to provide level 
access throughout the ground floor to enable wheelchair access at 9 
London Road, Lindal-in-Furness.

2019/0226 Notice of intention to (works to trees within conservation area):
TG1 – The trees are over-weighted and hanging over a creek towards 
the neighbours properties. The limbs that are hanging over the creek 
will be reduced by 1-2 metres to ensure the shape and structure of the 
trees are not grossly affected.

TG2 – 3 limbs will be removed that are in contact with the wall. The 
tree is a multi-stem and the stems on the creek/neighbours side will 
be ‘sided up’ which will affectively remove the branches of each stem. 
No major structural wood will be removed, it will only effect the 
small/young branches (1-2 metres in length).

TG3 – Minimal pruning of 1 metre to any branch that is encroaching 
on the street lighting. There are no structural branches in the lighting 
space, only small younger branches. The shape of the tree will not be 
affected.

TG4 – Selective reduction of semi-mature and mature trees hanging 
over the creek. The trees are causing a flood risk with any dropping 
limbs. Similar to TG1 and 2 the smaller branches will be removed and 
the tree reduced on the creek side by 1 metre.

Overall, there are no major structural branches that will be removed 
except the ones in TG2 that are in contact with the wall. The entire job 
is trimming away from lights and the creek therefore only small 
branches being removed at The Co-operative Food, Market Street, 
Dalton-in-Furness.
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2019/0271 Material change of use from former tyre fitting and vehicle 
maintenance and repair use (B2) to Charity Superstore (Use Class 
A1) at Tyre Services (GB) Ltd, Roose Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0318 Replacement timber framed windows at 40 Market Street, Dalton-in-
Furness.

2019/0321 Proposed rear ground floor extension forming a sun room, 
incorporating a pitched roof (resubmission of 2018/0285 in a revised 
form) at 16 Caspian Road, Askam-in-Furness.

2019/0325 Single rear storey extension forming a sunroom with a parapet and 
internal alterations at 28 Hawcoat Lane, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0324 Double storey rear/side extension forming a garage, wc. and utility at 
ground floor level, new 3rd bedroom with en-suite and bedroom 4 at 
first floor level and single storey ground floor rear extension forming 
extended kitchen at 1 Thirlmere Close, Dalton-in-Furness.

2019/0101 Application for a Certificate of Lawfulness for an Existing Use or 
Development as a Guest House (Use Class C1) at 85 Abbey Road, 
Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0322 Application for a non-material amendment following grant of planning 
permission 2016/0126 (Residential development of 13 dwellings) to 
allow surface water drainage from plots 1, 2, 3,5 and 6 to be taken 
into the main highway surface drain via the swale, as opposed to 
individual soakaways at Street Record, Hayeswater Drive, Dalton-in-
Furness.

2019/9343 Application for a non-material amendment following grant of planning 
permission 2017/0578 (Construction of three-storey rear extension 
and conversion of existing offices to form 18 one bedroom flats) to 
omit cat-slide dormer to rear elevation at 1-5 Lawson Street, Barrow-
in-Furness.

2019/0273 Advertisement Consent to install two sets of internally illuminated built 
up letters and logos at Former Barrow Police Station, Market Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0294 Demolition of existing single storey rear extension and rebuilding as 
part single/part two storey rear extension comprising enlarged kitchen, 
bathroom/shower room and store (amended description 22.05.19) at 
37 Walney Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0305 Replacement front door with a new timber Victorian style door at 6 
Nelson Street, Dalton-in-Furness.
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2019/0237 Rear kitchen/living room area/dining area extension at 10 Clovelly 
Terrace, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0320 Double storey side and part rear extension to provide store, wc. and 
utility room to ground floor with bedroom and bathroom to first floor. 
Single storey rear kitchen and dining room extension at 86 Schneider 
road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0156 Construction of external accessible ramp to Roose Road elevation, re-
positioning of door to side elevation, replacement of rear boundary 
wall with 2.4m high security fencing and resurfacing of courtyard for 
use as a car park with new vehicular access onto Salthouse Road at 
Former Salthouse Pavilion Bingo, Roose Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0277 Change of use from a residential dwelling (C3) to a Beauty Salon (Sui 
Generis) at 3 Friars Lane, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0189 Change of use from Church to Community Hall at St. Matthews 
Church, Harrogate Street, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0372 Application to fell a Prunus tree included within area covered by Tree 
Preservation Order 1986 No. 2 at 9 Badger Court, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0147 Outline Planning Permission for the conversion of former scout hut 
(store) to a residential dwelling with landscaping reserved at Store to 
rear of Church Hall, Knox Street, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0153 Erection of a two storey side extension forming ground floor lobby, 
store/office and wc/utility/plant room, first floor master bedroom and 
en-suite, conversion of loft to bedroom and rear ground floor family 
room at 36 Oak Head Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

2019/0231 Erection of a single storey rear extension at 70 Park Drive, Barrow-in-
Furness.

2019/0234 Demolish rear conservatory and replace with single storey sun lounge 
extension with mono pitched slate roof at 166 Yarlside Road, Barrow-
in-Furness.

The following application was a County Matter:-

2019/9003 Listed Building Consent for creation of new publicly accessible spaces 
to first floor level including installation of an external escape staircase 
& refurbishment of existing lift; installation of new public male and 
female wc’s and an accessible wc to first floor level; Removal of 
existing shelving and racking to existing 3 storey area known as 'The 
Stack' and forming new floors to correspond with existing ground and 
first floor level, creation of new offices/meeting rooms. Other works 
include creation of a Multi Purpose Meeting Room to ground floor 
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level; New public male & female wc's and a Changing Places facility 
to ground floor level, repair or replacement works are to be carried out 
to existing roof over current Research Room at ground floor level to 
Duke Street side of building, new disabled access/fire escape 
walkway and stairs from first floor multi-events room. Staircase to be 
located in the existing yard at the rear of the building. (Revised 
Scheme to 2018/9004) (County Matter) at Barrow Library, Ramsden 
Square, Barrow-in-Furness.

The following application was refused:-

2019/0114 Erection of two, 3 bedroom semi-detached dormer bungalows on land 
adjacent to 107 Beach Street, Askam-in-Furness.

(ii) To note the decisions made under the Building Act 1984/The Building 
Regulations 2010 as submitted by the Principal Building Control Surveyor.

Town and Country Planning Acts

The Planning Manager reported on the following planning applications-

26 – Earnse Bay Car Park, West Shore Road, Barrow-in-Furness

From Mr C. Ainsbury in respect of a proposed portacabin for use as a kite surfing 
teaching classroom and store at Earnse Bay Car Park, West Shore Road, Barrow-in-
Furness as shown on plan number 2019/0338.

The results of consultations were reported.

The Committee had undertaken a site visit prior to the meeting.

It was moved by Councillor McEwan and seconded by Councillor M. A. Thomson 
that the application be deferred to look at alternative locations for the portacabin.

RESOLVED:- To defer consideration of the application to allow Planning Officer to 
discuss alternative locations for the portacabin with the applicant.

27 – 66 Market Street, Dalton-in-Furness

From Mr P. Griffiths in respect of the change of use from Estate Agents (Use Class 
A2) to a Beauty and Tanning Salon (Use Class Suit-Generis), including existing rear 
extension demolished and widened and new signage to front elevation at 66 Market 
street, Dalton-in-Furness as shown on plan number 2019/0187.

Representations received and the results of consultations were reported.

RESOLVED:- It was unanimously agreed that planning permission be granted 
subject to the Standard Duration Limit and the following conditions:-
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1. The development must be begun not later than the expiration of three 
years beginning with the date of this permission.

Reason

Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 91 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990, as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

Compliance with Approved Plans

2. The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in 
accordance with the application dated 28/02/19 and the hereby approved 
documents defined by this permission as listed below, except where 
varied by conditions attached to this consent.

MEJ/2019/455: 003, 004 Issue 2, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009 & 010 Issue 2.

Reason

To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the 
drawings approved by the Planning Authority.

During Building Works

3. Prior to installation, detailed specification including sample sections of 
joinery work (glazing bars, sills etc.) or working drawings (scale 1:20, 
1:10, 1:5, half or full size etc.) fully detailing the replacement windows 
(cross sections for full glazing bars, sills, heads etc.) must be submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The development shall 
be carried out using the approved specification and retained thereafter.

Reason

To ensure that the proposed works can be effected without detriment to 
the special architectural and historic interest of the conservation area.

4. The approved shopfront must be constructed in timber and in accordance 
with the approved drawing, reference MEJ/2019/455/010 Issue 2, and 
painted with a flat satin or eggshell finish.

Reason

In the interests of visual amenity and to enhance the character of the 
conservation area.
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Before Occupation

5. Prior to the beneficial use of the tanning salon hereby approved, both the 
alterations to the front elevation of the property and the ground floor 
layout/arrangement shall be constructed and completed in accordance 
with drawing references MEJ/2019/455/004 Issue 2 MEJ/2019/455/010 
Issue 2 and thereafter retained.

Reason

The approved layout with a front facing reception area is considered to 
complement the retail function of the town centre, whilst the shopfront 
alterations enhance the visual amenities of the conservation area.

Operational Conditions

6. The ground floor shopfront window and door must incorporate clear 
glazing, with no internal or external window film or similar used to obscure 
views into the premises, and thereafter be permanently retained.

Reason

The approved shopfront is considered to complement the retail function of 
the town centre by providing an active frontage.

28 – 93 Market Street, Dalton-in-Furness

From Mrs E. Burley in respect of the change of use from shop (Use Class A1) to 
office accommodation (Use Class B1) at 93 Market Street, Dalton-in-Furness as 
shown on plan number 2019/0259.

The results of consultations were reported.

RESOLVED:- It was unanimously agreed that planning permission be granted 
subject to the Standard Duration Limit and the following conditions:-

1. The development must be begun not later than the expiration of three 
years beginning with the date of this permission.

Reason

Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 91 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990, as amended by Section 51 of the Planning & 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

Compliance with Approved Plans

2. The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in 
accordance with the application dated 20/03/19 and the hereby approved 
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documents defined by this permission as listed below, except where 
varied by conditions attached to this consent.

Drawing ref: 5639, 1, 2 & 3

Reason

To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the 
drawings approved by the Planning Authority.

29 – 11 Sun Street, Ireleth, Askam-in-Furness

From Mr L. Sherwood in respect of the construction of two parking spaces in the 
residential garden area and partial demolition of wall in Conservation Area 
(Retrospective) at 11 Sun Street, Ireleth, Askam-in-Furness as shown on plan 
number 2019/0080.

Representations received and the results of consultations were reported.

The Committee had undertaken a site visit prior to the meeting.

An objector attended the meeting and made representations to the Committee.

It was moved by Councillor M. A. Thomson and seconded by Councillor McEwan 
that an extra condition be imposed to prevent the demolition of the remaining section 
of wall.

RESOLVED:- It was unanimously agreed that, subject to no new material planning 
objections being raised during the unexpired consultation period (in which case the 
matter shall go before the next Panel), the decision be delegated to the Development 
Services (Planning) Manager to grant Planning Permission subject to the Standard 
Duration Limit and the following conditions :-

Compliance with Approved Plans

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in 
accordance with the application dated as valid on 19/03/2019 and the 
hereby approved documents defined by this permission as listed below, 
except where varied by a condition attached to this consent:

DT/001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009

Reason

To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the 
drawings approved by the Planning Authority.
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During Building Works

3. All work to be carried out must be completed in strict accordance with the 
following documents and there recommendations:

'Pre-development Arboricultural Report' prepared by Treescapes 
Consultancy Ltd. dated 18.1.2019,

Method Statement Non Dig Method received by the Authority on 19.3.19 
(DT/009)

Reason

In order to ensure that the works do not impact on the protected tree.

4. Tree protection fencing surrounding the 'Construction Exclusion Zone' 
(CEZ) as shown on plan DT/004 'Tree protection plan showing the 
proposed site layout' as detailed in Appendix 7 of the arboricultural report 
detailed above shall be erected and maintained throughout the building 
works.

Reason

In order to protect the tree subject of the Tree Preservation Order.

5. No materials shall be stored on the application site.

Reason

The whole of the site is within the root protection area of the Protected 
Tree. Any storage of materials can impact on the tree and its health and 
vitality.

Before Occupation

6. Prior to the beneficial use of the site for the development hereby approved 
a bird box shall be erected on the site. The bird box should be erected out 
of reach of predators, at a height of 1.5 to 5 metres and directed to avoid 
direct sunlight, heavy rain and prevailing winds. The box shall be installed 
and maintained in perpetuity.

Reason

In the interests of bio-diversity enhancement as required by Chapter 15 of 
the NPPF.
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Operational Conditions

7. Vehicles must only be parked on the area shown for car parking on the 
drawings hereby approved (reference: DT/001, DT/002, DT/003, DT/004, 
DT/005).

Reason

In order to protect the adjacent tree subject to a Tree Preservation Order 
and minimise any visual impact on the Conservation Area.

8. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order, 2015 (as amended) or 
any order revoking or re-enacting this Order with or without modifications, 
nothing in Article 3, or Schedule 2 to that order shall operate so as to 
permit, within the area subject to permission development referred to in 
part 11 of the Second Schedule to that Order consisting of the demolition 
of any wall.

Reason

The approved scheme retains an adequate section of wall either side of 
the approved access however any further demolition is likely to have an 
adverse impact on the character or appearance of the conservation area 
and as a result needs to be brought under planning control.

The meeting closed at 3.11 p.m.
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PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 
 
 
 
 

Delegated Decisions made between 
 
 

 
and 

 
 
 
 
 

For Information 
 

 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) 
Planning (Listed buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (as amended) 
Town & Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 
2015 (as amended) 
Town and County Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007. 
 
The Planning applications in this report have been determined by the Development 
Services Manager (Planning) under delegated authority (Minute No. 107, Executive 
Committee, 7th February 2018, confirmed by Council 1st March 2018 (Minute No. 63). 
The decisions are reported for your information. 
 

 

 

 

Assistant Director of Regeneration and Built Environment 

09/07/2019

05/06/2019

24/06/2019
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Reference:
B28/2019/0314

Decision:
APPROVED

Decision Date:
05/06/2019

Location:
1-5 Lawson Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria,
LA14 2LP

Proposal:
Application for approval of details reserved by
Condition No.3(roofing materials), No.4 (sash
window repair and renovation details), No.5
(external materials and proposed window details),
No.6 (Bin Store Details), No.7 (Front entrance door
details) and No.9 (Roof Light details) of planning
permission B20/2017/0578 - Construction of a
three storey rear extension and conversion of
existing offices to form 18 one bedroom flats.

Ward:
Central Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith

Reference:
B20/2019/0187

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
18/06/2019

Location:
66 Market Street Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria LA15
8AA

Proposal:
Change of use from Estate Agents (Use Class A2)
to a Beauty and Tanning Salon (Use Class Sui-
Generis), including existing rear extension
demolished and widened and new signage to front
elevation

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Parish:
Dalton Town
with Newton
Parish Council

Case Officer:
Barry Jesson

Reference:
B21/2019/0361

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
07/06/2019

Location:
51 Furness Park Road Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 5PT

Proposal:
Conversion of attached garage to a bedroom with
en-suite

Ward:
Hawcoat Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Adrian Adams

Reference:
B07/2019/0261

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
18/06/2019

Location:
Sutherland Court, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria,
LA14 1FE

Proposal:
Application for a Minor Material Amendment (by
variation of Condition 2) following the grant of
planning permission 2018/0507 to omit substation
and amend layout resulting in the provision of 1 no.
additional dwelling(59 in total) and substitution of
house types on Plot 53 from a 3 bed detached
(Kilkenny) to a 3 bed semi (Tyrone) and a 2 bed
semi (Cork) and provision  of detached garage on
Plot 11(2018/0507:Erection of 58 residential
dwellings, consisting of 2, 3 and 4 bedroomed
properties with associated works)

Ward:
Hindpool Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith
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Reference:
B20/2019/0275

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
13/06/2019

Location:
85 Market Street Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria LA15
8DL

Proposal:
Change of use from A1 retail to an office B1

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Parish:
Dalton Town
with Newton
Parish Council

Case Officer:
Barry Jesson

Reference:
B21/2019/0323

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
11/06/2019

Location:
19 Meadowlands Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness,
Cumbria, LA13 0AR

Proposal:
Single storey rear and side mono pitched
extension forming dining room, utility room and
shower room (Resubmission B21/2018/0241)

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Jennifer
Dickinson

Reference:
B20/2019/0293

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
11/06/2019

Location:
103 Church Street Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 2HW

Proposal:
Change of use from Tattoo Parlour to Taxi Office
(Sui Generis)

Ward:
Central Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Jennifer
Dickinson

Reference:
B10/2019/0311

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
07/06/2019

Location:
Former Barrow Police Station, Market Street,
Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria, LA14 2LE

Proposal:
Minor Material Amendment following grant of
planning permission B10/2016/0582 (Demolition of
former Police Station, erection of new 127 bed
hotel and restaurant with associated parking,
delivery area and hard standing) to allow for
modification to the schedule of finishing materials
(condition 6), the provision of render to roof top
plant room, alterations to external works and the
provision of railings and modifications to car park
layout to assist with turning of delivery vehicles.

Ward:
Central Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith
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Reference:
B21/2019/0366

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
21/06/2019

Location:
35 Stackwood Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness,
Cumbria, LA13 9HH

Proposal:
Double storey side extension to provide ground
floor store and first floor bedroom.

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Jennifer
Dickinson

Reference:
B21/2019/0386

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
20/06/2019

Location:
42 Balmoral Drive Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA13 0HX

Proposal:
Two Storey side hipped roof extension with front
porch for use as a ground floor garage and first
floor bedroom, widening of front access opening to
drive to provide increased off street parking and to
be laid with permeable marshalls priora tegula red
paving.

Ward:
Roosecote
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Adrian Adams

Reference:
B28/2019/0402

Decision:
APPROVED

Decision Date:
06/06/2019

Location:
59- 61 Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria,
LA14 1RW

Proposal:
Application for approval of details reserved by
Condition No.4 (Material Samples of external
surfaces) & No. 5 (Demolition and Construction
Method Statement) of planning permission
2018/0615 (Change of use from a drinking
establishment (use class A4) and four flats (use
class C3) to nine flats (use class C3) including
demolition of rear extension and erection of
stepped three-storey rear extensions and
associated external alterations)

Ward:
Central Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith
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Reference:
B31/2019/0414

Decision:
APPROVED

Decision Date:
05/06/2019

Location:
59- 61 Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria,
LA14 1RW

Proposal:
Application for a non-material amendment
following grant of planning permission
B20/2018/0615 (Change of use from a drinking
establishment (use class A4) and four flats (use
class C3) to nine flats (use class C3) including
demolition of rear extension and erection of
stepped three-storey rear extensions and
associated external alterations) to allow alterations
to proposed new rear outrigger through reduction
in number of windows.

Ward:
Central Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith
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Reference:
B21/2019/0246

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
18/06/2019

Location:
56 Fairfield Lane Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria LA13
9AL

Proposal:
Erection of single storey rear extension

Ward:
Parkside Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Jennifer
Dickinson

Reference:
B28/2019/0342

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
20/06/2019

Location:
Former Roosecote Power Station, Rampside
Road, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria, LA13 0PQ

Proposal:
Approval of details in relation to condition no. 3
(Landscaping Scheme) for application
B18/2017/0828 (Construction of a fire water tank,
pump house, access and security fencing in
association with the energy storage facility
approved under application B12/2016/0372 and
varied under approved application B18/2017/0232)

Ward:
Roosecote
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith

Reference:
B20/2019/0259

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
18/06/2019

Location:
93 Market Street Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria LA15
8DL

Proposal:
Change of use from shop (Use Class A1) to office
accommodation (Use Class B1)

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Parish:
Dalton Town
with Newton
Parish Council

Case Officer:
Barry Jesson

Reference:
B23/2019/0365

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
20/06/2019

Location:
5 Keith Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria, LA14
2NN

Proposal:
Listed Building Consent to relocate the bathroom
from the second floor to the first floor and provision
of partition wall to first floor to sub-divide room to
create 2 bathrooms together with associated
internal and external pipework.

Ward:
Central Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Maureen Smith
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Reference:
B21/2019/0304

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
13/06/2019

Location:
1 Gatacre Terrace Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 3PZ

Proposal:
Single storey rear/side extension forming kitchen,
bedroom with en-suite and proposed store.
Erection of fencing panels to side and front
boundary.

Ward:
Walney North
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Jennifer
Dickinson

Reference:
B22/2019/0357

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
17/06/2019

Location:
The Co-operative Food, Holyoake Avenue,
Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria, LA13 9LP

Proposal:
Advertisement consent to display  2 no. illuminated
and 7 no. non illuminated signs as part of re-
branding of Co-op store.

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Jennifer
Dickinson

Reference:
B21/2019/0393

Decision:
APPCOND

Decision Date:
07/06/2019

Location:
9 Lord Roberts Street Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 3PW

Proposal:
Erection of a rear ground floor bathroom extension.

Ward:
Walney North
Ward

Parish:
N/A

Case Officer:
Adrian Adams
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0382

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
07/05/2019

Location:
24 Romney Park Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria
LA15 8BL

Proposal:
Sunroom extension.

Ward:
Dalton North
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
20/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0225

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
16/05/2019

Location:
Ireleth Village Store Ireleth Road Ireleth
Askam-in-Furness Cumbria LA16 7JD

Proposal:
Extension, new roof and general re-furb.

Ward:
Dalton North
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
13/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0366

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
29/04/2019

Location:
35 Stackwood Avenue Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA13 9HH

Proposal:
Double storey side extension.

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
10/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0387

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
08/05/2019

Location:
166 Yarlside Road Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA13 0EX

Proposal:
Rear single storey extension.

Ward:
Roosecote
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
07/06/2019
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0394

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
10/05/2019

Location:
Pizzarella Promenade Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA14 3AA

Proposal:
Rear extension for use as a preparing area for
food. - Resubmission of 2019/0182.

Ward:
Walney South
Ward

Decision:
Approved

Decision
Date:
05/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0317

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
10/04/2019

Location:
North Stank Farm Newton Cross Road
Newton-in-Furness Cumbria LA13 0ED

Proposal:
Part conversion and rebuild of an existing barn
to form a 3 bedroom dwelling.

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Decision:
Refused

Decision
Date:
06/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0149

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
15/05/2019

Location:
Town Hall Duke Street Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA14 2LD

Proposal:
Removal and replacement of internal partitions
and ceilings to redesign the customer service
area.

Ward:
Central Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
21/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0411

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
20/05/2019

Location:
2 Shelley Drive Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA13 9UD

Proposal:
Single storey rear extension.

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
06/06/2019
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0127

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
20/05/2019

Location:
28 Barnard Street Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA13 9TD

Proposal:
Single storey extension forming additional
living room, bedroom, utility and store with
new access to the back street.

Ward:
Risedale Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
13/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0427

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
23/05/2019

Location:
7 Dendron Close Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria
LA15 8XF

Proposal:
Rear living area/ kitchen extension, side store
extension and internal alterations to form new
bedrooms, bathroom and ensuite.

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
20/06/2019

Reference
Number:
RA/2019/0437

Application
Type:
Regularisation

Received:
30/05/2019

Location:
9 Anson Street Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 1YB

Proposal:
Convert existing window opening into a door
and removal of internal wall between two
rooms.

Ward:
Hindpool Ward

Decision:
Regular

Decision
Date:
10/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0425

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
31/05/2019

Location:
10 The Green Lindal-in-Furness Cumbria
LA12 0LX

Proposal:
Single storey rear extension and new kitchen
window.

Ward:
Dalton North
Ward

Decision:
Approved

Decision
Date:
14/06/2019
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0445

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
04/06/2019

Location:
7 Redshaw Avenue Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA13 0SU

Proposal:
Rear living area and utility room extension,
side bedroom extension above existing
garage.

Ward:
Roosecote
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
21/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0450

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
06/06/2019

Location:
4 Esthwaite Drive Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria

Proposal:
Erection of a two storey detached dwelling.
(Plot 12).

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
20/06/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0455

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
10/06/2019

Location:
245 Abbey Road Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 5JY

Proposal:
New structural openings to internal and
external walls.

Ward:
Parkside Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
10/06/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0456

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
10/06/2019

Location:
103 Black Butts Lane Barrow-in-Furness
Cumbria LA14 3JL

Proposal:
Proposed dining room extension.

Ward:
Walney South
Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
10/06/2019
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0457

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
10/06/2019

Location:
6 Green Haume Cottages Askam Road
Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria LA15 8JU

Proposal:
Replace new PVC front and back door and
two new windows at the back of the property.

Ward:
Dalton North
Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
10/06/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0463

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
11/06/2019

Location:
12 Middle Hill Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA13 9HD

Proposal:
Extension to existing ground floor bedroom to
accommodate improved bathroom and
changing facilities.

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
11/06/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0471

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
14/06/2019

Location:
First House Croslands Park Road Barrow-in-
Furness Cumbria LA13 9LA

Proposal:
Thermal upgrade to former utility room.

Ward:
Newbarns
Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
14/06/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0473

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
17/06/2019

Location:
3 Longreins Road Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 5AL

Proposal:
Replacement windows and doors, alterations
to form a new bathroom on the first floor, new
landing corridor to first floor and alterations to
the front reception room including stud work
and doorway to separate the room.

Ward:
Parkside Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
17/06/2019
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0474

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
17/06/2019

Location:
Rose Cottage Newton Cross Road Newton-in-
Furness Cumbria LA13 0NB

Proposal:
Single storey extension and detached garage.

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
17/06/2019

Reference
Number:
RA/2019/0475

Application
Type:
Regularisation

Received:
17/06/2019

Location:
19 Mallard Drive Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 3JR

Proposal:
Replacement roof.

Ward:
Walney South
Ward

Decision:
Regular

Decision
Date:
19/06/2019

Reference
Number:
BV/2019/0488

Application
Type:
Building Notice
Vatable

Received:
20/06/2019

Location:
87 King Street Dalton-in-Furness Cumbria
LA15 8EN

Proposal:
Loft conversion

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Decision:
Accepted

Decision
Date:
20/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0353

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
25/04/2019

Location:
13 Quarry Brow Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 4HY

Proposal:
Single storey extension.

Ward:
Hawcoat Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
13/06/2019
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Committee Date : 09/07/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0079

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
25/04/2019

Location:
37A Ulverston Road Dalton-in-Furness
Cumbria LA15 8EF

Proposal:
Double storey rear extension.

Ward:
Dalton South
Ward

Decision:
Approved

Decision
Date:
10/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2018/0580

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
03/12/2018

Location:
9 Pear Tree Bank Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA13 0LF

Proposal:
Side, rear and front extensions to provide
lounge, kitchen, 2 bedrooms(one with en-
suite) shower room and front porch.
Extension of existing detached garage.

Ward:
Roosecote
Ward

Decision:
Withdrawn

Decision
Date:
24/06/2019

Reference
Number:
FV/2019/0345

Application
Type:
Full Plans
Vatable

Received:
24/04/2019

Location:
Barrow Archives Barrow-in-Furness Library
Ramsden Square Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
LA14 1LL

Proposal:
Creation of new publicly accessible spaces to
first floor level.

Ward:
Hindpool Ward

Decision:
Appcond

Decision
Date:
20/06/2019
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 

BOOK FOR DECISION 
 

9th July  2019 
 

 
 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
 The applications within this report have been submitted for determination 
under the Town and Country Planning Acts and associated legislation. 
 
 All applications within this report are “Delegated” to this Committee but can be 
moved “Non-Delegated” by a Member of the Committee under the terms adopted for 
the Scheme of Delegation approved by Council, 16th May, 1994.  Any such motion 
needs to be accepted by a majority of Members of the Committee present (Council, 
8th August, 1995).  All applications left as Delegated will be decided by the 
Committee and will not be subject to confirmation by Council. 
 
 The application plan numbers also refer to files for the purposes of 
background papers. 
 
 
 
 

Jason Hipkiss 
 

Planning Manager 
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                                                   B07/2019/0216 
                             Planning Committee 
                                    9

th
 July 2019  

  

  

Application Number : B07/2019/0216 Date Valid :18/03/2019 

Address : Solway Drive, Barrow-in-Furness 
Cumbria 

Case Officer : Charles Wilton 

Proposal : Erection of 61 houses (mix of 2 & 3 bedroom units, ranging from single storey 
bungalows to 2 1/2 storey town houses, terraced, semi-detached and detached) and 
associated parking, access roads and garages. 

Ward : Walney North Ward Parish : N/A 

Applicant :  Leck Construction  Agent : Craig and Meyer Architects 

Statutory Date : 17/06/2019 
Recommendation : Approval with 
conditions and 106 obligation/undertaking 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 
 

Local Plan Policies 

1. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C3a - Water management 
2. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C4 - Contaminated and Unstable 

Land 
3. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C5 - Promoting Renewable Energy 
4. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C7 - Light Pollution 
5. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to 

sustainable development 
6. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development 

Criteria 
7. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS3 - Development Strategy 
8. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS5 - Design 
9. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS6 - Landscaping 
10. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy GI1 - Green Infrastructure 
11. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy GI2 - Green Wedges 
12. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy GI9 - Private Garden Boundaries 
13. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H1 - Annual Housing Requirement 
14. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H11 - Housing Mix 
15. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H12 - Homes for Life 
16. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H14 - Affordable Housing  
17. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H2 - Distribution of Housing 
18. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H3 - Allocated Housing Sites 
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19. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H7 - Housing Development on 
Windfall Sites 

20. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H9 - Housing Density 
21. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC1 - Health and Wellbeing 
22. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC10 - Play Areas 
23. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC4 - Access to buildings and open 

spaces 
24. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC5 - Crime Prevention 
25. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I1 - Developer Contributions 
26. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I3 - Access to Community Facilities 
27. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I4 - Sustainable Travel Choices 
28. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I6 - Parking 
29. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N1 - Protecting and enhancing 

landscape character 
30. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N2 - Safeguarding and improving 

soils 
31. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N3 - Protecting biodiversity and 

geodiversity 
32. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N4 - Protecting other wildlife features 

Summary of Main Issues 

Development of 61 dwellings on an allocated site should deliver significant benefits in terms 
of housing delivery 

Non Material Considerations 

N/A 

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

Application advertised on site and in the local press 

Neighbours Consulted 

Street 
Name 

Properties 

Allonby 
Close 

4, 

Cows Tarn 
Lane 

14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 

Eden 
Avenue 

15, 

Irwell Road 80, 
Rother 
Green 

10, 21, 

Silloth 
Crescent 

1, 2, 
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Solway 
Drive 

1, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 3, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47, 
49, 5, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 69, 7, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 9, West Point 
House, 

Spey Walk 1, 3, 5, 7, 
Wensum 
Lea 

10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 2, 21, 4, 6, 8, 9, 

West Shore 
Park 

547, 549, 551, 553, 555, 557, 559, 561, 563, 565, 567, 569, 571, 573, 582, 
586, 588, 590, 592, 594, 

   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

16 0 15 1 

   

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 

Reliance on a congested bridge 

Loss of green space 

Extra traffic 

Loss of habitat 

Flood risk/sewers 

Development should provide parking for existing residents 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (Estates) 
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services) 
Cumbria County Council (Archaeology) 
Cumbria County Council (Economic Development and Infrastructure) 
Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 
Cumbria County Council (LLFA) 
Cumbria County Council (Travel Plan) 
Environment Agency (Contamination, Flood and Pollution) 
Natural England 
Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 
United Utilities (Asset Protection) 
Walney Airfield 
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List of Organisation Responses 

Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 27/03/2019 

“Building regulation approval required for the proposals”. 

Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 28/03/2019 

“Thank you for the above consultation. I note that the application form section 14 has been 
marked wrong as the proposed use (residential) is vulnerable to the presence of 
contamination. However, assessments have been submitted. I can confirm that I have read 
the following reports which have been submitted with the application: 

1. Geotechnical and Environmental Investigation Ref No. A2852/19/B.0 dated Feb 2019. 

2. Dets Report Ref No. 19-00832 dated 29/01/19 

3. Appendix 4- gas monitoring Results 

4. Appendix C- Ground Investigation. 

5. Remediation Strategy Ref No.A2852/R1/V2 Dated March 2019. 

Trial pits TP04, TP05 & TP06 have high levels of Lead and Arsenic, while CP02 and CP03 
also have similar values which exceed human health criteria values. Arsenic and lead 
appear to be the main issues relating to this site. Asbestos was not recorded in any sample 
taken on site. 

The remediation strategy suggests the deposition of reclaimed ash material in three 
proposed borrow pits dug to a depth of 2-3 meters leaving a clean inert top soil surface 
approx 600 mm below ground level. This clean cover system would effectively severe any 
pollutant linkage subject to random testing of any won materials on site. This should be 
verified by an independent consultant and a verification report submitted. 

I would recommend that the following three conditions are placed on any subsequent 
planning approval: 

1. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification 
Report submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to 
occupation of the development. 
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2. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved 
development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported immediately to 
the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site affected must be 
halted and Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where required by the Local 
Planning Authority, remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. These shall be implemented 
prior to occupation of the development. 

3. No soil material is to be imported to or reused on the site until it has been tested for 
contamination and assessed for its suitability for the proposed development. A 
suitable methodology for testing this material should be submitted to and approved 
by the Local Planning Authority prior to the soils being imported onto site. The 
methodology should include the sampling frequency, testing schedules, criteria 
against which the analytical results will be assessed (as determined by the risk 
assessment) and source material information. The analysis shall then be carried out 
as per the agreed methodology with verification of its completion submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority”. 

Cumbria County Council (Archaeology) 25/03/2019  

"I am writing to thank you for consulting me on the above application and to confirm that I 
have no objections and do not wish to make any comments or recommendations. Please 
do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries regarding the above." 

Cumbria County Council (Archaeology) 19/06/2019  

“This application does not raise any archaeological implications. We have no objections to 
the proposals”.   

Education Cumbria County Council (Education) 19/06/2019  

“The proposal is for 61 houses (22 x 2 bed & 39 x 3 bed); which, using a dwelling-led 
model, theoretically estimates a yield of 17 children: 4 infant, 6 junior and 7 secondary 
pupils for the schools.  

The site is in the catchment areas of North Walney Primary School (0.4 miles) and Walney 
Secondary School (1 mile). The next nearest primary school is Vickerstown (0.6 miles), and 
the next nearest Secondary School is Furness Academy however, this is over the 3 miles 
threshold. 

Primary 

There are sufficient places available in the catchment school to accommodate the Infant 
and Junior pupil yield from this development.  There are 4 other schools within the 2 miles 
walking threshold which also have available spaces. 
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Therefore no secondary education contribution is sought from the proposed development. 

Secondary 

There are sufficient places available in the catchment school to accommodate the 
secondary pupil yield from this development. 

Therefore no secondary education contribution is sought from the proposed development. 

School Transport  

Taking into account there are schools with capacity within the statutory walking distances 
on a safe route, no primary or secondary school transport contribution is sought from the 
proposed development." 

Emergency Planning 26/03/2019  

"This part of the BAE site is covered by the provision of the Radiation (Emergency 
Preparedness and Public Information) 2001 Regulations. There are no objections to the 
proposed development based on the information provided but it should be noted that the 
proposed development is situated within the Detailed Emergency Planning Area of the site. 
Cumbria County Council, in liaison with the site operator and the Office for  Nuclear 
Regulation, have certain special arrangements are made for residents/business premises in 
this area and particular attention is paid to ensuring that people are aware of the 
appropriate action to take in the event of an incident at the site.  Accordingly I would be 
grateful if you could, in the event of the application being approved, advise the applicant to 
liaise with this office  to allow for further discussion." 

Highways Cumbria County Council (Highways) 19/06/2019  

“The Transport Statement provided concludes that there will be a maximum of 26 and 27pm 
additional vehicle trips in the am and pm peak hours respectively, but it is not clear which 
year this represents (opening year or design year).  However, in either year, this does not 
represent a significant increase in trips especially compared to base traffic flows.  

The parking requirements of the two areas can be treated slightly differently.  For the social 
/ affordable houses in the northern site a slightly lower standard is adopted to factor in lower 
car ownership compared to the 36 market houses on the southern site.  It is considered that 
the 49 spaces provided for the social housing is sufficient for the 25 units.  For the southern 
site, there are 97 spaces provided in total for 36 units.  With additional parking available on 
Solway Road parking provision is considered adequate. 
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It is noted from the D&A statement that the access and permeability for pedestrian routes to 
the green area behind the site are to be maintained which is welcome (also see PROW 
comment below).  The wider Barrow Transport Improvement Study has identified strategic 
cycle routes to encourage sustainable modes of transport to key locations.  The main 
provision in this area being the proposed cycleway from West Shore Road to the 
Promenade (Route 8).  This on and off-road route has been identified to be upgraded to a 
shared use cycle/footway and is likely to be a popular route for residents of the site.  To 
support this improvement the developer is required to contribute £21,600 to the scheme by 
way of a S106 agreement for the on-road section upgrade. 

The Highway observations previously raised (listed below) have all been addressed and 
incorporated into the revised plans 

 2.0m Service strips and 0.5m clearance strips for northern site 
 DWG K35005/A1/03 Showing adopted manholes drainage and gully runs in non-

adopted areas but now protected with an easement strip. 
 Trees have been moved into private ownership land." 

We would however recommend that the following conditions are included in any consent 
you might grant in due course: 

The carriageway, footways, footpaths, cycleways etc shall be designed, constructed, 
drained and lit to a standard suitable for adoption and in this respect further details, shall be 
submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval before work commences on site.  No 
work shall be commenced until a full specification has been approved. These details shall 
be in accordance with the standards laid down in the current Cumbria Design Guide.  Any 
works so approved shall be constructed before the development is complete. 

Reason:        To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of highway 
safety.  
 
To support Local Transport Plan Policies: LD5, LD7, LD8 

Full details of the surface water drainage system shall be submitted to the Local Planning 
Authority for approval prior to development being commenced.  Any approved works shall 
be implemented prior to the development being completed and shall be maintained 
thereafter in accordance with the schedule. 

Reason:        To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to manage 
the risk of flooding and pollution.  To ensure the surface water system continues to function 
as designed and that flood risk is not increased within the site or elsewhere. 

Development shall not commence until a Construction Phase Traffic Management Plan has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The CTMP shall 
include details of:  
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• pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for accommodation works 
within the highways boundary conducted with a Highway Authority representative; with all 
post repairs carried out to the satisfaction of the Local Highway Authority at the applicants 
expense; 

• details of proposed crossings of the highway verge; 

• retained areas for vehicle parking, manoeuvring, loading and unloading for their specific 
purpose during the development; 

• cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public highway; 

• details of proposed wheel washing facilities; 

• the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the site to prevent spillage or deposit of any 
materials on the highway; 

• construction vehicle routing; 

• the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway and other public 
rights of way/footway; 

• surface water management details during the construction phase” 

Cumbria County Council (LLFA) 19/06/2019  

“The UU combined system on Walney Island has to be pumped off to the WWTW in 
Barrow, and where passes under the channel, there is insufficient capacity.  This causes 
flooding regularly, and it is not appropriate to increase the surface water flow to this 
system.  It is recognised that the SW strategy, in diverting an area of the carriageway 
drained by three gullies from the UU combined sewer into the new SW system will be 
removing water from the UU system.  This more than offsets the attenuated SW flow from 
the south part of the site so that there is a net reduction in the peak surface water 
contribution to the public combined sewer.  Therefore it is agreed there should be no 
increased risk to flooding downstream. 

It is noted that several other SW drainage strategies have been explored as concepts to 
see if all the water can be discharged to separate watercourses, but this has not proved 
feasible.  The LLFA have been involved in this process and accept the preferred solution as 
a necessary compromise. 

It is noted that the FRA contains an assessment of all SUDS elements and reasons for 
either dismissing them or incorporating where practicable.  The drainage to the north 
incorporates open, surface features of a swale and basin to provide storage and treatment.  
The basin has features; forebay, reeds etc. to provide the necessary treatment.  At the 
southern site, it is acknowledged that due to space the attenuation is provided by geo-
cellular tank.  This is acceptable in this instance, although not the preferred storage feature. 
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The site is in flood zone 1 so is at low risk from fluvial flooding, but groundwater level are 
high and there is some small areas of high surface water flood risk – more information is 
required in the detailed design to show how this is mitigated along with site and FFLs.  
There will be no below ground buildings so the risk from groundwater flooding has been 
mitigated in that respect." 

Cumbria County Council (PROW) 19/06/2019  

Public Rights of Way 

“No recorded public rights of would be affected by the proposed development. 

There are three existing footpath links through the site to the land behind.  It is noted that 
two of them (the far north and south paths) are within the applicant’s site.  It is noted that 
these are proposed to be adopted as footway (highway) and therefore will remain in public 
ownership to ensure the right of access is maintained.  This should be through formal 
adoption as public highway under the S38 process." 

Natural England 09/04/2019  

"Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 22 March 2019 which was received by 
Natural England on 22 March 2019 

Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that 
the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present 
and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development”. 

SUMMARY OF NATURAL ENGLAND’S ADVICE 

NO OBJECTION 

Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed development 
will not have significant adverse impacts on designated sites Duddon Estuary SSSI, 
Morecambe Bay and Duddon Estuary SAC, SPA and Ramsar and has no objection. 

Natural England’s further advice on designated sites/landscapes  and advice on other 
natural environment issues is set out below. 
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Biodiversity Net Gain 

Whilst Natural England have no objections in relation to impacts of the proposal upon 
surrounding designated sites, we are concerned the proposal has not followed the process 
and requirements set out within Barrow’s Biodiversity and Development Supplementary 
Planning Document. Specifically the proposal does not provide details of how the it 
provides a net gain in biodiversity, and therefore fails to meet Barrow Borough Council’s 
goal within the SPD that “All development should provide net gain in biodiversity where 
possible” (Para 15.1). As stated within the SPD, the proposal should consider how it 
delivers a net gain in biodiversity, and this should be included as part of any planning 
application. The Council should therefore seek further information to clarify how the 
proposal provides a measurable biodiversity net gain. Natural England can provide further 
support and advice on this if required. 

Further general advice on the consideration of protected species and other natural 
environment issues is provided at Annex A. 

Should the proposal change, please consult us again. 

If you have any queries relating to the advice in this letter please contact me.."  

Natural England 13/06/2019  

"As discussed, Natural England are satisfied with the biodiversity enhancements proposed 
in the amended Preliminary Ecological Assessment report, set out in Appendix A, page 11. 
To ensure these enhancements are reflected in the proposal plans, we recommended the 
enhancement measures are detailed in landscape plan. 

Subject to this additional information being provided, Natural England do not need to be re-
consulted." 

Office for Nuclear Regulation  03/04/2019  

"I have taken on board the views of the emergency planners within Cumbria County 
Council, which is responsible for the preparation of the AWE Barrow off-site emergency 
plan required by the Radiation Emergency Preparedness and Public Information 
Regulations (REPPIR) 2001. They have provided adequate assurance that the proposed 
development can be accommodated within their off-site emergency planning arrangements. 

The proposed development does not present a significant external hazard to the safety of 
the nuclear site. 

Therefore, ONR does not advise against this development." 
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Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 The application site forms two separate parcels of land located on Solway Drive and 
separated from each other by West Point House. The sites were identified for housing 
development through the preparation of the local plan and now benefit from a residential 
allocation (sites SHL100a & SHL101). The sites are more fully described in the 'Design & 
Development Brief' [2017] produced by the Council to guide development. The sites are 
described in the Brief as follows: 

'currently presents a mature landscape on the edge of the existing settlement 
providing an open aspect and amenity to the residential frontage opposite. The site is 
accessed by a network of public footpaths and informal routes providing local 
community access into the Green Wedge. 

South East Parcel The land comprises important areas of distinctive mature scrub 
hedgerow fronting the highway within areas of unimproved grassland. South of the 
main footpath access to the Green Wedge is an area enclosed by mature hedgerow 
adjacent to existing development to the south and west. 

 North West Parcel. The north-west parcel is more open in character comprised 
largely of similar unimproved grassland with an informal network of tracks accessing 
the wooded area to the east. Both north and south areas have local ecological value 
as wildlife habitat and as movement corridors. The site area shaded light blue is an 
area of the Walney Green Wedge that would be suitable for sustainable drainage 
systems (SuDS) and other Green Infrastructure purposes. This area will not be 
subject to built form development due to the need to maintain open views from Cows 
Tarn Lane into the Green Wedge and to separate the permanent built up area from 
the semi-permanent character of the West Shore Chalet Park'. 

1.2 In my report I simply refer to them as North site (that closest to Cows Tarn Lane & 
Earnse Bay) and South site (in the direction of Mill Lane) 

2. Proposal Details 

2.1 Erection of 61 houses (mix of 2 & 3 bedroom units, ranging from bungalows to 2 1/2 
storey town houses, terraced, semi-detached and detached) and associated parking, 
access roads and garages. 

3. Relevant History 
 

3.1 1976/0836 O.S. Field No. 7478, Cow Tarn Lane, Barrow-in-Furness Erection of a timber 
shelter to house horses Appcond 10/11/1976 
 
3.2 1988/0690 Land off Cows Tarn Lane, Barrow-in-Furness Erection of timber stable 
Approved 02/09/1988 
 

3.3 1989/0099 Field No. 32, Cows Tarn Lane, Walney, Barrow-in-Furness Erection of 
stables building on grazing field Approved 16/03/1989 
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3.4 1990/0305 Field No. 34, Solway Drive, Barrow-in-Furness Erection of stables Approved 
20/04/1990 
 
3.5 57/1995/0550 Field 20b Cows Tarn Lane Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria The construction 
of a stable/hay store Appcond 27/09/1995 
 
3.6 57/1996/0428 Cows Tarn Lane Barrow-In-Furness Erection of a double stable and 
haystore Appcond 18/09/1996 
 
3.7 94/1992/9023 Residential Home Wensum Lea Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria LA14 3XR 
Conversion or demolition and redevelopment for residential use CountyMatter 13/08/1992 
 
3.8 B07/2011/0605 Wensum Lea Hostel Wensum Lea Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria 
Demolition of existing residential home and erection of 13 houses, two storey, three 
bedroomed, semi-detached terraced (Outline - all matters reserved) Withdrawn 09-NOV-
2011 
 
3.9 B07/2012/0263 Wensum Lea Hostel Wensum Lea Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria 
Demolition of existing residential home and erection of 13 houses, two storey, three 
bedroomed, semi-detached terraced (Outline - all matters reserved). Resubmission of 
2011/0605 in an amended form Appcond 08-JUN-2012 
 
3.10 B07/2013/0685 Wensum Lea Hostel Wensum Lea Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria Erection 
of ten semi-detached (three bedroomed houses), two semi-detached (two bedroomed 
bungalows) and one detached (two bedroomed house). Appcond 09-JAN-2014 
 
3.11 B07/2014/0820 Wensum Lea Hostel Wensum Lea Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria 
Application for a variation of condition no. 3 of planning permission B07/2013/0685 to allow 
no more than five dwellings shall be occupied until the highway has been constructed in 
accordance with approved plans reference WLW.210 rev A and 226 in respec Withdrawn 
05-MAR-2015 
 
3.12 B20/2011/0690 West Point House Solway Drive Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria LA14 3XN 
Conversion of former nursing home to shared residential accommodation (30 individual 
rooms in total) Appcond 22-DEC-2011 
 
3.13 B27/2013/0345 Wensum Lea Hostel Wensum Lea Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria LA14 
3XR Application for Prior Notification of proposed demolition under Part 31 of the General 
Permitted Development Order. APPLETT 06-JUN-2013 

4. Officer Assessment 

4.1 The two sites are allocated for housing development in the Council's local plan which 
aims to guide development until the year 2031. The local plan represents the statutory 
development plan for the area since its adoption on the 4th June 2019. 
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4.2 Local plan policy DS1 echoes national policy and states that planning applications which 
accord with the Development Plan 'will be approved without delay'. The principle of the site 
for residential development is accepted by reason of the formal allocation, and therefore the 
remainder of this report addresses relevant details/topics including issues raised by 
statutory consultees. 

Design/siting issues/Local Plan Policy H7 

4.3 The application is accompanied by a Design & Access Statement which explains as 
follows 

'The North site(1.67 ha) is to be developed with lower cost housing for sale or rent 
comprising 25 no 2 & 3 bedroomed houses, being a mix of terraced and semi 
detached properties. These are arranged as clusters of 5 units around dedicated 
private access off the existing highway with shared turning areas, allocated and visitor 
parking spaces. Screened refuse and recycling areas have been incorporated into the 
landscaping 

The South site (1.33 ha) is to be developed as open market housing for sale and 
comprises 36 no 2 & 3 bedroomed houses as a mix of semi detached and detached 
properties, some with garages. This site comprises two distinct cul-de-sac shared 
access roads with properties arranged around a 'square' turning head. This 
arrangement contributes to the creation of a sense of place whilst retaining the 
generally open character of the site. Elevations, orientation and landscaping are all 
designed to introduce variety of form  

Materials used in the construction of the houses will be sympathetic to the 
surrounding established housing, with red or buff facing brick combined with off-white 
roughcast render to elevations, and grey concrete tiles to roofs. Window frames will 
be white uPVC and feature panels of stained timber cladding will add visual interest to 
elevations 

To the north, the undeveloped portion of the land will be retained as amenity open 
space and will accommodate a newly formed surface water attenuation pond , formed 
as part of the sustainable drainage strategy for the development. This will, of course, 
enhance the ecological diversity of the undeveloped land. This area will be fenced off 
for security/safety reasons" 

4.4 The site's linear shape combined with the on site presence of UU infrastructure limits the 
scope for alternative layouts. The Council's planning policy section draw attention to the 
need for development to respect the Green Wedge setting commenting: 

"The development is adjoining the proposed Walney Green Wedge, therefore it must 
be ensured that the proposal conforms to Policy GI2 of the Submission Draft Local 
Plan. See also pages 29-31 of the Draft Green Infrastructure SPD, which sets out the 
significance and contribution of this Green Wedge." 
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4.5 The main layout options would either be medium to long terraces facing Solway Drive or 
the short terraces grouped around courtyards. It is the latter which has been adopted which 
better allows views through the site towards the open land to the east, allocated as Green 
Wedge. While some of the units are close to the rear boundary,  this has been influenced 
by on site constraints.                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                           
Ecology/Natural England 

4.6 Natural England were consulted given the site's proximity to the designated area of 
Morecambe Bay Special Area of Conservation. NE have confirmed no objections in relation 
to impacts of the proposal upon surrounding designated sites, [dated 22/03/19] 

4.7 However NE expressed concerns regarding the proposal's relationship with the Council's 
policy on securing bio diversity improvements further commenting as follows: 

"We are concerned the proposal has not followed the process and requirements set 
out within Barrow’s Biodiversity and Development Supplementary Planning 
Document. Specifically the proposal does not provide details of how the it provides a 
net gain in biodiversity, and therefore fails to meet Barrow Borough Council’s goal 
within the SPD that “All development should provide net gain in biodiversity where 
possible” (Para 15.1). As stated within the SPD, the proposal should consider how it 
delivers a net gain in biodiversity, and this should be included as part of any planning 
application. The Council should therefore seek further information to clarify how the 
proposal provides a measurable biodiversity net gain"  

4.8 The applicant has now included bio diversity enhancements as part of the proposal in 
the form of an addendum to the original 'Ecological Assessment'. NE were further consulted 
on this additional measures which include native planting to the SUDs pond, native tree 
species, bird and bat boxes, and have advised as follows: 

"As discussed, Natural England are satisfied with the biodiversity enhancements 
proposed in the amended Preliminary Ecological Assessment report, set out in 
Appendix A, page 11. To ensure these enhancements are reflected in the proposal 
plans, we recommended the enhancement measures are detailed in landscape plan. 
Subject to this additional information being provided, Natural England do not need to 
be re-consulted" 

4.9 The measures have now been added to the landscape plan as requested. The scheme 
now meets the requirements of the Councils Bio Diversity SPD and accords with the 
consultation response from NE 
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Barrow Council Public Protection/Contaminated Land/Local Plan Policy C4 

4.10 Ground investigations were carried out pre-application and which found some 
contamination. A remediation scheme has been developed to address this 
contamination which the Council's Public Protection Officer has summarised as follows:  

The remediation strategy suggests the deposition of reclaimed ash material in three 
proposed borrow pits dug to a depth of 2-3 meters leaving a clean inert top soil 
surface approx 600 mm below ground level. This clean cover system would effectively 
severe any pollutant linkage subject to random testing of any won materials on site. 
This should be verified by an independent consultant and a verification report 
submitted. 

4.11 The Public Protection Officer goes on to recommend that conditions be placed on 
any planning approval to ensure that the submitted remediation scheme is implemented 
and a Verification Report is issued prior to occupation. Imposition of these conditions will 
ensure that the approval accords with Policy C4 which states requires any necessary 
remedial action is undertaken  

Promoting pedestrian journeys/County Council PROW Officer/Local Plan Policies Gl1 and 
H7(f) 

4.12 Policy GI1(c) Green Infra Structure seeks to promote 'sustainable movement choices' to 
'improve health fitness and well being'.  This essentially means promoting walking and 
cycling. This is echoed by H7(f). Applying this to the application site the Council's 'Design & 
Development Brief' advised: 

'Proposed scheme will need to show how public access to the green wedge is to be 
maintained' [Design Principles, page 6] 

4.13 The initial scheme showed that the two informal/permissive routes across the site were 
to be retained (along with a third on the edge of the site). However it was unclear what the 
longer term access rights would be for the public. It was agreed with the County Council 
and the applicant that the existing permissive routes would be adopted where they pass 
through the development site. Amended plans were submitted in this regard and the County 
have confirmed the situation as follows 

"There are three existing footpath links through the site to the land behind.  It is noted 
that two of them (the far north and south paths) are within the applicant’s site.  It is 
noted that these are proposed to be adopted as foot way (highway) and therefore will 
remain in public ownership to ensure the right of access is maintained.  This should 
be through formal adoption as public highway under the S38 process." [CCC 
Consultation 19/06/19] 
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4.14 In addition to the above the applicant is to make a financial contribution to the provision 
of an on road cycle lane (Policy I1)(refer section on Infra Structure contributions 
below). The scheme now accords with the Council's green wedge policy in this regard (Gl1 
c), the relevant design principle in the Council's design brief and the response of the 
County's PROW officer 

Infra-structure contributions/County Council Highway Authority/Local Plan Policy I1 

4.15 This Council's planning policy section have referred to Local Plan Policy I1 which 
requires developer contributions to provide infrastructure required to support development. 
The policy response advises as follows: 

"The Barrow Transport Improvement Study identifies the junction improvements 
required to deliver the Local Plan. However, the Study does not recommend which 
Local Plan sites should contribute to the junction improvements. Therefore, it should 
be confirmed with the Local Highway Authority whether the proposed development 
will be required to contribute to any of the proposed junction improvements. 

In terms of cycle infrastructure, the Study proposes a cycle route on Walney along 
West Shore Road and Trent Vale, passing through the Walney Green Wedge to the 
Promenade. The on road element at West Shore Road has an estimated cost of 
£21,600, whilst the off road element through to Promenade has a cost of £140,000. 
The on road element of the route would have the closest links to the proposal, 
therefore the development should contribute £21,600 to enable delivery of this part of 
the cycle route, it is understood that the Local Highway Authority would be satisfied 
with this approach" [Barrow Council Policy Response] 

4.16 In discussions with both the applicant and the County Council as education and 
highway authority it has been agreed as follows: 

Transport 

4.17 The wider Barrow Transport Improvement Study has identified strategic cycle routes to 
encourage sustainable modes of transport to key locations.  The main provision in this area 
being the proposed cycleway from West Shore Road to the Promenade (Route 8).  This on 
and off-road route has been identified to be upgraded to a shared use cycle/footway and is 
likely to be a popular route for residents of the site.  To support this improvement the 
developer is required to contribute £21,600 to the scheme by way of a S106 agreement for 
the on-road section upgrade. 

Education 

4.18 The County officer has confirmed that the local education facilities have spare capacity 
to allow for school places arising from the development. 

Affordable Housing Contribution 

4.19 Local Plan policy H14 requires a minimum of 10% affordable housing contribution.  
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4.20 The Council's planning policy section have advised that where possible, affordable 
housing should be negotiated on the site in accord with this policy and paragraph 64 of the 
NPPF.  A lower proportion of affordable housing may be permitted where it can clearly be 
demonstrated by way of a financial appraisal that the development would not otherwise be 
financially viable. This matter has been raised with the applicant and is to be secured by 
means of a Section 106 undertaking/obligation. 

Surface water disposal/County Council as LLFA/Local Plan Policy C3a 

4.21 Policy C3a states that new development will be required to prioritise use of sustainable 
drainage systems (SUDs). The first priority in terms of the hierarchy is ground infiltration, 
followed by connection to a water course. The third is disposal to a surface water sewer 
with the very last in the hierarchy (the least favourable) is discharge to a foul/combined 
sewer. 

4.22 This point is made by this Council's planning policy section who comment as follows: 

The proposal should conform to Policy C3a of the Submission Draft Local Plan. In 
particular it should be ensured that the proposal complies with the surface water 
hierarchy, as set out in criterion b of Policy C3a and in the National Planning Practice 
Guidance, Flood Risk and Coastal Change, paragraph 080. 

4.23 The West Shore estate was laid out on a combined system meaning that surface water 
and foul use the same sewer. This can be problematic in times of high rainfall when sewers 
can be overloaded in storm conditions. While surface water sewers discharge to the sea 
the effluent from foul and combined sewers is now pumped to the mainland for treatment. 

4.24 Site investigations have ruled out ground infiltration and there is no nearby water 
course. A surface water sewer is located at the Earnse Bay end of West Shore Road. While 
some distance from the site it has been agreed that the north site shall discharge its surface 
water into this existing sewer and which will then discharge directly into the sea. 

4.25 There are no surface water sewers available for the south site. The only option is 
therefore the lowest in the sequence namely discharge to a combined/foul sewer. 

4.26 Some mitigation has been provided which is described by the County in their response 
as LLFA as follows: 

"The UU combined system on Walney Island has to be pumped off to the WWTW in 
Barrow, and where passes under the channel, there is insufficient capacity.  This 
causes flooding regularly, and it is not appropriate to increase the surface water flow 
to this system.  It is recognised that the SW strategy, in diverting an area of the 
carriageway drained by three gullies from the UU combined sewer into the new SW 
system will be removing water from the UU system.  This more than offsets the 
attenuated SW flow from the south part of the site so that there is a net reduction in 
the peak surface water contribution to the public combined sewer.  Therefore it is 
agreed there should be no increased risk to flooding downstream. 
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It is noted that several other SW drainage strategies have been explored as concepts 
to see if all the water can be discharged to separate watercourses, but this has not 
proved feasible.  The LLFA have been involved in this process and accept the 
preferred solution as a necessary compromise. 

It is noted that the FRA contains an assessment of all SUDS elements and reasons 
for either dismissing them or incorporating where practicable.  The drainage to the 
north incorporates open, surface features of a swale and basin to provide storage and 
treatment.  The basin has features; forebay, reeds etc. to provide the necessary 
treatment.  At the southern site, it is acknowledged that due to space the attenuation 
is provided by geo-cellular tank.  This is acceptable in this instance, although not the 
preferred storage feature" 

The site is in flood zone 1 so is at low risk from fluvial flooding, but groundwater level 
are high and there is some small areas of high surface water flood risk – more 
information is required in the detailed design to show how this is mitigated along with 
site and FFLs.  There will be no below ground buildings so the risk from groundwater 
flooding has been mitigated in that respect." 

4.27 As commented by the LLFA the scheme incorporates SUDs features namely 'swale and 
basin to provide storage and treatment'. It also follows the hierarchy of surface water 
disposal options. Approval therefore accords with Local Plan Policy C3a and the response 
of the County as LLFA 

Foul and surface water disposal/United Utilities/Local Plan Policy H7(h) 

4.28 As commented above surface water from the north site is to discharge into a surface 
water sewer whereas a discharge into the foul/combined sewer is the only option for the 
south site. Foul from both sites will discharge into the foul/combined sewer. 

4.29 It should also be noted that the combined sewer runs through the site parallel to Solway 
Drive. This represents a significant constraint to the site's development. 

4.30 At the time of preparing the report the consultation response from United Utilities was 
outstanding, and this will be prioritised to get a response by your meeting 

4.31 The recommendation takes account of this outstanding consultation. 

Highway Issues/response of the County as Highway Authority/Local Plan Policy H7 

4.32 Housing estates are required to comply with the 'Cumbria Development Design Guide 
New Residential Development'. This is to ensure that roads and pavements are designed to 
a standard that will allow adoption by the County Council. 

4.33 The application as submitted only required minor changes to meet the County's/Design 
Guide requirements. The County as Highway Authority have confirmed compliance as 
follows: 

The Highway observations previously raised (listed below) have all been addressed 
and incorporated into the revised plans 
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 2.0m Service strips and 0.5m clearance strips for northern site 
 DWG K35005/A1/03 Showing adopted manholes drainage and gully runs in 

non-adopted areas but now protected with an easement strip. 
 Trees have been moved into private ownership land." [CCC consultation 

response 16/06/19] 

4.34 The County as highway authority have further commented on the acceptability of the 
proposed parking arrangements 

The parking requirements of the two areas can be treated slightly differently.  For the 
social / affordable houses in the northern site a slightly lower standard is adopted to 
factor in lower car ownership compared to the 36 market houses on the southern site.  
It is considered that the 49 spaces provided for the social housing is sufficient for the 
25 units.  For the southern site, there are 97 spaces provided in total for 36 units.  
With additional parking available on Solway Road parking provision is considered 
adequate.[CCC response dated 16/06/19] 

Sunlight/daylight/privacy issues 

4.35 The application site is located on the east side of Solway Drive with the majority of the 
existing houses on the west side. As a result, for the most part, the development is 
separated from neighbours by the width of Solway Drive. The new houses are also set in 
from the edge of the carriageway by typically 10m. As a consequence a distance well in 
excess of the 21m referred to in policy is achieved. 

4.36 The application site adjoins existing residential property at the southern end of the 
south site. Additionally both sites adjoin 'West Point House' (a large house in multiple 
occupation) and which separates the two sites. Taking these in turn the rear of the 
proposed houses will face the side, gable walls of houses recently built on the site of the 
demolished Wenson Lea care home. The distance between the two scales at 15 m. While 
less than the 21m there are limited windows in the side elevations of the existing houses 
such that privacy is not a significant issue. The layout has also been checked with 
daylighting and sunlighting indicators and found to comply with BRE guidance. 

4.37 In terms of West Point House this property's local context will see a significant change. 
Currently it occupies a very open setting with undeveloped land on both sides. The 
proposed development will change this setting significantly as it will appear as part of a 
housing estate. 

4.38 However in planning terms the development is reasonably sympathetic. The nearest 
part of the development on the north site adjoins the car park to West Point House. The 
houses consist of a short terrace of 5 houses which face Solway Drive with the gable wall of 
the end house facing the side of West Point House. This arrangement avoids windows 
serving habitable rooms facing equivalent windows in West Point House. 

4.39 In terms of the south site the rear elevation of a row of houses would face the side of 
West Point House at a distance of approx 25m. This exceeds the 21m referred to by policy. 
No sunlighting or day lighting issues are raised 
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Benefits of new housing/Local Plan Policies H1, H3 & H10 

4.40 Local Plan Policy H1 introduces a annual housing requirement of 119 net additional 
dwellings per year. This is higher than has been achieved in previous years. It is aimed to 
be met by the allocation of a range of sites for residential development and which includes 
significantly more green field sites than in previous plans. Policy H10 acknowledges the 
importance of meeting the requirement commenting : 

Housing delivery will be monitored and if the number of houses built is not meeting 
the targets set, interventions will be sought including bringing forward additional 
allocations'. 

4.41 The contribution of 61 dwellings in this context represents a significant benefit. 

Matters raised in the representations 

4.42 The application has generated a significant amount of local objection which I have 
commented on below: 

Walney is not suitable for additional housing due to reliance on a congested bridge 

4.43 The County Council as highway authority were consulted both during the preparation of 
the Local Plan and on receipt of the planning application. The highway authority do not 
oppose the grant of planning permission on traffic generation (or other grounds). The 
increase in traffic on Walney Bridge generated by the proposal will in percentage terms be 
very minor. Little weight can be given to this matter particularly in the context of a 
residential allocation in the Local Plan. 

Loss of green space/loss of openness 

4.44 The application site was protected in the previous Local Plan as part of the green 
wedge. This protection was effectively lost due to the exclusion of the site from the green 
wedge (continues to apply to the land to the rear/east) and its allocation for residential 
development. These changes were made as part of the preparation of the new Local Plan 
which now forms the statutory development Plan for the area. 

Local streets are not suitable to accommodate the extra traffic generated by the 
development 

4.45  This is a matter again carries limited weight given the site's allocation in the Local Plan. 
Notwithstanding this the County as highway authority raise no issues in this regard 
commenting as follows: 

The Transport Statement provided concludes that there will be a maximum of 26 and 
27pm additional vehicle trips in the am and pm peak hours respectively, but it is not 
clear which year this represents (opening year or design year).  However, in either 
year, this does not represent a significant increase in trips especially compared to 
base traffic flows.  
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Loss of wildlife including protected species/loss of habitat 

4.46 Preliminary ecological assessment found that the site represented good habitat as 
follows: 

The footprint of the scheme does contain good reptile habitat with slow worm and 
common lizard most likely. Findings of surveys for similar schemes nearby make the 
presence very likely and therefore surveys ought to be conducted for reptiles. Some 
amphibian presence possible [Preliminary Ecological Assessment, May 2018, 
updated April 2019] 

4.47 As advised by the preliminary investigation and as commented by Planning Policy 
(Policy N3 of the Submission Draft Local Plan is relevant where there is evidence to support 
the presence of protected species) a herpetological (reptile) survey was carried out. Its 
main findings are: 

4.48 All species of reptile are protected by UK law (in addition to planning policy) 

4.49 All 6 reptiles are listed as priority species in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan 

4.50 Site represents good habitat with good connectivity for reptiles 

4.51 Surveys established - medium populations of slow worm and common lizard present 

4.52 Without mitigation it was concluded that: 

The development has the potential to kill a small-medium number of slow worms and 
common lizards - will cause the loss of approx 2.5ha of moderate-good quality habitat - very 
likely result in an offence under the 1994 Regulations 

4.53 In order to avoid an offence being committed and to comply with Local Plan policy N3 a 
mitigation plan was developed. This included the erection of reptile proof fencing followed 
by capture and relocation. Natural England issued a licence for this work based on 
the allocation of the site for development 

Flood risk/sewers are unable to cope 

4.54 Much concern is expressed that the development will exacerbate existing flooding 
problems. However as explained under the section on surface water disposal above the 
County as LLFA have advised that the development should reduce the amount of water 
going into the combined sewer 

That the development should provide parking for existing residents 

4.55 There are a small number of houses located adjacent to the south site which were built 
with no road frontage and with only pedestrian access. The occupiers therefore have no 
option but to park on the road including on the existing road stub which is to be replaced by 
the access road. Residents have requested that the development provides some off street 
parking for the benefit of existing houses. 
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4.56  This request was put to the applicant but who is unwilling to provide such a facility. It is 
not a matter which easily falls under the planning and were it to be pursued it would be 
more a matter for the Council through clauses/covenants in the sale of the land. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 The application should deliver 61 dwellings including a minimum of 10% affordables 
which in the context of Local Plan Policies H1, H3, H7 & H14 carries significant weight. The 
development has been designed to accord with the Cumbria Design Guide Residential 
Developments', respects the hierarchy of surface water disposal options, includes SUDs, 
provides pedestrian links, makes a financial contribution to a cycle way, accords with the 
bio diversity SPD, and has been design to respect the adjacent green wedge, all factors 
which carry weight. 

5.2 The development will result in a significant reduction in the site's openness, increase 
traffic in the local area and reduce habitat for certain protected species. Only limited weight 
can be given to these harms. This is because the loss of openness was accepted as part of 
the removal of the site from the green wedge and its allocation for housing. Similarly the 
increase in traffic which the County Council as highway authority confirm is not significant. 
The loss of habitat again due in part to the allocation but also because extensive habitat to 
the east is to be retained. 

5.3 As a consequence the benefits to with significant weight can be attached out weigh the 
limited harms identified 

6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that; 
A. subject to the receipt and satisfactory assessment of the consultation response from 
United Utilities, and 
B. on completion of an obligation under section 106 of the Act (and which may be a 
unilateral undertaking)  of which the broad terms shall provide for  a minimum of 10% 
affordable housing units on site according to terms to be agreed within the obligation, a 
financial contribution of £21 600 towards the on road section of the West Shore Road to 
Promenade and which shall be index linked, and, unless addressed via a planning 
condition details of the arrangements to be put in place for the management of all SUDs 
features for the life time of the development  
  
then planning permission be GRANTED subject to the SDL and conditions to address the 
following topics (conditions to be provided in extra information) 
  
Compliance with approved plans 
  
Site remediation requirements 
  
Details of external materials 
  
Highway requirements 
  
Surface water drainage requirements 
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Foul drainage requirements 
  
Landscaping requirements including boundary treatment 
  
Bio diversity enhancement  requirements 
  
Removal of permitted development re parking facilities 
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B13/2019/0362 
Planning Committee  

9
th
 July 2019  

  

  

Application Number : B13/2019/0362 Date Valid :08/05/2019 

Address : Land to the rear of 32 Sandy 
Lane Askam-in-Furness Cumbria LA16 7BD 

Case Officer : Barry Jesson 

Proposal : Outline application with all matters reserved for a purpose built dwelling house 
for a disabled individual. 

Ward : Dalton North Ward Parish : Askam and Ireleth Parish Council 

Applicant : Miss Leah McMullen   
Agent : Mr Matthew Allen Wyvern 
Partnership LLP  

Statutory Date : 03/07/2019 
Recommendation : Granted with 
conditions 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 

 
National Policies 

1. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Policy NPPF-011 
2. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Policy NPPF-068 

Local Plan Policies 

1. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C3a - Water management 
2. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to 

sustainable development 
3. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development 

Criteria 
4. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS5 - Design 
5. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H17 - Protection of Residential 

Privacy 
6. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H4 - Development Cordons 
7. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H7 - Housing Development on 

Windfall Sites 
8. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H8 - Housing in Residential Gardens 
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9. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N3 - Protecting biodiversity and 
geodiversity 

Summary of Main Issues 

The proposal for a dwelling in a rear garden is located within an urban area and uses an 
existing access of an improved, though unadopted road.  The main issues for consideration 
are whether the plot is sufficiently sized to construct a dwelling without compromising the 
amenities of the existing properties and whether the existing access is acceptable for such 
development. 

Non Material Considerations 

None  

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

Development advertised on site  

Neighbours Consulted 

Street Name Properties 
Crossley Street The Bungalow, 
Duddon Road 55, 57, Sandcroft, 
Fieldview Drive 2, 4, 6, 8, 
Sandy Lane 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 
   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

2 0 2 0 

Objection summary 

Concern raised over an increase in traffic and reduction in highway safety, construction 
traffic access and routes, future access for delivery vehicles. 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
Askam and Ireleth Parish Council 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 
Natural England 
United Utilities (Asset Protection) 
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List of Organisation Responses 
 
Askam and Ireleth Parish Council 22/05/2019  

"This application was discussed at the parish council meeting held on Tuesday 21 May 
2019 there were no objections from the parish council or members of the public present at 
the meeting." 

Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 23/05/2019  

“Thank you for the above consultation. Having reviewed the historic use of the site, I believe 
there is sufficient cause for a contamination assessment.  

I understand that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) seeks to prevent 
unacceptable risk from land contamination and instability (Policy 178 and 179). 

Policy 179 states that where a site is affected by contamination or land instability issues, 
responsibility for securing a safe development rests with the developer and/or land owner. 
Section 6 (Existing Use) on the Application for Planning Permission also asks if the 
development would be particularly vulnerable to the presence of contamination and if so, an 
appropriate contamination assessment should be submitted. 

In the absence of a contamination assessment, I would recommend that conditions are 
imposed on any Planning Consent granted, based on the following: ascertain 

1. No development shall take place until a Preliminary Investigation (desk study, site 
reconnaissance and preliminary risk assessment), to investigate and assess the risk of 
potential contamination, is submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. This investigation must be undertaken by a suitably qualified contaminated land 
practitioner, in accordance with established procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice 
for the Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the 
Management of Land Contamination  (CLR11)).  

2. If the Preliminary Investigation identifies potential unacceptable risks, a Field 
Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in accordance with established 
procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the Investigation of Potentially 
Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination 
(CLR11)), shall be undertaken to determine the presence and degree of contamination and 
must be undertaken by a suitably qualified contaminated land practitioner. The results of 
the Field Investigation and Risk Assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the 
Local Planning Authority before any development begins. 

3. Where contamination is found which poses unacceptable risks, no development shall 
take place until a detailed Remediation Scheme has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must include an appraisal of remedial 
options and proposal of the preferred option(s), all works to be undertaken, proposed 
remediation objectives, remediation criteria and a verification plan. The scheme must 
ensure that the site will not qualify as contaminated land under Part 2A of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 in relation to the intended use.  
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4. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification Report 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to occupation of 
the development.  

5. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved 
development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported immediately to the 
Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site affected must be halted and 
Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where required by the Local Planning Authority, 
remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. These shall be implemented prior to occupation of the 
development. 

Cumbria County Council (Highways) 24/05/2019 

“Thank you for your consultation on 9th May 2019 regarding the above Planning Application. 

Cumbria County Council as the Highways Authority and the Lead Local Flood Authority 
(LLFA) has reviewed the above planning reference and our findings are detailed below. 

Highways response: 

Due to the proposed development being on an un-adopted highway it is considered that the 
proposal will not have a material effect on existing highway conditions.  I can therefore 
confirm that the Highway Authority has no objection to the proposal”. 

Cumbria County Council (LLFA) 24/05/2019  

“Thank you for your consultation on 9th May 2019 regarding the above Planning Application. 

Cumbria County Council as the Highways Authority and the Lead Local Flood Authority 
(LLFA) has reviewed the above planning reference and our findings are detailed below. 

LLFA response: 

The LLFA surface water maps show that the site is very close to an area of flooding and 
indicates that a 1% (1 in 100) chance of flooding occurring close to the site each year”. 

Natural England 17/05/2019  

"SUMMARY OF NATURAL ENGLAND’S ADVICE 

NO OBJECTION 

Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed development 
will not have significant adverse impacts on statutorily protected nature conservation 
sites. Natural England’s generic advice on other natural environment issues is set out at 
Annex A. 
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European sites  
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed development 
will not have likely significant effects on statutorily protected sites and has no objection to 
the proposed development. To meet the requirements of the Habitats Regulations, we 
advise you to record your decision that a likely significant effect can be ruled out.  

Sites of Special Scientific Interest  
Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed development 
will not have likely significant effects on statutorily protected sites and has no objection to 
the proposed development. 

Sites of Special Scientific Interest Impact Risk Zones 
The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 
2015 requires local planning authorities to consult Natural England on “Development in or 
likely to affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest” (Schedule 4, w). Our SSSI Impact Risk 
Zones are a GIS dataset designed to be used during the planning application validation 
process to help local planning authorities decide when to consult Natural England on 
developments likely to affect a SSSI. The dataset and user guidance can be accessed from 
the data.gov.uk website 

Further general advice on the consideration of protected species and other natural 
environment issues is provided at Annex A. 

We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you 
have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us.  

For any queries regarding this letter, for new consultations, or to provide further information 
on this consultation please send your correspondences to 
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk." 

 
United Utilities 14/05/2019  

"With reference to the above planning application, United Utilities wishes to draw attention 
to the following as a means to facilitate sustainable development within the region. 

Drainage 

In  accordance  with  the  National  Planning  Policy  Framework  (NPPF)  and  the National 
Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG), the site should be drained on a separate system with 
foul water draining to the public sewer and surface water draining in the most sustainable 
way. 

The NPPG clearly outlines the hierarchy to be investigated by the developer when 
considering a surface water drainage strategy. We would ask the developer to consider the 
following drainage options in the following order of priority: 
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1. into the ground (infiltration); 

2. to a surface water body; 

3. to a surface water sewer, highway drain, or another drainage system; 

4. to a combined sewer. 

We recommend the applicant implements the scheme in accordance with the surface water 
drainage hierarchy outlined above. 

If the applicant intends to offer wastewater assets forward for adoption by United Utilities, 
the proposed detailed design will be subject to a technical appraisal by an Adoptions 
Engineer as we need to be sure that the proposal meets the requirements of Sewers for 
adoption and United Utilities’ Asset Standards. The proposed design should give 
consideration to long term operability and give United Utilities a cost effective proposal for 
the life of the assets. Therefore, should this application be approved and the applicant 
wishes to progress a Section 104 agreement, we strongly recommend that no construction 
commences until the detailed drainage design, submitted as part of the Section 104 
agreement, has been assessed and accepted in writing by United Utilities. Any works 
carried out prior to the technical assessment being approved is done entirely at the 
developers own risk and could be subject to change. 

Details of both our S106 sewer connections and S104 sewer adoptions processes 
(including application forms) can be found on our website 
http://www.unitedutilities.com/builders- developers.aspx 

Please note we are not responsible for advising on rates of discharge to the local 
watercourse system.   This is  a  matter for you to discuss with the Lead Local Flood 
Authority and /  or the Environment Agency if the watercourse is classified as main river. 

Water supply 

If the applicant intends to obtain a water supply from United Utilities for the proposed 
development, we strongly recommend they engage with us at the earliest opportunity. If 
reinforcement of the water network is required to meet the demand, this could be a 
significant project which should be accounted for in the project timeline for design and 
construction. 

To discuss a potential water supply or any of the water comments detailed above, the 
applicant can contact the team at  DeveloperServicesWater@uuplc.co.uk. 

Please  note,  all  internal  pipework  must  comply  with  current  Water Supply 
 (water fittings) Regulations 1999. 
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United Utilities’ property, assets and infrastructure 

A public sewer crosses this site and we may not permit building over it. We will 
require an access strip width of six metres, three metres either side of the centre line 
of the sewer which is in accordance with the minimum distances specified in the 
current issue of "Sewers for Adoption", for maintenance or replacement. Therefore a 
modification of the site layout, or a diversion of the affected  public  sewer  at  the 
applicant's  expense,  may  be  necessary. To establish if  a  sewer diversion is 
feasible, the applicant must discuss this at an early stage with our Developer 
Engineer at wastewaterdeveloperservices@uuplc.co.uk as a lengthy lead in period 
may be required if a sewer diversion proves to be acceptable. 

Deep rooted shrubs and trees should not be planted in  the vicinity of  the public 
sewer and overflow systems. 

Where United Utilities’ assets exist, the level of cover to the water mains and public sewers 
must not be compromised either during or after construction. 

For advice regarding protection of United Utilities’ assets, the applicant should contact the 
teams as follows: 

Water assets – DeveloperServicesWater@uuplc.co.uk 

Wastewater assets – WastewaterDeveloperServices@uuplc.co.uk 

It  is  the  applicant's responsibility  to  investigate  the  possibility  of  any United 
Utilities’  assets potentially impacted by their proposals and to demonstrate the 
exact relationship between any United Utilities' assets and the proposed 
development. 

A number of providers offer a paid for mapping service including United Utilities. To find out 
how to purchase a sewer and water plan from United Utilities, please visit the Property 
Searches website; https://www.unitedutilities.com/property-searches/. You can also view 
the plans for free. To make an  appointment to  view our sewer records at  your local 
authority please contact them direct, alternatively if you wish to view the water and the 
sewer records at our Lingley Mere offices based in Warrington. 

Due to the public sewer transfer in 2011, not all sewers are currently shown on the statutory 
sewer records and we do not always show private pipes on our plans. If a sewer is 
discovered during construction; please contact a Building Control Body to discuss the 
matter further. 

For any further information regarding Developer Services and Planning, please visit our 
website at http://www.unitedutilities.com/builders-developers.aspx" 
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Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 This application relates to a roughly oblong shaped plot of land within the built up area of 
Askam.  It currently forms part of an untypically large garden belonging to 32 Sandy Lane, 
measuring approximately 30m by 25m (mid-point) giving an overall site area just under 
0.1ha.  The access is via the recently constructed private road off Lord Street, which itself 
was upgraded as part of the development for the 4 recently constructed dwellings on land 
to the southeast.  The character of the area is one of mixed residential development, 
predominantly dormer bungalows, with a fairly sporadic and tight-knit pattern of 
development.  The site is enclosed by residential development, with the rear of dwellings on 
Sandy Lane overlooking the site.  The land is relatively flat with limited potential beyond its 
domestic use. 

2. Proposal Details 

2.1 Outline application with all matters reserved for a purpose built dwelling house for a 
disabled individual. 

3. Relevant History 
 
3.1 01/1994/0031 Cross Lea Sandy Lane Askam-In-Furness Cumbria Erection of one 
bungalow Appcond 07/03/1994 
 
3.2 42/1994/0758 Land between Stavely and Trevann Formerly 30 Sandy Lane Askam-In-
Furness Cumbria Erection of a detached bungalow with integral garage Appcond 
08/02/1995 
 
3.3 42/1999/0841 Land to the rear of 34-36 Sandy Lane Askam-in-Furness Cumbria LA16 
7BD Erection of a detached bungalow with integral garage Appcond 31/08/2000 
 
3.4 42/2001/1139 Land to the rear of Gosforth Bungalow and 36 Sandy Lane Askam-in-
Furness Cumbria LA16 7BD Erection of a detached dormer bungalow with detached 
garage Appcond 17/12/2001 
 
3.5 42/2002/0174 Land to the rear of Gosforth Bungalow & 36 Sandy Lane Askam-in-
Furness Cumbria LA16 7BD Amendment to 2001/1139 to allow dormer in place of rear roof 
light and removal of two bedroom windows from north elevation and w.c. window from 
south elevation Approved 24/04/2002 
 
3.6 57/2004/0306 30 Sandy Lane Askam-in-Furness Cumbria LA16 7BD Raising height of 
front boundary wall to 1.67 metres Approved 08/07/2004 
 
3.7 B13/2008/1008 Land off Lord Street Askam-in-Furness Cumbria Erection of 6 No. 
dwellings and a detached garage with new access road and improvement to existing road 
Appcond 18/12/2008 
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3.8 B13/2011/0715 Land off Lord Street Askam-in-Furness Cumbria Application for a new 
planning permission to replace and extant planning permission 2008/1008 - Erection of 6 
No. dwellings and a detached garage with new access road and improvement to existing 
road. Appcond 18/04/2012 
 
3.9 B13/2014/0271 Land off Lord Street Askam-in-Furness Cumbria Application for a Minor 
Material Amendment following grant of planning permission B13/2011/0715 - (erection of 6 
dwellings and a garage with new access and improvement to existing road.) to allow a 
better internal layout, a more traditional appearance t Appcond 27-MAY-2014 
 
3.10 B13/2014/0452 Land at Lord Street Askam-in-Furness Cumbria Development of four 
new dwellings and new shed with associated roads, parking and landscaping. Appcond 09-
OCT-2014 

4. Officer Assessment 

Policy 

4.1 Given all matters are reserved for subsequent approval the proposal is in essence 
related to the principle of residential development, with consideration given to the general 
likelihood that a dwelling could be constructed without causing significant detriment to 
existing residential and visual amenities.  The site is located within Askam's development 
cordon.  Policy H4 allows residential development in such circumstances, subject of course 
to conformity with other relevant policy. 

4.2 The plot is not allocated within the Local Plan as a housing site, thus Policy H7 is 
applied.  This policy considers windfall sites (those not allocated) and contains a range of 
criteria to assess the suitability and sustainability of the site.  These include that, generally, 
buildings are well designed in terms of siting, grouping, scale, orientation, detailing, external 
finishes (etc); an acceptable standard of amenity is created in terms of sunlighting, 
daylighting, privacy, outlook; the site is served by a satisfactory access; the development is 
sustainable in its energy usage, environmental impact, drainage, waste management; the 
capacity of infrastructure to serve the development is adequate; that there would be no 
unacceptable effects on the amenities and living conditions of surrounding properties, the 
overbearing nature of the proposal or an unacceptable increase in on-street parking.  It is 
not a strict 'tick list' as such but helps guide development to a more sustainable design. 

4.3 This is also supplemented by H8 which provides further consideration for development 
within residential gardens.  These include avoiding cramped development, providing 
sufficient garden space, suitable access, integration into the existing built environment, 
protecting amenities and not preventing any future development potential of an adjacent 
site. 
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Site considerations 

4.4 Whilst access is reserved for subsequent approval, it is noted on the illustrative plan that 
it will be made via the existing gate of Field View Drive.  This could already permit vehicular 
access though it is not currently used as such.  This dwelling would form the fifth served by 
the new section of private drive constructed for the new properties on Field View Drive, and 
likely would be the last it could serve along this row.  Issue such as refuse collection, 
delivery vehicle access and highway safety have been raised in the representations from 
members of the public, in addition to concern with construction access.  The collection 
arrangements were considered acceptable when approval was given for the 4 dwellings; 
they would not be altered by the proposal as the drive is not lengthened and the increase in 
scale to 5 dwellings is insignificant.  The same applies for highway safety.  The Cumbria 
Design Guide indicates up to 5 dwellings can be served by private driveways such as this.  
Taking into account vehicular access could already be made to/from the garden area to 
serve 32 Sandy Lane, the use for the one additional property would not introduce a 
significant increase in traffic or change in character.  

4.5 A turning area could be required, or potentially use made of the existing turning head at 
the end of the drive to facilitate safe egress - again this would be subject to the final detail 
to be approved in the reserved matters application but it is not considered insurmountable.  
A Construction Method Statement can explore any access/unloading issues, with approval 
required before any work commences.  

4.6 A key consideration is amenity, and whether an additional dwelling would result in harm 
to an unacceptable level.  Policy H17 requires that sufficient separation exists (or the 
design otherwise prevents overlooking), with 21m the usual standard.  However, it also 
makes allowances where existing standards are already below this level and subsequent 
development would be typical of the prevailing character.  This was considered when 
approving the 4 dwellings, with that report (2014/0452) stating, 

"The back to back distance is less than the optimum standard of 21m, at around 18-20m, 
but this standard does not tend to exist in the tight-knit streets around the application site. 
The more modern development surrounding the site is typified by detached bungalows and 
dormer bungalows with a high percentage plot cover resulting in the dwellings being 
constructed close to boundaries. I feel that this lesser standard can be accepted in this 
case given Askam’s unique pattern of development and the design of the dwellings."   

"In this case, only rooflights are used to light the first floor to the front elevation. To the rear 
the bedrooms are in the roof space with 1 dormer window lighting the main bedroom and 
another the bathroom, thus overlooking is kept to a minimum." 
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4.7 Being adjacent to that site, the character is obviously very similar.  Only an indicative 
layout is shown, with illustrated distances to the rear dwellings of between 14.6m and 21m.  
This would effectively continue the existing building line common in the locality, preserving 
separation distances for both privacy and amenity/sun and day lighting.  Having spoken 
with the agent, it is anticipated the final design will be a bungalow, likely with a developed 
roof space.  Roof windows or small dormers would keep 1st floor overlooking to a minimum, 
thereby retaining the prevailing tight knit character without causing undue harm as with the 
adjacent development.  Screening can protect the main ground floor rooms.  A condition 
can be attached to limit the submitted design to a single storey dwelling, with the option of a 
developed roof space.  It is considered that the plot can accept a dwelling, and careful 
design it should not significantly harm or alter the character of the area and amenities of 
adjacent dwellings, with sufficient garden/amenity space provided for both this plot and that 
remaining in 32 Sandy Lane. 

Ecology 

4.8 Natural England has been consulted as the development is located within a consultation 
buffer of a Site of Special Scientific Interest, Special Area of Conservation, Ramsar & 
Special Protection Area. However, they have advised that it is unlikely to result in likely 
significant effects, stating "Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that 
the proposed development will not have likely significant effects on statutorily protected 
sites and has no objection to the proposed development. To meet the requirements of the 
Habitats Regulations, we advise you to record your decision that a likely significant effect 
can be ruled out."  No mitigation is proposed/considered necessary to arrive at this 
conclusion, thus such harm can be screened out without the need for an Appropriate 
Assessment. 

4.9 With regards to protected species, no habitat survey has been required at validation.  
The site characteristics do not suggest one would be necessary when considered against 
NE's standing advice, in addition to the findings of the survey on the adjacent site.  That 
concluded that there was a low risk for natterjack toads and no further assessment was 
warranted; similarly a reptile survey is not warranted. In addition the site had negligible 
potential for use by bats and low potential for breeding birds.  This plot is in more active use 
as a domestic garden than the vacant, open plot surveyed, with no adjacent ponds, 
woodland or scrub for example.  As a biodiversity gain, it is considered prudent to require 
bat/bird nesting boxes be incorporated into the design for any foraging wildlife. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 The principle of residential development is considered to be sustainable, and the NPPF 
places great emphasis on providing new dwellings.  The development is not likely to result 
in undue strain on existing infrastructure with this amounting to the fifth new build dwelling 
served from this section of private driveway.  The full design will be addressed via the 
submission of reserved matters, but it is considered sufficient amenity can be provided 
without significant harm/change to the character of the area. 
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6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration 
Limit and the following conditions : - 
 
1. Application for approval of Reserved Matters must be made not later that the expiration 
of three years beginning with this permission and the development must be begun not later 
than whichever is the later of the following dates: 
 
a) The expiration of three years from the date of this permission; 
 
or 
 
b) expiration of two years from the final approval of the Reserved Matters or in the case of 
approval on different dates, the final approval of the last such matter to be approved. 
 
Reason 
 
Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 92 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990, as amended by Section 51 of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
Compliance with Approved Plans 
 
2. No development whatsoever shall take place until full details of the access, appearance, 
landscaping, layout, and scale of the development have been submitted to and approved by 
the Planning Authority and the development shall conform to such approved details. 
 
Reason 
 
Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 92 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990, as amended by Section 51 of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
Pre-commencement Conditions 
 
3. No development shall take place until a Construction Method Statement has been 
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Planning Authority. The approved Statement 
shall be adhered to throughout the construction period. The Statement shall provide for all 
of the following: 
i. the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors, 
ii. loading and unloading of plant and materials, 
iii. storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development, 
iv. the proposed construction vehicle and delivery routing plans, 
v. wheel washing facilities where vehicles will enter the site, 
vi. measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of minimising the impact upon local environmental amenity. 
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4. No development shall take place until a Preliminary Investigation (desk study, site 
reconnaissance and preliminary risk assessment), to investigate and assess the risk of 
potential contamination, is submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. This investigation must be undertaken by a suitably qualified contaminated land 
practitioner, in accordance with established procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice 
for the Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the 
Management of Land Contamination (CLR11)). 
 
Reason 
 
It is required as a pre-commencement condition to ensure that the development can be 
carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite 
receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local Plan. 
 
5. If the Preliminary Investigation identifies potential unacceptable risks, a Field 
Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in accordance with established procedures 
(BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites 
and Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination (CLR11)), shall be 
undertaken to determine the presence and degree of contamination and must be 
undertaken by a suitably qualified contaminated land practitioner. The results of the Field 
Investigation and Risk Assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the Local 
Planning Authority before any development begins. 
 
Reason 
 
It is required as a pre-commencement condition to ensure that the development can be 
carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite 
receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local Plan. 
 
6. Where contamination is found which poses unacceptable risks, no development shall 
take place until a detailed Remediation Scheme has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must include an appraisal of remedial 
options and proposal of the preferred option(s), all works to be undertaken, proposed 
remediation objectives, remediation criteria and a verification plan. The scheme must 
ensure that the site will not qualify as contaminated land under Part 2A of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990 in relation to the intended use. 
 
Reason 
 
It is required as a pre-commencement condition to ensure that the development can be 
carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite 
receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local Plan. 
 
During Building Works 
 
7. The site should be drained on a separate system with foul water draining to the public 
sewer and surface water draining in the most sustainable way. The National Planning 
Practice Guidance clearly outlines the hierarchy to be investigated when considering a 
surface water drainage strategy, in the following order of priority: 
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1. into the ground (infiltration); 
2. to a surface water body; 
3. to a surface water sewer, highway drain, or another drainage system; 
4. to a combined sewer. 
 
Justification for and details of the proposed system shall be submitted to, and approved in 
writing by the Planning Authority prior to installation, and thereafter installed in accordance 
with the approved details. 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure the site is drained by the most sustainable method in accordance with the 
principles of the NPPF. 
 
8. The dwelling hereby permitted shall be a single storey building, with any first floor 
accommodation limited to the roof space only. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of and to protect the existing visual and residential amenities of the area. 
 
Before Occupation 
 
9. The access drive shall be surfaced in bound materials and shall be constructed and 
completed before the development is brought into use. This surfacing shall extend for a 
distance of at least 5 metres inside the site, as measured from the carriageway edge of the 
adjacent highway permitting access to the site. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of highway safety. 
 
10. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification Report 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to occupation of 
the development. 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to 
workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local 
Plan. 
 
11. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved 
development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported immediately to the 
Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site affected must be halted and 
Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where required by the Local Planning Authority, 
remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. These shall be implemented prior to occupation of the 
development. 
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Reason 
 
To ensure that the development can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to 
workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local 
Plan. 
 
12. Details of no fewer than 2 bird and bat nesting boxes (external or incorporated into 
brickwork), including the exact location, specification and design, shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall not be occupied 
unless the boxes have been installed. The nesting boxes shall be installed strictly in 
accordance with the details so approved and shall be maintained as such thereafter. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of nature conservation by safeguarding and enhancing the wildlife interests 
of the site. 
 
Operational Conditions 
 
13. Any garage, parking spaces and access thereto must be reserved for the parking of 
private motor vehicles and no permanent development, whether permitted by the Town & 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended, or 
any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order with or without modifications) or not, shall be 
carried out on that area of land in such position as to preclude vehicular access to the 
development hereby permitted. 
 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that proper access and parking provision is made and retained for the use 
associated with the development hereby permitted. 
 
Informative 
  

 Please note that any additional external alterations required under the Building 
Regulations may also require prior planning consent. Please speak to the Planning 
Officer before any such works are carried out 

 This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. Please 
contact your Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as to 
how to proceed. 
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B20/2019/0264 
Planning Committee 

9
th
 July 2019   

  

  

Application Number : B20/2019/0264 Date Valid :08/05/2019 

Address : 9 James Freel Court, James 
Freel Close, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria 

Case Officer : Jennifer Dickinson 

Proposal : Change of use from former indoor go-karting centre (Use Class D2) to storage 
and distribution (Use Class B8) with associated trade counter (retrospective) 

Ward : Hindpool Ward Parish : N/A 

Applicant : Mr Jon Higham Hayden Park 
Group Ltd  

Agent : Mr Jon Higham Hayden Park Group 
Ltd  

Statutory Date : 03/07/2019 
Recommendation : Granted with 
conditions 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 

National Policies 

1. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Paragraph 011 

 

Local Plan Policies 

1. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to 
sustainable development 

2. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development 
Criteria 

3. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS5 - Design 
4. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy EC3 - Managing Development of 

Employment Land 

Summary of Main Issues 

The Council is the owner of the property hence the need for determination by Committee. 
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Non Material Considerations 

None. 

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

Neighbours Consulted 

Street 
Name 

Properties 

Duke Street  91 99, 

James 
Freel Close 

6 James Freel Court, 7 James Freel Court, 8 James Freel Court, 4 James Freel 
Court, 2 James Freel Court, 1 James Freel Court, 5 James Freel Court, 3 James 
Freel Court, 

   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

0 0 0 0 

Site notice displayed expiring on 3.6.19 

 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (Estates) 
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy) 
Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 
Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 

List of Organisation Responses 

Barrow Borough Council (Estates) 13/05/2019 

“no comments from Estates” 
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Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 16/05/2019  

"Our response is the following: 

The BAE site is covered by the provision of the Radiation (Emergency Preparedness and 
Public Information) 2001 Regulations. There are no objections to the proposed development 
based on the information provided but it should be noted that the proposed development is 
situated within the Detailed Emergency Planning Area of BAE. Cumbria County Council, in 
liaison with the site operator and the Office for  Nuclear Regulation, have certain special 
arrangements are made for residents/business premises in this area and particular attention 
is paid to ensuring that people are aware of the appropriate action to take in the event of an 
incident at the site.  Accordingly I would be grateful if you could, in the event of the application 
being approved, advise the applicant to liaise with this office to allow for further discussion." 

 

Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 21/05/2019 

"I have taken on board the views of the emergency planners within Cumbria County Council, 
which is responsible for the preparation of the AWE Barrow off-site emergency plan required 
by the Radiation Emergency Preparedness and Public Information Regulations (REPPIR) 
2001. They have provided adequate assurance that the proposed development can be 
accommodated within their off-site emergency planning arrangements. 

The proposed development does not present a significant external hazard to the safety of the 
nuclear site. 

Therefore, ONR does not advise against this development".  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 The host property is a large warehouse, just under 5000m², set within an area of mixed 
uses, including leisure, trade counters and car sales, but adjacent to two industrial uses.  
It has previously been used as a go-karting centre.  It is now being used as a furniture 
storage and distribution centre with an area for a trade counter. The estate roads have been 
designed to cater for large commercial vehicles and there is easy access to the main road 
network. 

2. Proposal Details 

2.1 Change of use from former indoor go-karting centre (Use Class D2) to storage and 
distribution (Use Class B8) with associated trade counter (retrospective) 
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3. Relevant History 

3.1 1983/1148 T Brady Group Ltd, Ironworks Road, Barrow-in-Furness - Change of use from 
general industrial premises and adjoining open land to general warehousing and ancillary 
offices at former Barrow Engineering Company, Ironworks Road Appcond 08/02/1984 
 
3.2 1984/0236 Former Barrow Engineering Limited, Ironworks Road, Barrow-in-Furness - 
Additional use of complex to allow use as long distance road haulage depot Appcond 
03/05/1984 
 
3.3 1985/0178 T Brady Group, Ironworks Road, Barrow-in-Furness - New Warehouse 
Appcond 03/04/1985 
 
3.4 1987/0812 Former Iron and Steelworks site and associated land - Change of use of land 
and outline permission for reclamation and redevelopment for industrial, business leisure and 
recreational use Appcond 10/11/1987 
 
3.5 1989/0480 Former Iron and Steelworks site and associated land - Change of use of land 
and outline permission for reclamation and redevelopment for industrial, business leisure and 
recreational use Appcond 29/08/1989 
 
3.6 44/2006/0556 Land at Forge Close Barrow-in-Furness - Erection of an industrial unit (Unit 
1) for vehicle maintenance (B2), and erection of building (Unit 2) for Plant Hire business both 
incorporating ancillary office and staff facilities, together with associated vehicle parking and 
turning areas, vehicul Appcond 12/07/2006 
 
3.7 75/2003/0196 Bradys Site Bessemer Way Barrow-in-Furness - Reclamation of brownfield 
site, construction of road, drainage, service infrastructure and landscaping Appcond 
09/04/2003 
 
3.8 94/1992/9008 Warehouse Complex Bessemer Way Barrow-in-Furness - Transfer station 
for rubble waste (County Matter) CountyMatter 21/05/1992 
 
3.9 B18/2011/0689 9 James Freel Court James Freel Close Barrow-in-Furness - Variation of 
condition no 2 of planning permission 2009/0540 to allow use of part of building for ten pin 
bowling (6 lanes). Appcond 23-FEB-2012 
 
3.10 B20/2009/0540 Unit 9 James Freel Court James Freel Close Barrow-in-Furness - Change 
of use from storage (B8) to an indoor go kart track (D2) Appcond 30-JUL-2009 
 
3.11 B28/2010/1097 Unit 9 James Freel Court James Freel Close Barrow-in-Furness -
 Submission of details (parking spaces and pedestrian access) to comply with Condition No. 
4 of permission 2009/0540 APPLETT 15/10/2010 
 
3.12 B31/2010/1334 1A Forge Close Barrow-in-Furness - Non material amendment to allow 
introduction of a trade counter to warehouse granted by planning permission under reference 
2010 / 0438. Appcond 20-OCT-2010 
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4. Officer Assessment 

National Policies and Guidance 

4.1 Within the national planning policy framework paragraph 11 there is a presumption in 
favour of sustainable development which accords with material considerations being 
approved without delay.  

Local Policies 

4.2 Local policy DS1 outlines the Council's commitment to sustainable development and 
working proactively with applicants to enable development within the Borough.  DS2 outlines 
the criteria for sustainable development.  Policy EC3 sets out the criteria for the 
creation/change of use to employment uses. This policy relates to managing the development 
of employment land, and is supportive of changes of use such as this scheme subject to 
certain criteria being met.    

4.3 The applicant operates the retailing of sofas and furniture from the former PC World 
premises on Walney Road, having recently relocated from Market Street. This application 
relates to the wholesale element of his operation, supplying shops and businesses. This 
involves national and local business customers, hence there is also a Trade counter 
proposed occupying about 150m². 3 staff are being relocated from elsewhere within the 
business. 

4.4 A prerequisite of this type of use is a need for a large floor space with suitable HGV 
parking and good road access to the main highway network. Generally speaking, this type of 
use lends itself to out of town locations whereby commercial traffic avoid residential areas 
and narrow town streets. The position of the site is close to sustainable transport links for 
employees and the highway network for deliveries and collections.  There is a large area for 
parking/loading adjacent to the site which is considered sufficient to meet the needs of the 
proposed use.  The existing number of employees shall be retained and this assists in 
ensuring the proposal meets the criteria for sustainable development under local plan policy 
DS2.  

4.5 Originally built as a warehouse for a local transport company, the application site forms 
part of an industrial estate which was constructed with the intention of B1 and B2 industrial 
occupation or B8 storage use.  The original use of this property and its immediate 
neighbours on the estate was intended for the bulky storage use applied for here.  
Historically, this site was subsequently used as a go-karting track which received approval in 
2009.  Since this time, other units within the estate opposite have been changed to leisure 
use class D2 (gyms and trampoline centre), due to their large floor area needs.  The layout of 
the estate is such that the larger industrial units are positioned to the north and eastern side 
with the previously changed units set to the east separated by a landscaped area and served 
by a separate parking area. This area was designed to accommodate HGV and other 
commercial traffic, hence it is relatively spacious.  Due to this area of separation, there should 
be minimal impact on these units from the proposal.  No representation has been received 
from Cumbria highways raising any concerns. 
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4.6 The trade counter element is acceptable in this instance in the context of a wholesale B8 
storage and distribution use. It is considered reasonable and necessary to restrict the floor 
area of this element of the proposal to ensure this does not develop into another use, 
potentially A1 retailing, without the Council being given the opportunity to consider the wider 
implications of this, for example the impacts upon Barrow town centre and in terms of 
highway capacity.  

5. Conclusions 

5.1 The site is outside of any recognised centre but proposes a wholesale distribution 
operation generating primarily commercial traffic. The immediate area is characterised by 
other premises that provide storage and trade counter sales, hence the proposal is 
considered acceptable and to accord with both local and national policies.  The re-use of this 
vacant unit is to be welcomed, its position close to transport links adjacent to other industrial 
uses ensures there should be minimal impact from the operation and it is therefore 
considered sustainable development. 

6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the following conditions : - 

Compliance with Approved Plans 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in accordance with 
the application dated as valid on 9.5.19 and the hereby approved documents defined by this 
permission as listed below, except where varied by a condition attached to this consent: 
 
Location plan showing area of trade counter and site edged red received 8.5.19 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved by 
the Planning Authority. 
 
Operational Conditions 
 
2. The trade counter shall occupy no more than 150m² of the total floor area of the unit, and 
there shall be no direct sales to members of the general public from the premises. 
 
Reason 
 
Due to the out of centre location of the premises, and the lack of any supporting information 
to justify an open retail use outside of recognised centres, it is important to ensure that the 
site only operates under Use Class B8 of the Town and Country (Use Classes) Order 1987 
(as amended)  
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Informative 
  

 Please note that any additional external alterations required under the Building 
Regulations may also require prior planning consent. Please speak to the Planning 
Officer before any such works are carried out. 

   

 This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. Please 
contact your Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as to 
how to proceed. 

   
 

 The proposed development is situated within the Detailed Emergency Planning Area of 
the BAE site. Cumbria County Council, in liaison with the site operator and the Office 
for Nuclear Regulation, have certain special arrangements for residents/business 
premises in this area and particular attention is paid to ensuring that people are aware 
of the appropriate action to take in the event of an incident at the site. The applicant is 
advised to liaise with the County Council Emergency Planning office to allow for further 
discussion of available information: Senior Emergency Planning Officer, Resilience 
Unit, Cumbria County Council, Cumbria Fire & Rescue HQ, Carleton Ave, Penrith , 
Cumbria , CA10 2FA 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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B20/2019/0354 
Planning Committee 

9
th
 July 2019   

  

  

Application Number : B20/2019/0354 Date Valid :30/04/2019 

Address : Moorfield Learning Centre, 
Moorfield Street, Barrow-in-Furness, 
Cumbria, LA13 9RS 

Case Officer : Jennifer Dickinson 

Proposal : Application for removal of condition No. 3 (retention of land for car parking) of 
planning application B20/2017/0483 (Change of use from catering unit (B2) to an 
educational learning centre for young people (D1)) to allow for siting of a caravan on the 
car park to be used as additional learning area (Retrospective) 

Ward : Risedale Ward Parish : N/A 

Applicant : Mr Collin Wall, CASC Barrow 
Ltd. 

Agent : Mr M Carroll, MVC Designs Ltd.  

Statutory Date : 25/06/2019 
Recommendation : Granted with 
conditions 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 

National Policies 

1. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Paragraph 011 
2. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Paragraph 094 
3. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Paragraph 127 

Saved Local Plan Policies 
 

1. Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to sustainable development 
2. Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development Criteria 
3. Policy DS5 – Design 
4. Policy H17 - Protection of Residential Privacy 
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Summary of Main Issues 

A concern has been raised by the occupier of a neighbouring property regarding the visual 
impact of the caravan. 

Non Material Considerations 

Private views 

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

Neighbours Consulted 

Street Name Properties 
Moorfield Street 11, 13, 
Rochester Place 10, 12, 7, 
Worcester Street 73, 75, 77, 
   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

2 0 2 0 

Site notice displayed expiring on 24.5.19 

Summary of objections 

A concern has been raised over the visual impact of the proposal and a statement rejecting 
the application has also been received from a local resident. 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (Estates) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 

List of Organisation Responses 

Barrow Borough Council (Estates) 03/05/2019  

“No comment” 
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Cumbria County Council (Highways & LLFA) 24/05/2019 

"Thank you for your consultation on 2nd May 2019 regarding the above Planning 
Application. 

Cumbria County Council as the Highways Authority and the Lead Local Flood Authority 
(LLFA) has reviewed the above planning reference and our findings are detailed below. 

I can confirm that the Highway Authority and Lead Local Flood Authority has no objection to 
the proposed development as it is considered that the proposal does not affect the highway 
nor does it increase the flood Risk on the site or elsewhere." 

Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 The site is a detached building set along an access road from Moorfield Street.  It is set 
approximately 28m from Moorfield Street.  The rear of adjacent residential properties bound 
the curtilage which comprises a hardstanding used as car parking to the north of the 
building.  The boundary is surrounded by a metal railing boundary fence on the north and 
western sides and a brick wall/gate arrangement to the east.  Within the locality of the site 
is a mix of residential property types, a convenience store and hot food takeaway. 

2. Proposal Details 

2.1 Application for removal of condition No. 3 (retention of land for car parking) of planning 
application B20/2017/0483 (Change of use from catering unit (B2) to an educational 
learning centre for young people (D1)) to allow for siting of a caravan on the car park to be 
used as additional learning area (Retrospective) 

3. Relevant History 

3.1 42/1999/0673 Land at Abbots Vale Barrow-in-Furness - Erection of eight 2 bedroomed 
terraced houses and four 3 bedroomed terraced houses Appcond 23/11/1999 
 
3.2 42/2000/0061 Land at Abbots Vale Barrow-in-Furness - Amendment to 99/0673 for the 
addition of further elevational detailing to the scheme comprising soldier string courses and 
facing brickwork to porches Approved 25/02/2000 
 
3.3 42/2000/0717 Land at Abbots Vale Barrow-in-Furness - Amendment to 1999/0673 for 
modifications to include revisions to areas of brick/render, string courses and substituting 
tarmac for block paviors to parking spaces Approved 13/10/2000 
 
3.4 57/1999/0343 5 Moorfield Street Barrow-in-Furness - Erection of a rear ground floor 
extension forming bathroom and sun lounge Approved 06/07/1999 
 
3.5 B20/2017/0140 DSL Heating Moorfield Street Barrow-in-Furness - Change of use from 
workshop and office (B1) to an educational learning centre for young people (D1) 
APPCOND 26/04/2017 
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3.6 B20/2017/0483 DSL Heating Moorfield Street Barrow-in-Furness - Change of use from 
catering unit (B2) to an educational learning centre for young people (D1) APPCOND 
25/09/2017 

4. Officer Assessment 

National Policy 

4.1 Within the NPPF there is a presumption in favour of sustainable development (para. 
11) with an emphasis on protecting the amenity of present and future occupiers of land and 
buildings (para. 127).  Paragraph 94 places importance on the provision of a sufficient 
choice of school places being available to meet the needs of communities.  

Local Plan Policies 

4.2 Local polices DS1 and DS2 follow on from national policy and place an emphasis in 
favour of sustainable development and DS5 places importance on design.   

4.3 The key considerations for this proposal are the impact  of the reduction in on-site 
parking upon the immediate area, whether the retained area provides sufficient parking for 
users of the facility, and the impact of the proposal upon visual and residential amenity. 

Parking 

4.4 This matter was raised following a neighbour complaint, and the application has been 
submitted due to a condition placed on the original permission that required the car parking 
area to be retained for vehicle parking.  This caravan is positioned within an area of hard-
standing adjacent to the host building.  Submitted with the application is a plan which shows 
that the same level of vehicle parking can be achieved compared to the previously 
approved scheme on the site with the retention of the caravan. I am satisfied that this is 
achievable and following discussions with the applicant the level of car parking required on 
the site appears to be much less than the 10 spaces shown.  There is also an area on the 
access lane which can be utilised for parking if necessary at times of unforeseen demand. 

Visual amenity 

4.5 The nature of the locality is predominantly residential with some community facilities 
nearby.  The centre is set back from Moorfield Street and the closest residential properties 
at 10 and 12 Rochester Place which are to the north of the site with their rear elevations set 
approximately 7.5m from the position of the caravan.  The boundary treatment is an open 
vertical metal railing with a fine green mesh attached approximately 2m in height with some 
planting along the boundary on both the application site and the neighbouring properties.  
This does afford a view of the rear of the caravan from the properties and the two internal 
caravan windows which face the properties have been obscured to prevent overlooking.   
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4.6 The applicant has confirmed that the caravan was acquired by the centre and placed on 
site several weeks ago.  It requires renovation work and this has been postponed following 
a visit from the Borough Enforcement Officer awaiting the outcome of this application.  The 
intention is to paint the caravan externally to improve its appearance.  As the application is 
retrospective in nature the impact of the caravan can be assessed on site.   The applicant 
advised that the caravan is to provide a safe area for the pupils to go to when they are in 
need of a space separate to the existing classrooms, there is no intention to increase pupil 
numbers.  Some boundary planting has taken place to the rear of the caravan and green 
mesh has been attached to the existing boundary treatment in an attempt to provide 
screening. 

4.7 When approaching the site from Moorfield Street the caravan is visible within the area of 
hard-standing and set behind a brick wall which is approximately 2m in height thus 
reducing the visibility of the caravan in the wider street scene.  Under the permitted 
development allowances, boundary walls/fences can be erected up to the height of 2m 
without the need for permission and these could be erected by the neighbouring properties 
should they wish.  However, the current appearance of the caravan is unsatisfactory and a 
condition to require details of painting/cladding to the rear elevation closest to the 
neighbours will be necessary to ensure this visual impact is reduced. 

Residential amenity 

4.8 The position of the caravan is set adjacent to the rear of two different properties.  The 
rear windows facing the neighbours have been obscured internally with a film and this is 
sufficient to remove privacy concerns.  This can be conditioned to be retained in perpetuity 
to ensure it is not removed in future.  The distance between the rear elevations and the 
caravan should be sufficient to ensure there should be no impact on sunlight to these 
properties from the proposal.  Noise levels from the use of the caravan are covered under 
separate legislation.  It is understood that the caravan is only intended to be used during 
school hours and there should therefore be minimal impact.   

5. Conclusions 

5.1 Whilst the current appearance of the caravan is unsatisfactory adjacent to the residential 
properties to the north, the applicant stated intention is to renovate this and improve its 
appearance.  A time limited condition requiring details to be submitted and approved is 
considered sufficient to ensure that this renovation takes place and the appearance, 
particularly to the rear is improved.  This would then deem the application to have a modest 
impact on the locality of the site and be considered acceptable.  The parking details 
submitted are considered sufficient to provide adequate spaces if needed within the 
hardstanding area. 
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6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the following conditions : - 

 
Compliance with Approved Plans 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in accordance with 
the application dated as valid on 30.4.2019 and the hereby approved documents defined by 
this permission as listed below, except where varied by a condition attached to this consent: 
 
MVC330-01 rev. B, MVC330-02 rev. A 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved 
by the Planning Authority. 
 
During Building Works 
 
2. Within 1 month of the date of this permission details of the materials/method of 
renovation/painting of the rear of the caravan shall be submitted to the Local Planning 
Authority for approval along with a timescale for implementation. These details shall ensure 
that this appearance is improved. 
 
Reason 
 
The current appearance of the caravan is unsatisfactory and is having a negative visual 
appearance on neighbouring properties. 
 
Operational Conditions 
 
3. The car parking area and access thereto as shown on drawing no. MVC330-01 rev. B 
must be reserved for the parking of private motor vehicles and no permanent development, 
whether permitted by the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted 
Development)(England) Order 2015 (as amended) (or any Order revoking or re-enacting 
that Order with or without modifications) or not, shall be carried out on that area of land in 
such position as to preclude vehicular access to the development hereby permitted. 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that proper access and parking provision is made and retained for the use 
associated with the development hereby permitted. 
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4. The rear windows of the caravan facing north towards the properties on Rochester Place 
shall be permanently obscured non opening units that prevent overlooking to the 
neighbouring properties, this condition should be retained in perpetuity. 

 
Reason 
 
In order to protect the residential amenity of the neighbouring properties. 
 
Informative 
  

 Please note that any additional external alterations required under the Building 
Regulations may also require prior planning consent. Please speak to the Planning 
Officer before any such works are carried out. 

 

 This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. Please 
contact your Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as to 
how to proceed. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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B20/2019/0124 
Planning Committee  

9
th
 July 2019  

  

  

Application Number : B20/2019/0124 Date Valid :18/02/2019 

Address : 128 Buccleuch Street, Barrow-
in-Furness, Cumbria, LA14 1DA 

Case Officer : Jennifer Dickinson 

Proposal : Proposed conversion from retail use (A1) into 8 serviced apartments (C1) 
including removal of shopfront and provision of additional windows to north west, north 
east and south east elevation. 

Ward : Hindpool Ward Parish : N/A 

Applicant : Mrs H Baldwin c/o Shepherd 
Architecture and Surveying  

Agent : Mr N Shepherd, Shepherd 
Architecture and Surveying  

Statutory Date : 15/04/2019 
Recommendation : Granted with 
conditions 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 
 
National Policies 

1. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 – Paragraph -011 
2. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 -  Paragraph -127 

Local Plan Policies 
 

1. Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to sustainable development 
2. Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development Criteria  
3. Policy DS3 - Development Strategy  
4. Policy DS5 - Design  
5. Policy EC11 - Self-catering Holiday Accommodation  
6. Policy EC8 - Economic Diversification – Tourism  
7. Policy H17 - Protection of Residential Privacy  
8. Policy HC4 - Access to buildings and open spaces  
9. Policy I4 - Sustainable Travel Choices  
10. Policy I6 - Parking  
11. Policy R10 - Sequential test for other main town centre uses  
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Summary of Main Issues 

The main issue is the acceptability of the change of use taking into account national and 
local planning policy and design issues. 

A concern has been raised by a nearby resident regarding the potential for adverse impacts 
from additional parking demand. 

Non Material Considerations 

None 

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

The application has been advertised by site notice expiring on 25.3.19. 

Neighbours Consulted 

Street Name Properties 
Allison Street 2, 3, 4, 
Buccleuch Street 126, 
Fenton Street 25, 
   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

1 0 1 0 

Summary of Representations received. 

One representation has been received in relation to the impact on car parking in the area. 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
BAE Systems - Emergency Planning Officer (Nuclear) 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (HMO) Jayne Parrington 
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services) 
Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 
Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 
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List of Organisation Responses 

Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 22/02/2019  

“Building regulation approval required for the proposals”. 

Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 01/03/2019  

"This part of the BAE site is covered by the provision of the Radiation (Emergency 
Preparedness and Public Information) 2001 Regulations. There are no objections to the 
proposed development based on the information provided but it should be noted that the 
proposed development is situated within the Detailed Emergency Planning Area of the site. 
Cumbria County Council, in liaison with the site operator and the Office for  Nuclear 
Regulation, have certain special arrangements are made for residents/business premises in 
this area and particular attention is paid to ensuring that people are aware of the 
appropriate action to take in the event of an incident at the site.  Accordingly I would be 
grateful if you could, in the event of the application being approved, advise the applicant to 
liaise with this office to allow for further discussion." 

Highways Cumbria County Council (Highways) 18/03/2019  

"Thank you for your consultation on the above planning application. 

Highway Authority 

Taking into account the property’s town centre location and existing use, it is considered 
that the proposal will be unlikely to have a material affect on existing highway conditions. I 
can therefore confirm that the Highway Authority has no objection to the proposal. I would 
recommend that the following condition is included on any consent you may be minded to 
grant: 

New ground floor windows and doors abutting the highway shall be of a type which cannot 
open outwards into the highway. 

Reason: To minimise possible danger to other highway users. 
To support Local Transport Plan Policies: LD7, LD8 

With regards to on-street parking permits within the vicinity of the development site it should 
be noted that the Applicant/developer will only be entitled to 60 visitor days per year for the 
full property, due to the use as serviced apartments." 
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Cumbria County Council (LLFA) 18/03/2019  

Lead Local Flood Authority 

The Applicant should note that there is some evidence of surface water flooding on the 
highway surrounding the site (1 in 1000 year event). 

The Lead Local Flood Authority has no objection to the proposal as it is considered that the 
proposal will not increase flood risk on the site or elsewhere. 

Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 01/03/2019  

"I have taken on board the views of the emergency planners within Cumbria County 
Council, which is responsible for the preparation of the AWE Barrow off-site emergency 
plan required by the Radiation Emergency Preparedness and Public Information 
Regulations (REPPIR) 2001. They have provided adequate assurance that the proposed 
development can be accommodated within their off-site emergency planning arrangements. 

The proposed development does not present a significant external hazard to the safety of 
the nuclear site. 

Therefore, ONR does not advise against this development."  

Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 The host property is positioned at the end of a predominantly residential terrace on the 
corner with Allison Street, overlooking the public open space on Emlyn Street. It is set over 
three floors, whilst the rest of the terrace is two storeys.  It has most recently (2015) been 
used as a retail premises on the ground floor.  Upon researching the site it appears to date 
back until approximately 1874 and has historically been used for a mix of retail, residential 
and warehouse use.  It is positioned within a residential protection area as designated by 
the development plan and within the designated town centre.  

2. Proposal Details 

2.1 The proposal relates to the conversion from retail use (A1) into 8 serviced apartments 
(C1) including removal of the shopfront and provision of additional windows to the north 
west, north east and south east elevation. 

2.2 The Class C1 use is wider than just hotels and case law has long established that it 
includes apart-hotels and serviced accommodation whereby the units offer short-term self-
contained accommodation. In this instance the supporting information states that the 
accommodation is to be offered on the basis of a maximum letting period of three months. 
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2.3 The submitted plans illustrate a reception area, communal bin store and gym on the 
ground floor together with two serviced apartments. Three serviced apartments and a store 
and plant room are proposed on the first floor and three serviced apartments on the second 
floor. Externally, the shopfront on the north west facing elevation is to be replaced with 
three domestic style windows with two more centrally positioned windows introduced to the 
upper floors. A communal entrance door is proposed for the north east facing elevation and 
the previously blocked windows reinstated, together with a loft window. Three new windows 
are proposed to the south east elevation. The external walls are to be smooth rendered with 
a modern render product  and all replacement windows are to be in PVC. The serviced 
apartments vary in size from 18m²  to 24m² and all include a sleeping area, small kitchen 
space and en-suite wc and shower room. 

3. Relevant History 

3.1 75/2006/0957 128 Buccleuch Street Barrow-in-Furness - Change of use from storage 
(B8) to retail (A1), reinstatement of windows to front and rear elevations and installation of 
powder coated security shutters to front elevation; Approved 18/09/2006 

4. Officer Assessment 

4.1 The locality is predominantly residential in character with a scattering of long established 
retail premises, located in close proximity to Dalton Road. This proposal is to bring a vacant 
property within the town centre back into beneficial use.  Its most recent use has been for 
A1 retail, and this proposal seeks to convert the property into 8 serviced apartments 
operating within the C1 use class. 

4.2 The C1  use class is defined within the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 
1987 (as amended): 

"Class C1. Hotels Use as a hotel or as a boarding or guest house where, in each case, no 
significant element of care is provided." 

National Policies 

4.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) has a presumption in favour of 
sustainable development with an emphasis on good design. Within the NPPF a hotel is 
defined as a main town centre use. 

Local Policies 

4.4 In order to conform to the NPPF, local policies favour development, which accords with 
the development plan, being approved without delay unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.  There is an emphasis on good design.  Policy I6 makes reference to parking 
and consultation with Cumbria Highways as to the requirements for the area.  H17 seeks to 
protect privacy.   
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4.5 A hotel use is defined as a main town centre use within the definitions of the local plan 
and policy R10 states that this use is considered acceptable in the proposed location.  
Policies EC8 and EC11 encourage self catering and hotel development within the urban 
area.  

Principle of the development 

4.6 The proposed use is supported by policy and is acceptable in principle within this town 
centre area. 

Use 

4.7 It is vital with an application such as this to ensure that the property is used as serviced 
accommodation only rather than being used as a way of providing sub-standard permanent 
accommodation in the form of bedsits.  An appropriate way of securing this would be 
through a legal agreement under Section 106 to secure: 

-that no apartment shall be used other than as a C1 use; 

-that no apartment shall be used or occupied as a residential dwelling or dwelling house 
(C3 use); 

-that the apartments should not be let or licensed for occupation for a continuous period of 
more than 3 months to the same occupier or occupiers; 

-that customers of any apartment should not be required to agree to any minimum period of 
occupation (of whatever duration); 

-that the Council should be provided within 14 days of written request evidence regarding 
the use or occupation of the apartments or any of them. 

With these measures in place, it is considered that the proposed use would be acceptable 
with adequate safeguards over future occupation. 
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Layout 

4.8 Given that the property is to be used as serviced accommodation national space 
standards in relation to residential amenity do not apply. However, the room sizes proposed 
vary in size with the largest measuring 24m²  and the smallest, on the top floor, measuring 
18m² . These sizes should be a reasonable standard for hotel guests.   Each room is self 
contained with an en-suite, kitchenette with cooking facilities, and a sleeping area thus 
giving self catering/hotel type accommodation.  A reception, laundry and cleaning service 
are all to be provided to residents together with shared utility arrangements and a gym 
area.  The rooms are to be provided on a maximum three month tenancy. This is 
considered sufficient to justify the hotel use as opposed to a C3 residential use. Case law 
(Mayflower Cambridge Ltd v SoS and Cambridge City Council 1975) shows that it is the 
transient nature of the occupation of the building which will deem the site to be a hotel use 
rather than a bed sit use.  This can be conditioned accordingly in order to ensure the 
property is not converted without permission to potentially substandard residential 
accommodation in the future. 

Amenity 

4.9 The host property currently has several window openings which have been in-filled in the 
past with the cills being left in place.  As part of this proposal these openings are to be re-
instated and additional openings created.  Whilst there is a 21m separation distance 
prescribed for extensions it does not relate to conversions. However, it is relaxed in 
situations where normal standards do not exist or privacy will not be compromised by 
allowing lesser standards. The property is typical of others in the area with an historic tight-
knit pattern of terraced streets and modest separation distances; this is evident adjacent to 
the site on other properties on Allison Street.  The affected neighbours have been notified 
and no representation has been received concerning this.  The creation of the new 
openings to serve the development should therefore not be considered contrary to policy. 

4.10 The change of use of the site to serviced accommodation will introduce a degree of 
activity, however given the previous retail use and the town centre location this is not 
considered to raise any significant issues. The use of the property is compatible within a 
residential protection area of the town and the hotel use is considered to be a main town 
centre use.  In this regard the application is considered to accord with local policy. 

4.11 Normal standards of residential amenity are not a consideration in this case as the 
property will not be occupied on a C3 basis; in terms of amenity for occupiers of the 
proposed accommodation  light and amenity levels appear to be acceptable whilst directly 
opposite the site is an outdoor amenity space which could also be utilised. There is also 
separate protection within other legislation to deal with noise and disturbances in residential 
properties, it is established practice that planning decisions should not replicate other 
statutes. 
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Tourism 

4.12 Within both the saved and emerging plan there are policies which refer to tourism and 
encourage the development of self catering and hotel uses.  The policy criteria make 
reference to proposals not having an adverse impact on local amenities by virtue of noise 
and disturbance.  The area of this proposal is designated as a residential protection area 
within both the saved and emerging local plan and it is therefore considered an acceptable 
location for this development. 

Parking 

4.13 Parking has been raised as an issue in a representation.  The site is positioned within 
the designated town centre.  The close proximity to the public transport network deems the 
site as a sustainable location for transport.  Local policy defers to the Highway Authority for 
comment. In this instance no objection has been received from the Highway Authority. Long 
and short stay car parks are positioned close to the site and any requirement for parking 
could be met for this.  Additionally, the previous use of the property as retailing would have 
generated some traffic in terms of deliveries, staff and customers and given the town centre 
context any impact is judged as modest. 

Design 

4.14 The design of the proposal introduces an improved fenestration detail to both of the key 
elevations of the property, thus removing significant areas of blank wall. It will bring vacant 
premises back into beneficial use, and improve the overall appearance of the property. The 
window details can be required by condition. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 This application brings back into use a vacant property within the town centre which is a 
sustainable location.  The proposed use is considered to be a main town centre use.  The  
conversion is situated within a residential protection area of the town and as such 
residential occupation in the form of short-term lets  is considered acceptable  The 
development is considered to accord with both local and national policies.  Due to the town 
centre location the Highway Authority has raised no objection to the scheme.  The 
sustainable location within travelling distance to public transport is considered acceptable 
and the introduction of self catering/hotel accommodation in this location is therefore 
considered to be sustainable development. 

5.2 Given the need to ensure that the property is not used as permanent residential 
accommodation a legal agreement is proposed as a safeguard. 
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6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that : 

A.  subject to the applicant entering into a Section 106 Obligation (which may be a 
Unilateral Undertaking) to secure the following: 

-that no apartment shall be used for any use other than as a C1 use; 

-that no apartment shall be used or occupied as a residential dwelling or dwelling house 
(C3 use); 

-that no apartment shall be let or be licenced for occupation for a continuous period of more 
than 3 months to the same occupier or occupiers; 

-not to require customers of any apartment to agree to any minimum period of occupation 
(of whatever duration); 

-to provide to the Council within 14 days of a written request, documented evidence 
regarding the use or occupation of the apartments or any individual apartment, 

then 

B.  Planning permission is GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration Limit and 
the conditions set out below: 
 
Compliance with Approved Plans 
 
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in accordance with 
the application dated as valid on 18th February 2019 and the hereby approved documents 
defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by a condition attached to 
this consent: 
 
Plans dated 11.3.19: DRC89A/PA/02A, DRC89A/PA/03, DRC89A/PA/04A, DRC89A/PA/05 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved 
by the Planning Authority. 
 
During Building Works 
 
 3.  New ground floor windows and doors abutting the highway shall be of a type which 
cannot open outwards into the highway, except in an emergency. 
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Reason 

In order to protect users of the adjacent foot-ways and highway  

Before Occupation 
 
4. On site secure facilities for the storage of recycling receptacles and wheeled refuse 
storage bin(s) of suitable capacities to serve the development must be provided before 
any beneficial use of the premises begins and thereafter permanently maintained to the 
satisfaction of the Authority. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of environmental amenity by ensuring that there is a suitable provision of 
refuse storage on the site. 
 
Informative 
  

 Please note that any additional external alterations required under the Building 
Regulations may also require prior planning consent. Please speak to the Planning 
Officer before any such works are carried out 

 This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. Please 
contact your Building Control department on 01229 876356 for further advice as to 
how to proceed. 

 The proposed development is situated within the Detailed Emergency Planning Area 
of the BAE site. Cumbria County Council, in liaison with the site operator and the 
Office for Nuclear Regulation, have certain special arrangements for 
residents/business premises in this area and particular attention is paid to ensuring 
that people are aware of the appropriate action to take in the event of an incident at 
the site. The applicant is advised to liaise with the County Council Emergency 
Planning office to allow for further discussion of available information: Senior 
Emergency Planning Officer, Resilience Unit, Cumbria County Council, Cumbria Fire 
& Rescue HQ, Carleton Ave, Penrith , Cumbria , CA10 2FA 

 Section 106 legal agreement. 
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Proposed Conversion of Retail into Serviced Apartments (A1 to C1 User Class)February 4, 2019 PA DRC89A128 Buccleuch St, Barrow-in-Furness, LA14 1DA
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Proposed Conversion of Retail into Serviced Apartments (A1 to C1 User Class)February 4, 2019 PA DRC89A128 Buccleuch St, Barrow-in-Furness, LA14 1DA
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B13/2019/0206 
Planning Committee  

9
th
 July 2019  

  

  

Application Number : B13/2019/0206 Date Valid :24/04/2019 

Address : Land adjacent to 10 Marsh 
Street Askam-in-Furness Cumbria 
LA16 7BE 

Case Officer : Barry Jesson 

Proposal : Erection of a single storey 2 bedroom detached bungalow. 

Ward : Dalton North Ward 
Parish : Askam and Ireleth Parish 
Council 

Applicant : Mrs Catherine Robinson   
Agent : Mr Mark Carroll MVC Design 
Ltd  

Statutory Date : 19/06/2019 
Recommendation : Granted with 
conditions 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 
 

National Policies 

1. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Policy NPPF-011 
2. National Planning Policy Framework 2018 - Policy NPPF-068 

Local Plan Policies 

1. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C3a - Water management 
2. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C4 - Contaminated and 

Unstable Land 
3. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment 

to sustainable development 
4. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS2 - Sustainable 

Development Criteria 
5. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS5 - Design 
6. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H17 - Protection of 

Residential Privacy 
7. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H4 - Development Cordons 
8. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H7 - Housing Development 

on Windfall Sites 
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9. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H8 - Housing in Residential 
Gardens 

10. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N3 - Protecting biodiversity 
and geodiversity 

Summary of Main Issues 

The main issues to consider are the sustainability of the location for residential 
development, and the site specific issues including access, parking and impact on 
residential amenity. 

Non Material Considerations 

None  

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

Development advertised on site 

Neighbours Consulted 

Street 
Name 

Properties 

Estuary 
Park 

10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 

Marsh 
Street 

9, Clifton, Grizedale, Lyndene, Nia Roo, Rathvale, Rusholme,         
Springfield, 

   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

1 0 1 0 

   
 

Objection Summary  
 
Additional traffic,  drainage concerns. 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
Askam and Ireleth Parish Council 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 
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Natural England 
United Utilities (Asset Protection) 
 

List of Organisation Responses  

 
Askam and Ireleth Parish Council  22/05/2019  

"This application was discussed at the parish council held on Tuesday 21 May 2019 
there were no comments or objections from the parish council or any persons 
present at the meeting." 

Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 29/04/2019  

“Building regulation approval required for the proposals”. 

Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 
 22/05/2019  

“Thank you for the above consultation. I can confirm that I have reviewed the 
Phase 1 Desk study Ref No. CL101, Dated 16th April 2019 and can now comment 
further. The conceptual site model has identified potential risks to human health 
and there is a justifiable need for an intrusive investigation, albeit limited in nature. 

Therefore I would recommend that the following conditions are imposed on any 
subsequent planning permission: 

1. The Preliminary Investigation has identified potential unacceptable risks, a Field 
Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in accordance with established 
procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the Investigation of Potentially 
Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the Management of Land 
Contamination (CLR11)), shall be undertaken to determine the presence and 
degree of contamination and must be undertaken by a suitably qualified 
contaminated land practitioner. The results of the Field Investigation and Risk 
Assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority 
before any development begins. 

2. Where contamination is found which poses unacceptable risks, no development 
shall take place until a detailed Remediation Scheme has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must include an 
appraisal of remedial options and proposal of the preferred option(s), all works to 
be undertaken, proposed remediation objectives, remediation criteria and a 
verification plan. The scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as 
contaminated land under Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in 
relation to the intended use. 

3. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification 
Report submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior 
to occupation of the development. 
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4. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the 
approved development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported 
immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site 
affected must be halted and Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where 
required by the Local Planning Authority, remediation and verification schemes 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
These shall be implemented prior to occupation of the development. 

5. No soil material is to be imported to the site until it has been tested for 
contamination and assessed for its suitability for the proposed development. A 
suitable methodology for testing this material should be submitted to and approved 
by the Local Planning Authority prior to the soils being imported onto site. The 
methodology should include the sampling frequency, testing schedules, criteria 
against which the analytical results will be assessed (as determined by the risk 
assessment) and source material information. The analysis shall then be carried 
out as per the agreed methodology with verification of its completion submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority”. 

Highways Cumbria County Council (Highways) 15/05/2019  

"Highways response: 

I can confirm that the Highways and Lead Local Flood Authority have no objection 
to the proposal subject to the following comments recommended to be added to 
any notice of consent wish may be issued: 

        The access drive will need to be surfaced in bituminous or cement 
bound materials, or otherwise bound and shall be constructed and completed 
before the development is brought into use.  This surfacing shall extend for a 
distance of at least 5 metres inside the site, as measured from the carriageway 
edge of the adjacent highway. 
        A 2.4 metre x 2.4 metre pedestrian visibility sight splay as measured 
from the highway boundary (or footpath boundary), shall be provided on both sides 
of the vehicular access. There shall be no obstruction above a height of 600mm as 
measured from the finished surface of the access within the area of the visibility 
sight splays thereafter. 
        Please note that the driveway for No.10 Marsh Street should be 
adequately surfaced and the driveway drainage connected to a suitable outfall to 
the Authority’s satisfaction.          
 
As this road is private then the above comments are advisory only. 
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LLFA response: 01/05/2019  

The LLFA do not have any records of flooding on this site and the Environment 
Agency (EA) surface water maps do not indicate that the site is in an area of risk." 

Natural England 

"Natural England has no comments to make on this application.   

Natural England has not assessed this application for impacts on protected 
species.  Natural England has published Standing Advice which you can use to 
assess impacts on protected species or you may wish to consult your own ecology 
services for advice. 

Natural England and the Forestry Commission have also published standing advice 
on ancient woodland and veteran trees which you can use to assess any impacts 
on ancient woodland. 

The lack of comment from Natural England does not imply that there are no 
impacts on the natural environment, but only that the application is not likely to 
result in significant impacts on statutory designated nature conservation sites or 
landscapes.  It is for the local planning authority to determine whether or not this 
application is consistent with national and local policies on the natural 
environment.  Other bodies and individuals may be able to provide information and 
advice on the environmental value of this site and the impacts of the proposal to 
assist the decision making process. We advise LPAs to obtain specialist ecological 
or other environmental advice when determining the environmental impacts of 
development. 

We recommend referring to our SSSI Impact Risk Zones (available on Magic and 
as a downloadable dataset) prior to consultation with Natural England. Further 
guidance on when to consult Natural England on planning and development 
proposals is available on gov.uk at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-planning-
authorities-get-environmental-advice " 

 United Utilities 30/04/2019  

"With reference to the above planning application, United Utilities wishes to draw 
attention to the following as a means to facilitate sustainable development within 
the region. 
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Drainage 

In  accordance  with  the  National  Planning  Policy  Framework  (NPPF)  and  the 
National  Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG), the site should be drained on a 
separate system with foul water draining to the public sewer and surface water 
draining in the most sustainable way. 

The NPPG clearly outlines the hierarchy to be investigated by the developer when 
considering a surface water drainage strategy. We would ask the developer to 
consider the following drainage options in the following order of priority: 

1. into the ground (infiltration); 

2. to a surface water body; 

3. to a surface water sewer, highway drain, or another drainage system; 

4. to a combined sewer. 

We recommend the applicant implements the scheme in accordance with the 
surface water drainage hierarchy outlined above. 

If the applicant intends to offer wastewater assets forward for adoption by United 
Utilities, the proposed detailed design will be subject to a technical appraisal by an 
Adoptions Engineer as we need to be sure that the proposal meets the 
requirements of Sewers for adoption and United Utilities’ Asset Standards. The 
proposed design should give consideration to long term operability and give United 
Utilities a cost effective proposal for the life of the assets. Therefore, should this 
application be approved and the applicant wishes to progress a Section 104 
agreement, we strongly recommend that no construction commences until the 
detailed drainage design, submitted as part of the Section 104 agreement, has 
been assessed and accepted in writing by United Utilities. Any works carried out 
prior to the technical assessment being approved is done entirely at the developers 
own risk and could be subject to change. 

Details of both our S106 sewer connections and S104 sewer adoptions processes 
(including application forms) can be found on our website 
http://www.unitedutilities.com/builders- developers.aspx 

Please note we are not responsible for advising on rates of discharge to the local 
watercourse system.   This is  a  matter for you to discuss with the Lead Local 
Flood Authority and /  or the Environment Agency if the watercourse is classified as 
main river. 
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Water supply 

If the applicant intends to obtain a water supply from United Utilities for the 
proposed development, we strongly recommend they engage with us at the earliest 
opportunity. If reinforcement of the water network is required to meet the demand, 
this could be a significant project which should be accounted for in the project 
timeline for design and construction. 

To discuss a potential water supply or any of the water comments detailed above, 
the applicant can contact the team at  DeveloperServicesWater@uuplc.co.uk. 

Please  note,  all  internal  pipework  must  comply  with  current  Water  Supply 
water  fittings) Regulations 1999. 

United Utilities’ property, assets and infrastructure 

Where United Utilities’ assets exist, the level of cover to the water mains and public 
sewers must not be compromised either during or after construction. 

For advice regarding protection of United Utilities’ assets, the applicant should 
contact the teams as follows: 

Water assets – DeveloperServicesWater@uuplc.co.uk 

Wastewater assets – WastewaterDeveloperServices@uuplc.co.uk 

It  is  the  applicant's responsibility  to  investigate  the  possibility of  any 
United  Utilities’  assets potentially impacted by their proposals and to 
demonstrate the exact relationship between any United Utilities' assets and 
the proposed development. 

A number of providers offer a paid for mapping service including United Utilities. To 
find out how to purchase a sewer and water plan from United Utilities, please visit 
the Property Searches website; https://www.unitedutilities.com/property-searches/. 
You can also view the plans for free. To make an  appointment to  view our sewer 
records at  your local authority please contact them direct, alternatively if you wish 
to view the water and the sewer records at our Lingley Mere offices based in 
Warrington please ring  0370 751 0101 to book an appointment. 

Due to the public sewer transfer in 2011, not all sewers are currently shown on the 
statutory sewer records and we do not always show private pipes on our plans. If a 
sewer is discovered during construction; please contact a Building Control Body to 
discuss the matter further. 

For any further information regarding Developer Services and Planning, please visit 
our website at http://www.unitedutilities.com/builders-developers.aspx" 
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Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 The application site is currently a garden plot to the eastern side of 10 Marsh St 
containing a double garage and driveway.  The remainder is laid to lawn with 
hedges and small trees located at the perimeter of the site.  Located in the urban 
area of Askam, the site is surrounded by residential properties, consisting of a mix 
of bungalows and houses.  Access is from the adopted highway Estuary Park, 
though this does transition to an informal track beyond the site entrance leading to 
the rear of the properties along Marsh Street. 

2. Proposal Details 

2.1 Erection of a single storey 2 bedroom detached bungalow. 

3. Relevant History 
 
3.1 1990/0068 Land adjacent to 10 Marsh Street, Askam-in-Furness Outline 
Planning Permission for erection of a pair of semi-detached bungalows Appcond 
29/03/1990 
 
3.2 B21/2013/0568 10 Marsh Street Askam-in-Furness Cumbria LA16 7BE Rear 
ground floor shower room Appcond 25-SEP-2013 

4. Officer Assessment 

4.1 The site has an urban location within Askam's development cordon.  Policy H4 
allows residential development in such circumstances, subject of course to 
conformity with other relevant policy. 

4.2 The plot is not allocated within the Local Plan as a housing site, thus Policy H7 
is applied.  This policy considers windfall sites (those not allocated) and contains a 
range of criteria to assess the suitability and sustainability of the site.  These 
include that generally, buildings are well designed in terms of siting, grouping, 
scale, orientation, detailing, external finishes (etc); an acceptable standard of 
amenity is created in terms of sun-lighting, day-lighting, privacy, outlook; the site is 
served by a satisfactory access; the development is sustainable in its energy 
usage, environmental impact, drainage, waste management; the capacity 
of infrastructure to serve the development is adequate; that there would be no 
unacceptable effects on the amenities and living conditions of surrounding 
properties, the overbearing nature of the proposal or an unacceptable increase in 
on-street parking.  It is not a strict 'tick list' as such but helps guide development to 
a more sustainable design. 
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4.3 This is also supplemented by H8 which provides further consideration for 
development within residential gardens.  These include avoiding cramped 
development, providing sufficient garden space, suitable access, integration into 
the existing built environment, protecting amenities and not preventing any future 
development potential of an adjacent site. 

Access 

4.4 It is proposed to use the existing access which currently serves the garden of 10 
Marsh Street.  Whilst this will effectively result in the loss of the parking facility for 
that property, being a terraced property it is unusual in the locality to have such 
parking.  There is also no restriction requiring the garden to be retained for parking 
for that property, thus it could be closed off and lost at any point.  However, as with 
some of the other properties in the terrace, a replacement parking space is to be 
created in the rear yard area which should satisfy parking demand for that 
property.  Such work can be carried out as permitted development. 

4.5 To address concern expressed in the sole objection to the scheme, visibility from 
the access has been improved with the inclusion of a pedestrian visibility splay.  
Any additional traffic is the wider context will not be significant from a single 
dwelling development.  The improved visibility and access next to a 
private unadopted track should prevent any detriment to highway safety.  To this 
end, Cumbria CC Highways has not objected to the proposal. 

Design 

4.6 Existing boundary treatments screen the majority of the site, with effectively only 
the access permitting unobstructed views in or out.  Whilst this access is shown as 
is being widened, the separation distance to the properties to the north exceeds 
21m, in accordance with policy H17.  Consideration has been given to the role the 
plot plays in urban relief/open space.  However, the lack of openness from the 
hedging prevents any real sense of space - this is further reduced by the garage 
located close to the boundary and the backdrop of a bungalow to the rear when 
viewed from the northeast and the gable of the terrace when viewed from the 
northwest.  The construction of a bungalow will not significantly change this 
character as it is proposed to retain the boundary planting and it should integrate 
with the surrounding built environment.  The football ground and former cricket field 
to the north provide more beneficial space and are included in the Development 
Plan Green Infrastructure Strategy. 

4.7 The limited height of the bungalow, coupled with the separation and boundary 
screening prevents any sense of enclosure or overbearing which may be 
associated with a house.  This will also limit and restrict any shading to the garden 
area of the property only.  It should therefore have minimal impact on the 
residential amenities of the area.  The appearance is typical of the area with 
concrete roof tiles and a smooth render, which whilst different to the predominant 
dashing is similar and should provide a more modern appearance. 
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4.8 In the absence of any detail or assessment of ground permeability, full details of 
the surface water drainage design are required via condition in order to meet the 
aims of Policy C3a and the NPPF/NPPG by exploring if a sustainable system can 
be incorporated. 

Ecology 

4.9 Natural England has been consulted as the development is located within a 
consultation buffer of a Site of Special Scientific Interest, Special Area of 
Conservation, Ramsar & Special Protection Area, though they have advised it is 
unlikely to result in likely significant effects.  No mitigation is proposed/considered 
necessary to arrive at this conclusion, thus such harm can be screened out without 
the need for an Appropriate Assessment. 

4.10 With regards to protected species, an ecological appraisal has been submitted 
with the application.  This concludes that there was no conclusive evidence of any 
specifically protected species regularly occurring on the site or surrounding area 
which would be negatively affected by the development.  As a biodiversity gain, it is 
considered prudent to require bat/bird nesting boxes be incorporated into the 
design for any foraging wildlife, which are required by condition, in addition to the 
precautionary measures outlined in the survey. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 The principle of residential development is considered to be sustainable, and the 
NPPF places great emphasis on providing new dwellings.  The 
development benefits from good access, which is to be improved for pedestrian 
visibility, whilst alternate parking can be provided for the existing property in 
keeping with the wider terrace.   

6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that Planning Permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard 
Duration Limit and the following conditions : - 
 
1. The development must be begun not later than the expiration of three years 
beginning with the date of this permission. 
 
Reason 
 
Required to be imposed pursuant to Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990, as amended by Section 51 of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004. 
 
Compliance with Approved Plans 
 
2. The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in 
accordance with the application dated 06/03/19 and the hereby approved 
documents defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by 
conditions attached to this consent. 
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MVC284-10 Rev E 
Envirotech Ecological Appraisal, ref: 5263 v1 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings 
approved by the Planning Authority. 
 
3. The development shall be carried out in strict accordance with the ecological 
report submitted with the application, Envirotech Ecological Appraisal, ref 5263 v1, 
including the implementation of mitigation measures detailed in section 7. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of nature conservation by safeguarding the wildlife interests of the 
site. 
 
Pre-commencement Conditions 
 
4. As the Preliminary Investigation identifies potential unacceptable risks, a Field 
Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in accordance with established 
procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the Investigation of Potentially 
Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the Management of Land 
Contamination (CLR11)), shall be undertaken to determine the presence and 
degree of contamination and must be undertaken by a suitably qualified 
contaminated land practitioner. The results of the Field Investigation and Risk 
Assessment shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority before any development begins. 
 
Reason 
 
It is required as a pre-commencement condition to ensure that the development 
can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and 
other offsite receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local Plan. 
 
5. Where contamination is found which poses unacceptable risks, no development 
shall take place until a detailed Remediation Scheme has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must include an 
appraisal of remedial options and proposal of the preferred option(s), all works to 
be undertaken, proposed remediation objectives, remediation criteria and a 
verification plan. The scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as 
contaminated land under Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in 
relation to the intended use. 
 
Reason 
 
It is required as a pre-commencement condition to ensure that the development 
can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and 
other offsite receptors in accordance with Policy C4 of the Local Plan. 
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Before Occupation 
 
6. Unless the Planning Authority gives prior written agreement that it is impractical 
to do so, all hard surfaced areas associated with vehicle use shall be of permeable 
construction, with the first 5 metres access from the highway constructed in bound 
material. Detailed drawings (including cross sections of sub surface and surface 
materials) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. 
The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to 
beneficial occupation of any part of the development, or in accordance with a 
phasing scheme agreed in writing with the Planning Authority. 
 
Reason 
 
In order to ensure that the site is adequately drained in accordance with the 
sustainable principles found in the NPPF 
 
7. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification 
Report submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior 
to occupation of the development. 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development can be carried out safely without unacceptable 
risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in accordance with Policy 
C4 of the Local Plan. 
 
8. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the 
approved development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported 
immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site 
affected must be halted and Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where 
required by the Local Planning Authority, remediation and verification schemes 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
These shall be implemented prior to occupation of the development. 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that the development can be carried out safely without unacceptable 
risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors in accordance with Policy 
C4 of the Local Plan. 
 
9. The pedestrian visibility sight splay as shown on drawing number MVC284-10 
rev E, shall be provided on both sides of the vehicular access prior to beneficial 
occupation of the dwelling hereby approved. There shall be no obstruction above a 
height of 600mm as measured from the finished surface of the access within the 
area of the visibility sight splays thereafter. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of highway safety. 
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10. The site should be drained on a separate system with foul water draining to the 
public sewer and surface water draining in the most sustainable way. The National 
Planning Practice Guidance clearly outlines the hierarchy to be investigated when 
considering a surface water drainage strategy, in the following order of priority: 1. 
into the ground (infiltration); 2. to a surface water body; 3. to a surface water sewer, 
highway drain, or another drainage system; 4. to a combined sewer. Justification 
for and details of the proposed system shall be submitted to, and approved in 
writing by the Planning Authority prior to installation, and thereafter installed in 
accordance with the approved details. 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure the site is drained by the most sustainable method in accordance with 
the principles of the NPPF. 
 
11. Details of no fewer than 2 bird and bat nesting boxes (external or incorporated 
into brickwork), including the exact location, specification and design, shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
development shall not be occupied unless the boxes have been installed. The 
nesting boxes shall be installed strictly in accordance with the details so approved 
and shall be maintained as such thereafter. 
 
Reason 
 
In the interests of nature conservation by safeguarding and enhancing the wildlife 
interests of the site. 
 
Operational Conditions 
 
12. The garage, parking spaces and access thereto must be reserved for the 
parking of private motor vehicles and no permanent development, whether 
permitted by the Town & Country Planning (General Permitted Development) 
(England) Order 2015 (as amended, or any Order revoking or re-enacting that 
Order with or without modifications) or not, shall be carried out on that area of land 
in such position as to preclude vehicular access to the development hereby 
permitted. 
 
 
Reason 
 
To ensure that proper access and parking provision is made and retained for the 
use associated with the development hereby permitted. 
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Informative 
  

 Please note that any additional external alterations required under the 
Building Regulations may also require prior planning consent. Please speak 
to the Planning Officer before any such works are carried out 

 This development may require approval under the Building Regulations. 
Please contact your Building Control department on 01229 876356 for 
further advice as to how to proceed. 
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MVC284-01

21.2.18

As shown at A1

E

Two bedroomed

detatched bungalow.

Drawing title

Proposed plan,

elevations, site plan

and location plan.

THIS DRAWING IS COPYRIGHT:

The copyright of this drawing is held by MVC Design and no

reproduction is allowed without prior permission by MVC Design. This

drawing is for Planning and Building Regulations approval only and is

not a working drawing.

It is agreed this drawing will be checked and verified by you prior to

work commencing on site. We shall not be liable for any defects in this

drawing unless prior to work commencing this drawing and all its
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Whether or not indicated on the drawing:-

All workmanship and materials shall comply with current Building

Regulations, British Standards, Codes of Practice, NHBC and

Employers requirements. All materials shall be fixed, applied or mixed
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MVC Design Ltd

Location plan

Scale 1:1250                                         © Crown copyright 2019. UKPlanningMaps.com 100054135.

Site plan
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Planning notes
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concrete interlocking roof tile.
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oak uPVC.
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B13/2019/0291 
Planning Committee  

9
th
 July 2019  

  

  

Application Number : B13/2019/0291 Date Valid :30/04/2019 

Address : Land adjacent Methodist Church, 
Hartington Street, Barrow-in-Furness, 
Cumbria 

Case Officer : Maureen Smith 

Proposal : Outline approval for re-development of site for residential use with all matters 
reserved.(Illustrative scheme comprising 5 No. 3 bed 2.5 storey terraced town houses). 

Ward : Hindpool Ward Parish : N/A 

Applicant : Mr C Mills   
Agent : Mr Steve Meyer, 
 Craig & Meyer Architects  

Statutory Date : 25/06/2019 Recommendation : Permission be refused 

Barrow Planning Hub   

  

Relevant Policies and Guidance 

Full details of the policies listed below are included in the appendix 

Local Plan Policies 

1. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C3a - Water management 
2. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C5 - Promoting Renewable Energy 
3. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy C7 - Light Pollution 
4. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to 

sustainable development 
5. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development 

Criteria 
6. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS3 - Development Strategy 
7. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS5 - Design 
8. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy DS6 - Landscaping 
9. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy GI1 - Green Infrastructure 
10. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy GI4 - Green Spaces 
11. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy GI9 - Private Garden Boundaries 
12. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H1 - Annual Housing Requirement 
13. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H11 - Housing Mix 
14. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H12 - Homes for Life 
15. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H2 - Distribution of Housing 
16. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H7 - Housing Development on Windfall 

Sites 
17. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy H9 - Housing Density 
18. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC1 - Health and Wellbeing 
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19. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC10 - Play Areas 
20. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC4 - Access to buildings and open 

spaces 
21. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy HC5 - Crime Prevention 
22. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I1 - Developer Contributions 
23. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I3 - Access to Community Facilities 
24. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I4 - Sustainable Travel Choices 
25. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy I6 - Parking 
26. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N1 - Protecting and enhancing 

landscape character 
27. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N2 - Safeguarding and improving soils 
28. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N3 - Protecting biodiversity and 

geodiversity 
29. Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031 - Policy N4 - Protecting other wildlife features 

Summary of Main Issues 

The key issue is the loss of the site as an open space in a high density urban area 
characterised by terraced housing. Bio-diversity and green infrastructure are also 
considerations as well as the suitability of the site for housing development. 

Non Material Considerations 

None 

Response to Publicity and Consultations 

The application has been advertised by site notice. 

Neighbours Consulted 

Street Name Properties 
Anson Street 157, 158, 
Hartington Street 77, Flat 77, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 
Keyes Street 11, 12, 
   

Responses Support Object Neutral 

11 0 11 0 

A large number of representations have been received for this application (11 from local 
residents) raising all or some of the following concerns: 

-loss of play space; 

-the site is an important and well-used amenity for local people; 

-housing will result in a loss of light to existing dwellings; 
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-the site is currently well-used  by the community; 

-local children will have nowhere to play and will have to go further afield; 

-it is a useful space  for local community events; 

-the park is in constant use by people  of all ages; 

-it will be detrimental to health and well-being  if the park is no longer there; 

-concern about childhood obesity-inappropriate to remove  a park where there is no other 
within a reasonable  walking distance; 

-almost every house in the immediate community has no garden and only a small rear yard-
this is the only available green 
space;                                                                                                   

-the site is vital for health and well-being  and helps to alleviate loneliness; 

-car parking will be a problem if the houses  are built; 

-removal of the perfectly healthy trees on the site was an attempt to make the planning 
application more acceptable; 

-the land is of environmental value-bees, insects, birds etc; 

-members of the community  help in managing the site and the Planning Statement is 
incorrect in this regard; 

-housing would spoil the aesthetics of a beautiful site; 

-concerns about dust; 

-the dwellings  will look out of place amongst the Hartington Street dwellings  from the 
1900's; 

-loss of privacy and overlooking. 

Organisations Consulted 

Consultee 
Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 
Barrow Borough Council (Planning Policy) 
Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 
Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 
Cumbria County Council (Highways) 
Cumbria County Council (LLFA) 
Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 
United Utilities (Asset Protection) 
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List of Organisation Responses 

Barrow Borough Council (Building Control) 01/05/2019  

“Building regulation approval required for the development.” 

Barrow Borough Council (Public Protection Services Contamination) 23/05/2019  

“Thank you for the above consultation. I can confirm that I have read the available information 
submitted with the application. Although the land is currently being used as a public space 
and no previous contamination incidents have been recorded, I have noted a builders yard on 
the site around 1970. This may suggest that contamination exists or that made ground is 
present. I understand that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) seeks to prevent 
unacceptable risk from land contamination and instability (Policy 178 and 179). 

Policy 179 states that where a site is affected by contamination or land instability issues, 
responsibility for securing a safe development rests with the developer and/or land owner. 
Section 6 (Existing Use) on the Application for Planning Permission also asks if the 
development would be particularly vulnerable to the presence of contamination and if so, an 
appropriate contamination assessment should be submitted. 

Therefore I would recommend that any subsequent planning approval include the following 
pre-commencement conditions: 

1. No development shall take place until a Preliminary Investigation (desk study, site 
reconnaissance and preliminary risk assessment), to investigate and assess the risk of 
potential contamination, is submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. This investigation must be undertaken by a suitably qualified contaminated 
land practitioner, in accordance with established procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of 
Practice for the Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures 
for the Management of Land Contamination  (CLR11)). 

2. If the Preliminary Investigation identifies potential unacceptable risks, a Field 
Investigation and Risk Assessment, conducted in accordance with established 
procedures (BS10175 (2011) Code of Practice for the Investigation of Potentially 
Contaminated Sites and Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination 
(CLR11)), shall be undertaken to determine the presence and degree of contamination 
and must be undertaken by a suitably qualified contaminated land practitioner. The 
results of the Field Investigation and Risk Assessment shall be submitted to and 
approved by the Local Planning Authority before any development begins. 
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3. Where contamination is found which poses unacceptable risks, no development shall 
take place until a detailed Remediation Scheme has been submitted to and approved 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme must include an appraisal of 
remedial options and proposal of the preferred option(s), all works to be undertaken, 
proposed remediation objectives, remediation criteria and a verification plan. The 
scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as contaminated land under Part 2A of 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in relation to the intended use. 

4. The approved Remediation Scheme shall be implemented and a Verification Report 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to 
occupation of the development.  

5. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved 
development, that was not previously identified, it must be reported immediately to the 
Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site affected must be halted 
and Field Investigations shall be carried out. Where required by the Local Planning 
Authority, remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. These shall be implemented prior to occupation 
of the development. 

6. No soil material is to be imported to the site until it has been tested for contamination 
and assessed for its suitability for the proposed development. A suitable methodology 
for testing this material should be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 
Authority prior to the soils being imported onto site. The methodology should include 
the sampling frequency, testing schedules, criteria against which the analytical results 
will be assessed (as determined by the risk assessment) and source material 
information. The analysis shall then be carried out as per the agreed methodology with 
verification of its completion submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 

I would also request that a construction management plan is submitted due to the close 
proximity to residential receptors.” 

Cumbria County Council (Emergency Planning) 13/05/2019 

"Our response is the following: 

The BAE site is covered by the provision of the Radiation (Emergency Preparedness and 
Public Information) 2001 Regulations. There are no objections to the proposed development 
based on the information provided but it should be noted that the proposed development is 
situated within the Detailed Emergency Planning Area of BAE. Cumbria County Council, in 
liaison with the site operator and the Office for  Nuclear Regulation, have certain special 
arrangements are made for residents/business premises in this area and particular attention is 
paid to ensuring that people are aware of the appropriate action to take in the event of an 
incident at the site.  Accordingly I would be grateful if you could, in the event of the application 
being approved, advise the applicant to liaise with this office to allow for further discussion." 
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Cumbria County Council (Highways & LLFA) 21/05/2019  

"Thank you for your consultation on 01/05/2019 regarding the above Planning Application. 

Cumbria County Council as the Highways Authority and the Lead Local Flood Authority 
(LLFA) has reviewed the above planning reference and our findings are detailed below. 

It is noted that indicative proposal does not include parking provision within the site, a point 
your Authority may wish to consider when determining this application, however after 
consultation with the local parking team it is considered as having no adverse effect on the 
parking situation. 

I can confirm that the Highway Authority and Lead Local Flood Authority has no objections to 
the proposal, subject to the following recommended conditions being included in any Notice of 
Consent which may be issued: 

1.Before any development takes place, a plan shall be submitted for the prior approval of the 
local planning authority reserving adequate land for the parking of vehicles engaged in 
construction operations associated with the development hereby approved, and that land, 
including vehicular access thereto, shall be used for or be kept available for these purposes at 
all times until completion of the construction works. 

Reason:       The carrying out of this development without the provision of these facilities 
during the construction work is likely to lead to inconvenience and danger to road users. 
To support Local Transport Policies: LD8 

Any works within the Highway must be agreed with the Highway Authority. 

Any works within or near the Highway must be authorised by Cumbria County Council and no 
works shall be permitted or carried out on any part of the Highway including Verges, until you 
are in receipt of an appropriate permit (I.E Section 184 Agreement) allowing such works.  
Enquires should be made to Cumbria County Councils Street Work’s team - 
southst@cumbria.gov.uk 

Fees: https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/fees.asp 

Please be advised that the Highway outside and or adjacent to the proposal must be 
kept clear and accessible at all times." 

Office for Nuclear Regulation (Nuclear) 13/05/2019 

"I have taken on board the views of the emergency planners within Cumbria County Council, 
which is responsible for the preparation of the AWE Barrow off-site emergency plan required 
by the Radiation Emergency Preparedness and Public Information Regulations (REPPIR) 
2001. They have provided adequate assurance that the proposed development can be 
accommodated within their off-site emergency planning arrangements. 
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The proposed development does not present a significant external hazard to the safety of the 
nuclear site. 

Therefore, ONR does not advise against this development." 

United Utilities 07/05/2019 

"With regards to the above development proposal, United Utilities Water Limited (‘United 
Utilities’) wishes to provide the following comments. 

Drainage 

In  accordance  with  the  National  Planning  Policy  Framework  (NPPF)  and  the  National 
Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG), the site should be drained on a separate system with 
foul water draining to the public sewer and surface water draining in the most sustainable 
way. 

We request the following drainage conditions are attached to any subsequent approval to 
reflect the above approach detailed above: 

Condition 1 – Surface water 

No development shall commence until a surface water drainage scheme has been submitted 
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The drainage scheme must 
include: 

(i)   An investigation of the hierarchy of drainage options in the National Planning Practice 
Guidance (or any subsequent amendment thereof). This investigation shall include evidence 
of an assessment of ground conditions and the potential for infiltration of surface water; 

(ii)  A restricted rate of discharge of surface water agreed with the local planning authority (if it 
is agreed that infiltration is discounted by the investigations); and 

(iii) A timetable for its implementation. 

The approved scheme shall also be in accordance with the Non-Statutory Technical 
Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems (March 2015) or any subsequent replacement 
national standards. 

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out only in accordance with the approved 
drainage scheme. 

Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to manage the 
risk of flooding and pollution. 

Condition 2 – Foul water 

Foul and surface water shall be drained on separate systems. 
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Reason: To secure proper drainage and to manage the risk of flooding and pollution. 

The applicant can discuss any of the above with Developer Engineer,  by email at 
wastewaterdeveloperservices@uuplc.co.uk. 

Please note, United Utilities are not responsible for advising on rates of discharge to the local 
watercourse system.  This is a matter for discussion with the Lead Local Flood Authority and / 
or the Environment Agency (if the watercourse is classified as main river). 

If the applicant intends to offer wastewater assets forward for adoption by United Utilities, the 
proposed detailed design will be subject to a technical appraisal by an Adoptions Engineer as 
we need to be sure that the proposal meets the requirements of Sewers for Adoption and 
United Utilities’ Asset Standards. The detailed layout should be prepared with consideration of 
what is necessary to secure a development to an adoptable standard. This is important as 
drainage design can be a key determining factor of site levels and layout. The proposed 
design should give consideration to long term operability and give United Utilities a cost 
effective proposal for the life of the assets. Therefore, should this application be approved and 
the applicant wishes to progress a Section 104 agreement, we strongly recommend that no 
construction commences until the detailed drainage design, submitted as part of the Section 
104 agreement, has been assessed and accepted in writing by United Utilities. Any works 
carried out prior to the technical assessment being approved is done entirely at the 
developers own risk and could be subject to change. 

Management and Maintenance of Sustainable Drainage Systems 

Without effective management and maintenance, sustainable drainage systems can fail or 
become ineffective. As a provider of wastewater services, we believe we have a duty to 
advise the Local Planning Authority of this potential risk to ensure the longevity of the surface 
water drainage system and the service it provides to people.  We also wish to minimise the 
risk of a sustainable drainage system having a detrimental impact on the public sewer network 
should the two systems interact. We therefore recommend the Local Planning Authority 
include a condition in their Decision Notice regarding a  management and  maintenance 
regime  for  any  sustainable drainage system  that  is included as part of the proposed 
development. 

For schemes of 10 or more units and other major development, we recommend the Local 
Planning Authority consults with the Lead Local Flood Authority regarding the exact wording 
of any condition. You may find the below a useful example: 

Prior to occupation of the development a sustainable drainage management and maintenance 
plan for the lifetime of the development shall be submitted to the local planning authority and 
agreed in writing. The sustainable drainage management and maintenance plan shall include 
as a minimum: 

a. Arrangements for adoption by an appropriate public body or statutory 
undertaker, or, management and maintenance by a resident’s management 
company; and 
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b.   Arrangements for inspection and ongoing maintenance of all elements of the 
sustainable drainage system to secure the operation of the surface water drainage 
scheme throughout its lifetime. 

The development shall subsequently be completed, maintained and managed in accordance 
with the approved plan. 

Reason: To ensure that management arrangements are in place for the sustainable drainage 
system in order to manage the risk of flooding and pollution during the lifetime of the 
development. 

Please note United Utilities cannot provide comment on the management and maintenance 
of an asset that is owned by a third party management and maintenance company.   We 
would not be involved in the discharge of the management and maintenance condition in 
these circumstances. 

Water Supply 

If the applicant intends to obtain a water supply from United Utilities for the proposed 
development, we strongly recommend they engage with us at the earliest opportunity. If 
reinforcement of the water network is required to meet the demand, this could be a 
significant project and the design and construction period should be accounted for. 

To discuss a potential water supply or any of the water comments detailed above, the 
applicant can contact the team at  DeveloperServicesWater@uuplc.co.uk. 

Please  note,  all  internal  pipework  must  comply  with  current  Water  Supply  (water 
fittings) Regulations 1999. 

United Utilities’ Property, Assets and Infrastructure 

Where United Utilities’ assets exist, the level of cover to the water mains and public sewers 
must not be compromised either during or after construction. 

For advice regarding protection of United Utilities assets, the applicant should contact the 
teams as follows: 

Water assets – DeveloperServicesWater@uuplc.co.uk 

Wastewater assets – WastewaterDeveloperServices@uuplc.co.uk 

It  is  the  applicant's responsibility  to  investigate  the  possibility  of  any  United 
Utilities’  assets potentially impacted by their proposals and to demonstrate the exact 
relationship between any United Utilities' assets and the proposed development. 

A number of providers offer a paid for mapping service including United Utilities. To find out 
how to purchase a sewer and water plan from United Utilities, please visit the Property 
Searches website; https://www.unitedutilities.com/property-searches/ 
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You can also view the plans for free. To make an appointment to view our sewer records at 
your local authority please contact them direct, alternatively if you wish to view the water and 
the sewer records at our Lingley Mere offices based in Warrington please ring 0370 751 
0101 to book an appointment. 

Due to the public sewer transfer in 2011, not all sewers are currently shown on the statutory 
sewer records and we do not always show private pipes on our plans. If a sewer is 
discovered during construction; please contact a Building Control Body to discuss the matter 
further. 

Should this planning application be approved the applicant should contact United Utilities 
regarding a potential water supply or connection to public sewers. Additional information is 
available on our website  http://www.unitedutilities.com/builders-developers.aspx" 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Officers Report 

1. Site and Locality 

1.1 This application relates to a roughly rectangular piece of land currently arranged as open 
space. The site is bounded by Keyes Street to the west, Hartington Street to the east and 
Anson Street/Raleigh Street to the north with the Methodist Church, hall and club making up 
the remainder of the block to the south. The site is currently landscaped with planting behind a 
low fence to the west and northern boundaries and a low brick wall to the Hartington Street 
frontage with raised beds which up until recently contained several mature trees along the 
frontage. As a result of the site level changes, a small series of steps run from the Hartington 
Street frontage to the open space. 

1.2 The surrounding streets are predominantly residential streets of  terraced housing, typically 
with modest rear yards, with a scattering of local shops and business premises. 

1.3 The 1892 OS map shows the church with the site as open land adjacent and it appears to 
have  remained as vacant  land  until some time in the 1950's when some structures are 
evident and the  site was later used as a builder's yard and then housed a portable building 
used  by an organization serving homeless people. It has been laid out as an urban park since 
around 2009 with the support   of the Borough Council. The surrounding streets are 
predominantly in residential use being laid out as terraced housing between 1850-1890 
following a traditional grid-iron pattern.       
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2. Proposal Details 

2.1 Outline approval is sought for the re-development of the site for residential use with all 
matters reserved. An illustrative scheme has been submitted   comprising 5 No. 3 bed 2.5 
storey terraced town houses fronting onto Hartington Street with modest rear gardens  onto 
Keyes Street and a small forecourt behind a low boundary wall onto Hartington Street. The 
agent advises that detailed design would be covered  by a future Reserved  Matters 
application but it is envisaged that facades would be red brick with grey slate roofs. 

3. Relevant History 
 
3.1 02/2000/0693 Land adjoining Methodist Church Hartington Street Barrow-in-Furness 
Cumbria Outline Consent for residential development Appcond 11/10/2000 
 
3.2 1988/0353 Builders Yard, Hartington Street, Barrow-in-Furness Town and Country 
Planning Regulations 1976, Regulation 4 - deemed planning permission for the change of use 
from a builders yard to vehicular parking area Appcond 21/07/1988 
 
3.3 1988/1089 Land adjoining Hartington Street Methodist Church, Hartington Street, Barrow-
in-Furness Residential Development Appcond 14/02/1989 
 
3.4 53/1992/0610 Methodist Church Grounds Hartington Street Barrow-In-Furness Cumbria 
Siting of mobile unit to be established as day support centre and base Appcond 05/11/1992 
 
3.5 B18/2009/1989 Hartington Street Methodist Church Hartington Street Barrow-in-Furness 
Cumbria LA14 5SS Creation of new doorway for wheelchair access into building. Appcond 08-
JAN-2010 
 
3.6 B29/2009/1022 Proposed urban park at Hartington Street Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria 
Application Under Regulation 3 of the Town and Country Planning General Regulations 1992 
for the creation of a park comprising soft and hard landscaping, pathway connections and 
seating (AMENDED DESCRIPTION) Appcond 09-SEP-2009 

4. Officer Assessment 

National Guidance 

4.1 Paragraph 91 advises that planning policies  and decisions should  aim to achieve  healthy, 
inclusive and safe places which: promote social  interaction,  including opportunities for 
meetings between people  who might not otherwise  come  into contact with each other,  high 
quality public space, which encourages the active and continual use of public areas and  the 
provision of safe and accessible green infrastructure. 
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4.2 Paragraph 92 advises that to  provide the social, recreational and cultural facilities and 
services the community needs,  planning policies  and decisions should plan positively for the 
provision and use of shared spaces,  community  facilities (such as local shops,  meeting 
places,  sports venues and open space  and guard against the unnecessary loss of valued 
facilities and services,  particularly where this would reduce the community's ability to meet its 
day-to-day needs. 

4.3 Specifically in relation to open space Paragraph 96 advises access  to a network of high 
quality open spaces  and opportunities for sport and physical activity is important for the 
health and well- being of communities.                                                   

4.4 Paragraph 97 advises:  Existing open space,  sports  and recreational buildings  and land, 
including playing fields, should  not be built on unless: a) an assessment has been undertaken 
which has clearly shown the open space,  buildings  or land to be surplus to requirements; or 
b) the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better 
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; or c) the development  is for 
alternative sports and recreational provision, the benefits of which clearly outweigh the loss of 
the current or former use. 

4.5 Paragraph 175 relates to bio-diversity and advises development whose primary objective is 
to conserve or enhance biodiversity should be supported; while opportunities to incorporate 
biodiversity improvements in and around developments should be encouraged, especially 
where this can secure measurable net gains for biodiversity. 

Saved Policies 

4.6 Key relevant policies relate to housing development on windfall sites, protection of open 
space and biodiversity and green infrastructure.  

4.7 The adopted Biodiversity and Development SPD and the Draft Green infrastructure SPD 
are also material considerations. 

Principle of Proposal 

4.8 The site is within a built-up urban area in a highly sustainable location.It is not allocated as 
a housing site or on the brownfield land register, although its size would class it as a windfall 
site. Windfall housing sites are sites that come forward unexpectedly and have not been 
identified for housing through the Plan process, generally being small infill sites within the 
urban area. Policy H7 supports housing on windfall sites subject to a series of criteria, 
crucially including that the development complies with Policy N3:"Protecting biodiversity and 
geodiversity" and as such the proposal would conflict with this policy.Re- development would 
help to meet the Council's housing targets although for 2017/18, the Council was able to 
demonstrate a 7.4 year supply of housing and as such the "tilted balance" would not be 
engaged. However, the principle of re-development  needs to be judged against the impact of 
the loss of open space on the site and the starting point is that planning law requires that 
applications for planning permission be determined in accordance with the development plan, 
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Since the Local Plan has just been adopted 
the policies carry full weight. 

Loss of open space                                                                        
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4.9 The site is currently laid out as an open space and whilst privately owned and maintained 
there is unrestricted public access. A large number of objections have been received in 
relation to the loss of open space and it is clear that the site is important to local residents. 
The majority of surrounding dwellings do not have rear gardens but modest rear yards and 
this raises the perceived importance of the site to residents as an amenity space. 

4.10 There is existing open space within 400m of the site to the north and west,  including 
 Hindpool Urban Park, St James' School Playing Fields and the green space setting of St 
James' Church. These are all identified as Green Space in the recently adopted Local Plan. 
 However, there is very little green space to the south and east of the site, which is highly 
urbanised. Additionally, given the urban context,the Planning Authority has tried to achieve 
additional green space in the area such as at the recent development on Holker Street. The 
existing green space at the site currently provides visual relief and provides the opportunity for 
socialising. It is noted that the trees on the application site have been removed, to the 
detriment of the streetscene and this is regrettable.  Importantly, Policy Gl4 recognises that 
"green spaces  within the urban area make an important contribution  to community life, 
streetscene character and biodiversity. They will need to be retained within the existing  built 
up area as well as being provided for in new housing layouts." 

Green infrastructure 

4.11 Paragraph 1.10 of the Draft Green Infrastructure Strategy SPD states  "green 
infrastructure can be any 'green space' that makes a contribution to environmental and/or 
social quality." The proposal site can therefore be considered to form part of the existing 
green infrastructure network. 

4.12 The site is not identified as green infrastructure on the Proposals Map. However, as 
paragraph 2.2 of the Draft Green Infrastructure Strategy SPD states, "just because an area of 
open green space is not currently identified within a classification type does not mean that it 
does not have value as Green Infrastructure and as such needs to be subject to the same 
general objectives and considerations as set out in the Strategy." The proposal is contrary to 
the aims and objectives of the Draft Green Infrastructure Strategy SPD, and also the vision for 
the strategy (page 6). 

4.13 In the recently adopted Local Plan,  Policy GI 1   (a) seeks to ensure that all new 
development contributes to the protection and enhancement of the Borough's distinctive and 
valued landscape and settlement character implementing a network of green infrastructure as 
the context and setting for place making. Criterion (d) seeks to protect and integrate amenity 
open spaces. The proposal is contrary to the principle of this policy, as it will remove green 
infrastructure and amenity open space from the network in a densely populated built up area. 
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Biodiversity 

4.14 Policy N4 of the new Local Plan requires new development to conserve and enhance 
biodiversity features, and whilst a  management plan and landscape scheme  could be 
required by planning condition indicating  how existing trees and other wildlife features could 
 be integrated into the development there is no evidence at this stage to demonstrate this has 
been considered. Similarly, Policy N3 supports development which maintains, protects and 
enhances biodiversity. Also, Policy DS2 states that where possible all proposals should meet 
all the criteria, including (h) enhancing biodiversity. The Biodiversity and Development SPD 
supports a net gain in biodiversity, in accord with paragraph 170 of the NPPF. However, it 
appears that all wildlife features will be removed from the site and replaced with new housing. 

Relevant planning history 

4.15 Outline planning consent has twice been granted for the residential development of the 
site, in 1988 (1988/1089) and in 2000(2000/0693) and this is a material consideration. 
However, there are a number of significant differences between those applications and the 
current one: 

(i) At the time of those applications the site was not laid out as an open space being a 
builders's yard/ wasteland with a shelter on the site and  partially enclosed  by a brick wall or a 
vehicle park for Barrow Employment Training; 

(ii) those applications pre-date the current Local Plan, NPPF and SPD's.  

Design 

4.16 A basic Design and Access Statement has been submitted with the application. The 
Planning Portal advises that: "A DAS must explain the design principles and concepts  that 
have been applied to the development. It must also demonstrate how the proposed 
development's context has influenced the design.  The Statement must explain the applicant's 
approach to access and how relevant Local Plan policies have been taken into account, any 
consultation undertaken in relation to access issues, and how the outcome of this consultation 
has informed the proposed development. Applicants must also explain how any specific 
 issues  which might affect access to the proposed development have been addressed." 
Additionally, the Practice Guidance advises: "they provide a framework for applicants to 
explain how the proposed development is a suitable response to the site and its setting, and 
demonstrate that it can be adequately accessed by prospective users. Design and Access 
Statements can aid decision-making  by enabling local planning authorities and third parties to 
better understand the analysis that has underpinned the design of a development proposal" 
and "A Design and Access Statement must: 

(a) explain the design principles and concepts that have been applied to the proposed 
development; and 

(b) demonstrate the steps taken to appraise the context of the proposed development, and 
how the design of the development takes that context into account." 
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4.17 Whilst there is an explanation that money raised from the sale of the land will be used to 
improve the present building so that the existing community outreach work can be better 
served, there is little information on how the context has influenced the proposals, 
consideration of policy or site setting. However, as an outline application, if the principle of the 
development is found to be acceptable, detailed design  matters could be considered as part 
of a reserved  matters application. 

4.18 Policy DS5, criterion (i) states that proposals must demonstrate clearly how they respect 
 the distinctive character of the local landscape,  protecting and incorporating  key 
environmental assets of the area. The proposed development would be contrary to this policy, 
as it appears that all environmental assets would be removed  to facilitate the proposal. 

Health and wellbeing 

4.19 National policy aims to encourage health and wellbeing and the social objective of 
sustainable development includes  fostering a well-designed and safe built environment, with 
accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and future needs. Chapter 8 relates 
to promoting healthy and safe communities and promoting social interaction, including 
opportunities for meetings between people who might not otherwise come into contact with 
each other, including through the provision of open space. Policy HC1 encourages 
development which promotes health and wellbeing by promoting access to and use of open 
space (criteria (c)).From the representations received the land is clearly important to the local 
community in encouraging interaction and social wellbeing and the proposal would conflict 
with the Framework and Policy HC1. 

Amenity 

4.20 The amenity for proposed occupiers of the dwellings would be considered as part of any 
future reserved matters application. 

4.21 Given the context of the area as a high density urban area with a tight-knit grain,  it is not 
considered that residential development would have a detrimental  impact on the amenity of 
adjacent  residents in terms of overlooking or loss of privacy, although this would require 
further consideration as part of a  Reserved  Matters application once elevations, scale and 
massing are addressed. 

Highways 

4.22 No dedicated car parking is proposed at this stage. However, it is accepted that five 
dwellings  is a modest scale of development and the proposal  is within a built-up area where 
car parking requirements are generally relaxed. The Highway Authority have raised  no 
objections and recommend a condition. 
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Policy and Regeneration Team  Response 

4.23 "The Policy and Regeneration Team does not support  this application. The site has 
environmental quality, provides visual relief in an urbanised  area and provides opportunity for 
socialising,  and therefore forms part of the Green Infrastructure network. The proposed 
development would result in the loss of green infrastructure and biodiversity, and is therefore 
contrary to policies  DS2, DSS, N4 and GI 1 of the adopted Local Plan , and is also contrary to 
the principles of the Biodiversity and Development SPD and the Draft Green Infrastructure 
Strategy SPD. Policy GI4 regarding Green Spaces would be relevant to the above application, 
as it is “within the urban area” and can be considered to make “an important contribution to 
community life, streetscene character and biodiversity” in accord with this policy".  

Other 

4.24 Pubic Protection Services recommend conditions regarding contamination. 

4.25 The applicants have previously received  support  from the Borough Council in terms of a 
lease of the land although this has now ceased.  As a privately-owned  piece of land  it is the 
owners responsibility to maintain it;  lack of maintenance is not justification for re-
development. In any event the Council  has powers under Section 215 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act to require that steps are taken to remedy the condition of land within a 
specified time-scale should its appearance be detrimental to amenity. The Planning Authority 
has used these powers effectively in the past on untidy private gardens and there is no reason 
why they could not be used in this case if found necessary.  The argument that the Borough 
Council is no longer leasing the site is not justification for re-development; as land in private 
ownership it is the owners responsibility to maintain it as applies to any land within the 
Borough. 

4.26 In the current climate, the community maintenance of land  is becoming more common-
place  and there are several successful schemes locally such as the "allotment soup" project 
on Walney managed by art-gene, Mardale Grove allotments and the shared garden in Dalton. 
Whilst not a planning matter, comments from local residents suggest that this could be 
investigated by the site owners. In addition, there is no evidence that other sources of grant 
funding have been investigated in advance of an application for  re-development. 
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5. Conclusions 

5.1 The site forms an important open space in an urbanised area both in terms of providing 
visual relief and as accessible open space in an area of high density housing. The majority of 
houses in the vicinity are reliant on rear yards as amenity space and this contributes to the 
importance of the space to the community for recreation and as a meeting place. National 
guidance seeks to retain open spaces which serve a community benefit and encourages 
health, well-being and community interaction. Additionally, the Framework encourages bio-
diversity net gain but no evidence has been put forward that this is likely to be achieved. 
Crucially, the proposals fail to meet the social and environmental objectives of sustainable 
development. In terms of Local Plan policy, the proposal would conflict with policies DS2, 
DS5, N3, N4, GI1, G14, HC1 and H7 of the adopted Local Plan, and is also contrary to the 
principles of the Biodiversity and Development SPD and the Draft Green Infrastructure 
Strategy SPD. 

6. Recommendation 
 
I recommend that Planning Permission be REFUSED for the following reasons : - 

1. The proposal would involve the loss of an open space in a high density urban area without 
justification and as such would conflict with the social and environmental objectives of the 
NPPF and Policy DS2: Sustainable development criteria of the adopted Barrow Borough 
Local Plan 2019. Since the proposal involves the loss of open space, it would fail to 
promote health and wellbeing and as such would conflict with the aims of the NPPF 
and Policy HC1: Health and Wellbeing of the adopted Barrow Borough Local Plan. 

2. The proposal fails to demonstrate a consideration of the character and context of the site 
and surrounding area, taking into account the Council's Green Infrastructure Strategy, 
protecting and incorporating key environmental assets of the area. As such, the proposal 
would conflict with the aims of Policy DS5: Design, of the adopted Barrow Borough Local Plan 
2019, in particular criteria (i) and paragraph 124 of the NPPF which aims to achieve good 
design. 

3. No information has been provided  in relation to  bio-diversity enhancement. As such, the 
proposal would conflict with the aims of Policy DS2: Sustainable Development Criteria, Policy 
N3: Protecting biodiversity and geodiversity,   Policy N4: Protecting other wildlife features and 
Policy H7: Housing Development on Windfall Sites of the adopted Barrow Borough Local Plan 
2019, the adopted Biodiversity and Development SPD 2018 and Paragraph 170 of the NPPF 
which supports a net gain in bio-diversity. 
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4. The site has environmental quality,  provides visual relief in an urbanised  area and 
provides the opportunity  for socialising,  and therefore forms part of the Green Infrastructure 
network The proposal, through the loss of open space, would conflict with the aims of Policy 
GI1: Green Infrastructure and Gl4: Green Spaces of the adopted Barrow Borough Local Plan 
2019 by removing green infrastructure and amenity space from the network in a densely 
populated built up area. The proposal would also conflict with the aims of the Draft Green 
Infrastructure SPD and the vision for the strategy. 

_________________________________________________________________________  
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Appendices of Saved and Emerging Policies
 
Note to Members
 
Below are the full wordings of the policies relevant to the applications found on the
agenda today.
 
Saved Policies
 
The starting point when determining applications remains the Development Plan.
Applications must be determined in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations, including the NPPF, indicate otherwise.
 
The tilted balance under paragraph 14 of the NPPF is engaged where any of the policies
relevant to the application are out of date or where there is no 5 year housing land
supply. At present the Council can demonstrate a supply in excess of 5 years. The
officers report will indicate if any policies are out of date and how much weight they can
be given. Under the tilted balance applications should be approved unless
 
"any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies as a whole, or specific policies in the
Framework indicate development should be restricted."
 
The tilted balance is not engaged where all relevant policies are in date and there is a
sufficient supply of housing land.
 
Emerging Policies
 
As the emerging Local Plan is now under examination, the policies within it can be given
weight. The amount of weight each policy has is dependent upon the significance of
unresolved objections to the policy and how consistent it is with the NPPF.
 
National Planning Policy Framework 2018
 
NPPF-011
Plans and decisions should apply a presumption in favour of sustainable development.
 
For plan-making this means that:
 
a) plans should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their
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area, and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change;
 
b) strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide for objectively assessed needs for
housing and other uses, as well as any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring
areas (As established through statements of common ground (see paragraph 27),
unless:
 
i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of particular
importance provides a strong reason for restricting the overall scale, type or distribution
of development in the plan area (The policies referred to are those in this Framework
(rather than those in development plans) relating to: habitats sites (and those sites listed
in paragraph 176) and/or designated as Sites of Special Scientific
Interest; land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, a National Park (or within the Broads Authority) or defined as Heritage
Coast; irreplaceable habitats; designated heritage assets (and other heritage assets of
archaeological interest referred to in footnote 63); and areas at risk of flooding or coastal
change); or
 
ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole.
 
For decision-taking this means:
 
c) approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date development plan
without delay; or
 
d) where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the policies which are most
important for determining the application are out-of-date (This includes, for applications
involving the provision of housing, situations where the local planning authority cannot
demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites (with the appropriate buffer,
as set out in paragraph 73); or where the Housing Delivery Test indicates that the
delivery of housing was substantially below (less than 75% of) the housing requirement
over the previous three years. Transitional arrangements for the Housing Delivery Test
are set out in Annex 1), granting permission unless:
 
i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of particular
importance provides a clear reason for refusing the development proposed (The policies
referred to are those in this Framework (rather than those in development plans) relating
to: habitats sites (and those sites listed in paragraph 176) and/or designated as Sites of
Special Scientific Interest; land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area
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of Outstanding Natural Beauty, a National Park (or within the Broads Authority) or
defined as Heritage Coast; irreplaceable habitats; designated heritage assets (and other
heritage assets of archaeological interest referred to in footnote 63); and areas at risk of
flooding or coastal change); or
 
 
ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole.
 
NPPF-068
Small and medium sized sites can make an important contribution to meeting the
housing requirement of an area, and are often built-out relatively quickly. To promote the
development of a good mix of sites local planning authorities should:
 
a) identify, through the development plan and brownfield registers, land to accommodate
at least 10% of their housing requirement on sites no larger than one hectare; unless it
can be shown, through the preparation of relevant plan policies, that there are strong
reasons why this 10% target cannot be achieved;
 
b) use tools such as area-wide design assessments and Local Development Orders to
help bring small and medium sized sites forward;
 
c) support the development of windfall sites through their policies and decisions - giving
great weight to the benefits of using suitable sites within existing settlements for homes;
and
 
d) work with developers to encourage the sub-division of large sites where this could
help to speed up the delivery of homes.
 
NPPF-094
It is important that a sufficient choice of school places is available to meet the needs of
existing and new communities. Local planning authorities should take a proactive,
positive and collaborative approach to meeting this requirement, and to development
that will widen choice in education. They should:
 
a) give great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools through the
preparation of plans and decisions on applications; and
 
b) work with schools promoters, delivery partners and statutory bodies to identify and
resolve key planning issues before applications are submitted.
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NPPF-127
Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:
 
a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short term
but over the lifetime of the development;
 
b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and
effective landscaping;
 
c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built
environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate
innovation or change (such as increased densities);
 
d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets,
spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive
places to live, work and visit;
 
e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount
and mix of development (including green and other public space) and support local
facilities and transport networks; and
 
f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health and
well-being, with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users (Planning
policies for housing should make use of the Government's optional technical standards
for accessible and adaptable housing, where this would address an identified need for
such properties. Policies may also make use of the nationally described space standard,
where the need for an internal space standard can be justified); and where crime and
disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life or community
cohesion and resilience.
 
Barrow Borough Local Plan 2016-2031
 
Policy C3a - Water management
All new development will minimise its impacts on the environment through the following
measures:
 
a) New development will achieve the minimum standards for water efficiency, as defined
by Building Regulations (Approved Document G). By the installation of fittings and fixed
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appliances, water recycling or other appropriate measures for the prevention of undue
consumption of water and which recycle and conserve water resources.
 
b) New development will be required to prioritise the use of sustainable drainage
systems (SUDS) and ensure there is no increase in flood risk from surface water.
Drainage systems should be of a high design standard and will benefit biodiversity and
contribute to improved water quality. Developers will be expected to submit a Drainage
Strategy that shows how foul and surface water will be effectively managed. Surface
water should be discharged in the following order of priority:
 
i. An adequate soakaway or some other form of infiltration system.
ii. An attenuated discharge to a surface water body such as a watercourse.
iii. An attenuated discharge to public surface water sewer, highway drain or another
drainage system.
iv. An attenuated discharge to public combined sewer.
 
Applicants wishing to discharge to public sewer will need to submit clear evidence
demonstrating why alternative options are not available.
 
c) Approved development proposals will be expected to be supplemented by appropriate
maintenance and management regimes for surface water drainage schemes.
 
d) On large sites, applicants should ensure that the drainage proposals are part of a
wider, holistic strategy, which coordinates the approach to drainage between phases,
between developers/landowners and over a number of years of construction.
 
e) On greenfield sites, applicants will be expected to demonstrate that the current
natural discharge from a site is at least mimicked.
 
f) On previously-developed land, applicants should target a reduction of surface water
discharge in accordance with the non-statutory technical standards for sustainable
drainage produced by DEFRA. In demonstrating a reduction, applicants should include
clear evidence of existing positive connections from the site with associated calculations
on rates of discharge.
 
g) Landscaping proposals should consider what contribution the landscaping of a site
can make to reducing surface water discharge. This can include hard and soft
landscaping such as permeable surfaces.
 
h) The treatment and processing of surface water is not a sustainable solution. Surface
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water should be managed at source and not transferred. Every option should be
investigated before discharging surface water into a public sewerage network. A
discharge to groundwater or watercourse may require the consent of the Environment
Agency or Cumbria County Council as Lead Local Flood Authority.
 
The retrofitting of SuDS in locations that generate surface water run-off will be
supported, subject to the criteria above.
 
Policy C4 - Contaminated and Unstable Land
Contaminated Land
 
On land known to be or suspected of being contaminated, or where development may
result in the release of contaminants from adjoining land, development will only be
permitted where:
 
a) It can be demonstrated that there is no significant harm, or risk of significant harm, to
health and wellbeing and the environment, including pollution of any watercourse or
controlled waters; and
 
b) Any necessary remedial action is undertaken to safeguard users or occupiers of the
site or neighbouring land, and that the environment and any buildings or services during
development are protected from contamination.
 
All investigations should be carried out in accordance with the advice set out in
'Development of Potentially Contaminated Land and Sensitive End Uses - An Essential
Guide for Developers' or any subsequent update of this guidance.
 
Where the proposed use would be particularly vulnerable to the presence of
contamination (i.e. residential) the planning application must be supported by an
appropriate assessment of on site contamination including proposals for remediation in
accordance with the above mentioned document.
 
Unstable Land
 
On land known or suspected to be unstable, development will only be permitted where it
can be demonstrated that there is no significant risk of harm to health and wellbeing and
the environment, and that any necessary remedial action is undertaken to safeguard
users or occupiers of the site or neighbouring land.
 
Where the proposed use would be particularly vulnerable to land instability, the planning
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application must be supported by a risk assessment report that demonstrates that
adequate and environmentally acceptable mitigation measures are in place.
 
Policy C5 - Promoting Renewable Energy
New development must take into account the effects of climate change, promote the use
of energy efficient methods and materials, and minimise its impact on the environment.
Proposals will be encouraged to maximise the design of buildings, use of materials, their
layout and orientation on site to be as energy efficient as possible.
 
All new developments will be encouraged to incorporate renewable energy production
equipment, sources of renewable energy such as photovoltaics and the potential for
renewable, low carbon or decentralised energy schemes appropriate to the scale and
location of the development provided they accord with the requirements of Policy C6.
 
Policy C7 - Light Pollution
The Council will seek to minimise light pollution and applications which propose new
external lighting will be expected to demonstrate each of the following:
 
a)    The proposed artificial light has no adverse impact on the locality or measures will
be taken to avoid, and where appropriate mitigate, any negative impacts of the effects of
new lighting on local amenity resulting from the development;
 
b)    The proposal has no significant impact on a protected site or species e.g. located
on, or adjacent to, a designated European site or where there are designated European
protected species that may be affected;
 
c)    The proposal is not in or near a protected area of dark sky or an intrinsically dark
landscape where it may be desirable to minimise new light sources; and
 
d)    The proposal has no impact on wildlife (e.g. white or ultraviolet light) when being
proposed close to sensitive wildlife receptors or areas, including where the light shines
on water.
 
Policy DS1 - Council’s commitment to sustainable development
When determining planning applications the Council will take a positive approach to
ensure development is sustainable. The Council will work pro-actively with applicants to
find positive solutions that allow suitable proposals for sustainable developments to be
approved wherever possible.
 
The Council is committed to seeking to enhance the quality of life for residents by taking
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an integrated approach to protect, conserve and enhance the built, natural and historic
environment whilst ensuring access to essential services and facilities and a wider
choice of housing. This will enable the Local Plan's Vision and Objectives to be met and
to secure development that simultaneously achieves economic, social and
environmental gains for the Borough.
 
Planning applications that accord with the Development Plan will be approved without
delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
 
Where there are no policies relevant to the application or relevant policies are out of
date at the time of making the decision then the Council will grant permission unless
material considerations indicate otherwise, taking into account whether:
 
a) Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits when assessed against the policies in the National Planning
Policy Framework (or any document which replaces it)  taken as a whole; or
 
b) Specific policies in the Framework (or any document which replaces it) indicate that
development should be restricted.
 
 
Policy DS2 - Sustainable Development Criteria
In order to meet the objectives outlined in Policy DS1, subject to other Development
Plan policies which may determine the suitability of particular sites, all proposals should
meet all of the following criteria, where possible, taking into account the scale of
development and magnitude of impact and any associated mitigation by:
 
a) Ensuring that proposed development incorporates green infrastructure designed and
integrated to enable accessibility by walking, cycling and public transport for main travel
purposes, particularly from areas of employment and retail, leisure and education
facilities;
 
b) Ensuring development does not prejudice road safety or increase congestion at
junctions that are identified by the Local Highway Authority as being over-capacity;
 
c) Ensuring access to necessary services, facilities and infrastructure and ensuring that
proposed development takes into account the capacity of existing or planned utilities
infrastructure;
 
d) Ensuring that the health, safety and environmental effects of noise, smell, dust, light,
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vibration, fumes or other forms of pollution or nuisance arising from the proposed
development including from associated traffic are within acceptable levels;
 
e) Respecting the residential amenity of existing and committed dwellings, particularly
privacy, security and natural light;
 
f) Protecting the health, safety or amenity of occupants or users of the proposed
development;
 
g) Contributing to the enhancement of the character, appearance and historic interest of
related landscapes, settlements, street scenes, buildings, open spaces, trees and other
environmental assets;
 
h) Contributing to the enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity;
 
i) Ensuring that construction and demolition materials are re-used on the site if possible;
 
j) Avoiding adverse impact on mineral extraction and agricultural production;
 
k) Ensuring that proposals incorporate energy and water efficiency measures (in
accordance with the relevant Building Regulations), the use of sustainable drainage
systems where appropriate and steers development away from areas of flood risk;
 
l) Ensuring that any proposed development conserves and enhances the historic
environment including heritage assets and their settings; and
 
m) Development must comply with Policy DS3.
 
Where the applicant demonstrates that one or more of the criteria cannot be met, they
must highlight how the development will contribute towards the achievement of the Local
Plan objectives by alternative means.
 
Policy DS3 - Development Strategy
The Council will pursue an overarching strategy of sustainable balanced growth,
redistributing development across the Borough, to improve the residential environment
of the central Barrow area and whilst also allowing some development adjoining Barrow
and Dalton and within the cordon villages. Other development will be supported where it
complies with local and national planning policy.
 
The distribution of housing development is outlined in Policy H2, and Policy H3 contains
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a balanced portfolio of sites, in a range of locations throughout the Borough, both
brownfield and greenfield in order to support the achievement of this Strategy, other
windfall developments will be supported where the proposal accords with national and
local policy.
 
This Strategy seeks to promote the opportunities and strengths enjoyed by the Borough
and achieve sustainable development that enhances its offer in terms of housing,
employment, leisure and culture, and encourages inward investment.
 
Policy DS5 - Design
New development must be of a high quality design, which will support the creation of
attractive, vibrant places. Designs will be specific to the site and planning applications
must demonstrate a clear process that analyses and responds to the characteristics of
the site and its context, including surrounding uses, taking into account the Council's
Green Infrastructure Strategy. Proposals must demonstrate clearly how they:
 
 
a) Integrate with and where possible conserve and enhance the character of the
adjoining natural environment, taking into account relevant Supplementary Planning
Documents;
 
b) Conserve and enhance the historic environment, including heritage assets and their
setting;
 
c) Make the most effective and efficient use of the site and any existing buildings upon it;
 
d) Create clearly distinguishable, well defined and designed public and private spaces
that are attractive, accessible, coherent and safe and provide a stimulating environment;
 
e) Allow permeability and ease of movement within the site and with surrounding areas,
placing the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport above those of the
motorist, depending on the nature and function of the uses proposed;
 
f) Create a place that is easy to find your way around with routes defined by a well-
structured building layout;
 
g) Prioritise building and landscape form over parking and roads, so that vehicular
requirements do not dominate the sites appearance and character;
 
h) Exhibit design quality using design cues and materials appropriate to the area, locally
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sourced wherever possible;
 
i) Respect the distinctive character of the local landscape, protecting and incorporating
key environmental assets of the area, including topography, landmarks, views, trees,
hedgerows, habitats and skylines. Where no discernible or positive character exists,
creating a meaningful hierarchy of space that combines to create a sense of place;
 
j) Create layouts that are inclusive and promote health, well-being, community cohesion
and public safety;
 
k) Incorporate public art where this is appropriate to the project and where it can
contribute to design objectives;
 
l) Ensure that development is both accessible and usable by different age groups and
people with disabilities;
 
m) Integrate Sustainable Drainage Systems of an appropriate form and scale;
 
n) Mitigate against the impacts of climate change by the incorporation of energy and
water efficiency measures (in accordance with the Building Regulations), the orientation
of new buildings, and use of recyclable materials in construction; and
 
o) Ensuring that new development avoids creating nesting sites for gulls e.g. through the
provision of appropriate roof pitches.
 
 
 
Policy DS6 - Landscaping
Landscaping should be viewed as an integral part of the design process and should
include soft and hard landscaping, street furniture, lighting and public art where
appropriate.
 
A Landscaping Scheme and maintenance regime will be required as part of a full
planning application. This is particularly relevant where development will have a
significant impact upon the surrounding environment or where the development
occupies a site in a prominent location. The Cumbria Landscape Character Toolkit
should be used as a baseline tool to determine the impacts of new development on the
landscape and the type of landscaping and/or mitigation to be put in place.
 
All soft landscaping, including all existing trees, shrubs and planted areas should be
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shown along with details of any protective measures proposed. Details of new trees,
shrubs and planted areas in terms of species, density, size, spacing and position should
be included. Native species should be used with decorative species used only for accent
purposes in support of other design objectives. Native planting is particularly important
in areas adjacent to natural habitats e.g. watercourses.
 
Proposals must demonstrate that any soft landscaping proposed will have a positive
visual impact upon the area and is able to survive in its environment.
 
In terms of hard landscaping, materials used must be of a colour and texture appropriate
to the locally distinctive character of the area, be durable, practical for the proposed use
under a variety of weather conditions and incorporate permeable surfaces to alleviate
run off.
 
Suitable maintenance regimes for soft and hard schemes will be the subject of planning
conditions or unilateral undertakings as appropriate.
 
Policy EC11 - Self-catering Holiday Accommodation
Proposals for new self catering holiday accommodation, or extensions of existing units,
will be approved within the built-up area of Barrow and Dalton and the development
cordons identified, providing the design, siting, layout and access are satisfactory.
Conditions will be attached to any planning permission to ensure that letting is on a short
term basis.
 
In urban fringe or rural areas, proposals for the conversion of existing buildings to self
catering accommodation will be approved where they meet all of the following criteria:
 
a)    The building is structurally sound and capable of conversion without major
rebuilding, extension or modification to the existing structure;
 
b)    The building is served by a satisfactory access;
 
c)    Services are readily available on site;
 
d)    The buildings are well related to existing buildings or uses on the site where
appropriate;
 
e)    The number of units is appropriate to its surroundings;
 
f)    The proposal will not have an adverse impact on local amenities by virtue of
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noise and disturbance; and
 
g)    The proposal complies with the relevant policies in the Development Plan.
 
New build self-catering holiday accommodation within urban fringe or rural areas will be
accepted where it meets criteria b-g above.
 
 
Policy EC3 - Managing Development of Employment Land
Proposals for new employment uses (classes B1, B2 and B8), or the extension of
existing premises used for employment uses, will be approved subject to meeting all of
the following criteria:
 
a)    The site is located within or directly adjoining the built up area of Barrow or Dalton,
or within the development cordons identified in the housing chapter;
 
b)    Site planning, layout and servicing arrangements are developed comprehensively;
 
c)    The use will not unduly impact upon the residential amenities of those living nearby
due to noise, disturbance from traffic, hours of operation, external storage, light
pollution, vibration or airborne emissions including odours;
 
d)    Traffic generated by the proposal is capable of being satisfactorily accommodated
within the highway network;
 
e)    A Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) will be required for proposals for major sites
(sites over 5,000 m2), schemes likely to generate in excess of 100 HGV movements
daily, or any development that may impact on the Trunk Road network;
 
f)    The site has been designed to promote user accessibility by walking, cycling and
public transport; 
 
g)    The layout of the site has suitable space for landscaping, parking (including for
large vehicles where appropriate), loading and unloading and any other operational
requirements, and responds to natural drainage flow patterns;
 
h)    Development must create safe and secure environments that minimise
opportunities for crime and promote community safety;
 
i)    The development is sustainable in its energy usage, environmental impact, waste
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management, flood risk and transport implications;
 
j)    Adequate protection of groundwater from pollution from the storage, handling or use
of chemicals can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority;
especially on sites within the St. Bees Sandstone Major Aquifer as shown on the
Proposals Map;
 
k)    The proposal does not use the best and most versatile agricultural land (grade 3a
and above) unless it is demonstrated that the loss is outweighed by other planning
considerations;
 
l)    The proposal complies with the relevant policies in the Development Plan; and
 
m)    The proposal should make effective use of previously developed land where
possible.
 
 
Trade counters and retailing from employment premises will be restricted to those which
are ancillary for the main operation of the B1/B2/B8 business. 
 
 
Where the development cordon directly adjoins a neighbouring Local Planning Authority
(LPA), the adjoining LPA's planning policies will apply on land within their boundary.
 
Policy EC8 - Economic Diversification – Tourism
The Borough's tourism offer will be developed in a sustainable and competitive manner,
to enhance its role as a high quality tourism destination. The Local Plan supports the
creation, enhancement and expansion of tourist attractions and tourist infrastructure, in
order to attract new visitors from outside the area.
 
 
Development should be of an appropriate scale located where the environment and
infrastructure can accommodate the visitor impact, and should not result in
unacceptable harm to environmental assets. This will be achieved by the following
measures:
 
a) Ensuring that development does not cause unacceptable levels of disturbance to
nearby residents;
 
b) Ensuring the proposal complies with the relevant policies in the Development Plan.
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Policy GI1 - Green Infrastructure
The Council, through the preparation and adoption of the Green Infrastructure Strategy
SPD, Masterplans and Development Briefs will identify and promote the creation,
enhancement and protection of a Green Infrastructure Framework designed to maintain,
enhance, expand and connect a network of natural and man-made green and blue
spaces together along with the project focus necessary to secure and implement its
delivery.
 
The Council will work proactively with the community, public sector partners, voluntary
sector, developers and utility providers to:
 
 
(a)     Ensure that all new development contributes to the protection and enhancement of
the Borough's distinctive and valued landscape and settlement character implementing a
network of Green Infrastructure as the context and setting for coherent and locally
distinctive place making.
 
(b)     Utilise landscape and urban design techniques together to assimilate development
and its supporting Green Infrastructure into sustainable, attractive multi-functional
layouts.
 
(c)     Integrate sustainable movement choices at all scales that support domestic,
leisure and tourism movements around and beyond the Borough to actively encourage
improved health, fitness and well-being.
 
(d)     Protect and integrate amenity open spaces, playing fields, sports pitches and play
areas within areas of Green Infrastructure including where a need is demonstrated. 
 
(e)     Protect, support and enhance biodiversity by creating inaccessible and well-
connected habitat within and between neighbouring areas that allows wildlife to co-exist
undisturbed whilst improving peoples accessibility to nature;
 
(f)      Include adaptive measures to help offset climate change including sustainable
urban drainage (SUDs) management and tree planting to reduce the impact of flooding
and assist in the cooling of `urban heat islands'; and
 
(g)     Facilitate local food production in allotments, gardens and adjacent agriculture
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Policy GI4 - Green Spaces
Green Spaces within the urban area make an important contribution to community life,
streetscene character and biodiversity. They will need to be retained within the existing
built up area as well as being provided for in new housing layouts.
 
Where development is proposed adjacent to a Green Space it will need to show how the
form and character of existing spaces are to be maintained, incorporated or enhanced.
 
Proposals will also need to demonstrate how new green spaces are to provide a focal
setting for new development as part of a wider landscaping scheme that contributes to
creating a sense of place, improved accessibility and community safety.
 
 
 
 
 
Policy GI9 - Private Garden Boundaries
Development proposals will need to incorporate specific measures to assist the local
migration of wildlife between the side and rear garden boundaries of dwellings.
Proposals that actively promote accessibility and habitat for wildlife will be encouraged.
Proposals that would inhibit such movement will be resisted.
 
 
 
Policy H1 - Annual Housing Requirement
Planning permission will be granted for housing proposals that will deliver the housing
allocations set out in this Plan and contribute to achieving an annual average Borough-
wide housing target of at least 119 net additional dwellings per year over the Plan period
2016/17 to 2030/31. This equates to an overall housing requirement over the Plan
period of at least 1785 net additional dwellings.
 
Any unallocated sites which come forward for development which would prejudice the
delivery of this strategy will be resisted. In bringing forward allocations, developers must
comply with the policies within this Local Plan and must help deliver sustainable
communities.
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When calculating the 5 year housing requirement, any shortfall against this figure since
the start of the Plan period will be added, along with a 5% or 20% buffer brought forward
from later in the Plan period where appropriate as required by the NPPF (2012).
 
Housing delivery will be monitored closely and if the number of houses built is not as
expected, interventions will be sought, which may include bringing forward additional
allocations (see Policy H10 and its supporting text).
 
Policy H11 - Housing Mix
In order to broaden and enhance the residential offer within the Borough development
proposals will be expected to provide a mix of different types, tenures and sizes of
housing to address local need and aspirations and developers will be required to
demonstrate how this need has been met as evidenced by:
 
a)    Any relevant and up to date SHMA or Housing Need Assessment for the Borough;
 
b)    Any other relevant and suitably evidenced housing needs information;
 
c)    The location and characteristics of the site;
 
d)    The mix of dwelling type, tenure and size in the surrounding area; and
 
e)    Housing market conditions and demand at the time of the application.
 
 
 
Policy H12 - Homes for Life
Developers should state how their development will be able to meet the changing
housing needs of occupiers.
 
The Council aims to ensure that every resident, in particular older people, are able to
secure and sustain independence in a home appropriate to their circumstances and to
actively encourage developers to build new homes so that they can be readily adapted
to meet the needs of those with disabilities and the elderly as well as assisting
independent living at home.
 
Provision of retirement accommodation, residential care homes, close care, Extra Care
and assisted care housing and Continuing Care Retirement Communities will be
encouraged in suitable sustainable locations.
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Policy H17 - Protection of Residential Privacy
Proposals for extensions must demonstrate through good design that an acceptable
standard of privacy can be maintained between opposing and neighbouring properties.
Principal windows in the side elevations of habitable rooms at upper floor levels should
be avoided where the privacy of neighbouring occupiers will be compromised. Where
privacy is to be protected by distance alone, a minimum of 21 metres will be required
between the facing windows of habitable rooms of opposing homes. Exceptions may be
made for the facing windows of ground floor habitable rooms where adequate screening
exists and in cases where normal standards of separation cannot be achieved and
existing standards will not be eroded by accepting distances of less than 21 metres. In
all situations the use of obscure glazing in the principal windows of habitable rooms will
not be an acceptable measure to overcome the provisions of this policy as this is
deemed to provide a sub-standard level of accommodation.
 
Habitable areas are defined as living rooms, bedrooms, studies, dining rooms, and
kitchens with dining areas.
 
 
 
Policy H2 - Distribution of Housing
In order to encourage sustainable growth in line with the development strategy set out in
Policy DS3, the following hierarchy and development of distribution will be used:
 
Sites have been identified which will deliver housing development concentrated in the
Principal Centre of Barrow (74%); followed by the Key Centre of Dalton (18%), the Local
Centre of Askam & Ireleth (6%) and Newton and Lindal (2%).
 
Housing development outside the settlements listed in this policy will require exceptional
justification. See policy H5.
 
 
 
 
 
Policy H4 - Development Cordons
In the following villages, residential development and the conversion of existing buildings
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for residential purposes will be allowable within the residential cordon, especially if it
contributes to the maintenance of that community:
 
Askam & Ireleth, Lindal, Newton, North Scale, Rampside (see Appendix G)
 
 
 
 
 
Policy H7 - Housing Development on Windfall Sites
Applications for residential development will be permitted where they satisfy all of the
following criteria:
 
a)    The site is located within or adjoining the built up areas of Barrow and Dalton or
within a development cordon identified in Policy H4;
 
b)    Site planning, layout and servicing arrangements are developed comprehensively;
 
c)    Buildings are well designed in terms of siting, grouping, scale, orientation, detailing,
external finishes, security and landscaping in response to the form, scale, character ,
environmental quality and appearance of the site and the surrounding area;
 
d)    An acceptable standard of amenity is created for future residents of the property in
terms of sunlighting, daylighting, privacy, outlook,  noise and ventilation;
 
e)    The site is served by a satisfactory access that would not impact unduly on the
highway network;
 
f)    The site has been designed to promote accessibility by walking, cycling and public
transport, as opposed to the private car; 
 
g)    The development is sustainable in its energy usage, environmental impact,
drainage, waste management, transport implications and is not at risk of flooding;
 
h)    The capacity of the current and proposed infrastructure to serve the development is
adequate taking into account committed and planned housing development;
 
i)    Where spare infrastructure capacity is not available, the site has the ability to
provide for the infrastructure requirements it generates, subject to criterion f);
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j)    Within rural settlements the applicant will be expected to demonstrate how the
development will enhance or maintain the vitality of the rural community where the
housing is proposed;
 
k)    Where the site is located on the edge of Barrow and Dalton, the applicant will be
required to demonstrate how the development integrates within existing landscape
features and is physically linked to the settlement and does not lead to an unacceptable
intrusion into the open countryside or would result in the visual or physical coalescence
of settlements;
 
l)    The proposal will not harm the historic environment, heritage assets or their setting;
 
m)    There would be no unacceptable effects on the amenities and living conditions of
surrounding properties from overlooking, loss of light, the overbearing nature of the
proposal or an unacceptable increase in on-street parking; and
 
n)    The development must comply with Policy N3 and the design principles set out in
the Development Strategy chapter should be followed.
 
The site should make effective use of previously developed land where possible.
 
 
Policy H8 - Housing in Residential Gardens
Proposals for housing development in existing residential gardens will be permitted
providing all of the following criteria can be met:
 
a) The scale, design and siting of the proposal would not result in a cramped form of
development out of character with the surrounding environment;
 
b) A useable shape and scale of garden proportionate to the dwelling size, including
private space, that reflects the form and character of those predominant in the area, can
be created for both the proposed new house and the existing house;
 
c) The site is served by a suitable access and the proposal does not compromise any
existing access arrangement;
 
d) The proposal, by way of design, siting, boundary treatments and landscaping
integrates seamlessly into the surrounding built, natural and, where relevant, historic
environment;
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e) There would be no unacceptable effects on the amenities and living conditions of
surrounding properties from overlooking, loss of light, the overbearing nature of the
proposal or an unacceptable increase in street parking;
 
f) The proposal does not prejudice the development potential of an adjacent site;
 
g) The proposal is capable of demonstrating how it will enhance the ease of movement
for wildlife and the creation of habitat; and
 
h) Development should not cause unjustifiable harm to the significance of any heritage
assets on or otherwise affected by the development.
 
 
 
Policy H9 - Housing Density
Developers can determine the most appropriate density on a site by site basis, providing
that the scheme meets the design principles set out in this Plan and is appropriate to the
character of the location of the development in negotiation with the planning authority.
 
Variations in density will be supported on larger sites in order to create distinctive
character areas.
 
Policy HC1 - Health and Wellbeing
The Council will encourage development which promotes health and wellbeing by:
 
a) Providing access to a range of types of housing in sustainable locations;
 
b) Encouraging travel by sustainable means including use of public transport walking
and cycling;
 
c) Promoting access to and use of open space;
 
d) Promoting the use of sustainable construction materials and methods where
appropriate;
 
e) Protecting the Borough's natural and heritage assets;
 
f) Supporting a range of sport, recreation and leisure pursuits;
 
g) Supporting health promotion: Including smoking cessation, healthy eating and
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breastfeeding campaigns;
 
h) Encouraging reuse of existing buildings for health uses where appropriate;
 
i) Encouraging use of renewable energy technologies where appropriate; and
 
j) Promoting inclusive design which meets the needs of all, including those with mobility
challenges.
 
 
 
Policy HC10 - Play Areas
Proposals for residential development will be assessed on a site by site basis, and
where deemed appropriate through lack of provision or other limiting factor such as
access, will be required to provide well designed and located children's play space,
within close proximity to the development, that is safe and accessible for users. Areas of
well designed and maintained landscaping will be encouraged and consideration must
be given to Local Plan Policy HC5 (crime prevention). Developers will be expected to
provide a commuted sum for a minimum of 5 years maintenance, or contributions for off
site provision within suitable, safe walking distance.
 
Where a Development Brief has been produced for a site, the brief will set out the
requirement for playspace and on windfall sites the requirement will be agreed with the
Local Planning Authority.
 
 
 
Policy HC4 - Access to buildings and open spaces
1)    Development proposals should make provision for easy, safe and inclusive access
to, into, within and out of buildings, spaces and facilities. The layout and design of
developments should meet the requirements of accessibility and inclusion for all
potential users regardless of disability, age or gender. At the design stage consideration
should be given to the effects of the proposal on the character and appearance of
heritage assets and their settings, where applicable.
 
The Council will have regard to the following criteria when assessing development
proposals:
 
 
a)    The design of entrances and exits and ease of movement through and between
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buildings, street furniture, open spaces and pedestrian routes;
 
b)    The location of any development proposal in relation to its potential users;
 
c)    Accessibility to all transport modes, including walking and cycling, and provision of
adequate parking with the appropriate number of parking bays designated for cycles and
motor vehicles, including specified disabled bays;
 
d)    Provision of on-site facilities such as public toilets and appropriate signage.
 
 
2) Additionally, where there is a requirement to submit a Design and Access Statement
as part of a planning application it should:
 
 
a)    Demonstrate the approach to inclusive design; and
 
b)    Acknowledge compliance with Part M of the Building Regulations (Access to and
use of buildings) and refer to BS8300:2009 (British Standards - Design of buildings and
their approaches to meet the needs of disabled people - Code of practice) where
appropriate.
 
 
 
 
 
Policy HC5 - Crime Prevention
The design, layout and location of new development should contribute towards the
creation of a safe and accessible environment, and the prevention of crime, and fear of
crime.
 
Developers should:
 
 
a)    Ensure the design, landscaping or any feature does not create isolated or secluded
areas;
 
b)    Demonstrate the design, layout, screening/landscaping enables a natural
surveillance of the surrounding area and promotes neighbourliness;
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c)    Incorporate adequate lighting and security measures where appropriate e.g.
communal and parking areas, taking into account the impact on light pollution, the
natural environment and residential amenity;
 
d)    Design layouts to promote ownership by residents and encourage use of communal
areas
 
e)    Create clear and legible pedestrian and cycle routes that prevent unobserved
access.
 
 
 
 
Policy I1 - Developer Contributions
Development and infrastructure provision will be coordinated to ensure that growth is
supported by the timely provision of adequate infrastructure, facilities and services. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be used to identify the timing, type and number of
infrastructure requirements to support the objectives and policies of the Plan as well as
the main funding mechanisms and lead agencies responsible for their delivery.
 
All development should make the most efficient use of existing infrastructure where
there is capacity. Where developments will create additional need for improvements /
provision of infrastructure, services or facilities or exacerbate an existing deficiency,
contributions will be sought to ensure that the appropriate enhancements /
improvements are made, and appropriate management arrangements are in place.
Consideration will be given to how these requirements will affect the viability of
development.
 
The types of infrastructure that developments may be required to provide contributions
towards include, but are not limited to:
 
- Utilities and waste;
 
- Flood prevention and sustainable drainage measures;
 
- Transport (highway, rail, bus and cycle / footpath network and any associated
facilities);
 
- Community Infrastructure including health, education, libraries, public realm, heritage
and geological assets and other community facilities (see 5.2.1.);
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- Green Infrastructure (such as outdoor sports facilities, open space, parks, allotments,
play areas, enhancing and conserving biodiversity and management of environmentally
sensitive areas); and
 
- Climate change and energy initiatives through allowable solutions.
 
 
Developer contributions for the above will be informed by relevant up to date and robust
evidence where applicable.
 
Where appropriate, the Council will permit developers to provide the necessary
infrastructure themselves as part of their development proposals, rather than making
financial contributions, subject to agreement with relevant consultees.
 
 
 
Policy I3 - Access to Community Facilities
Proposals for new housing development will demonstrate how the existing local
community facilities will be suitable and accessible for the users of the proposed
development.
 
Where such facilities are not suitable and accessible, development proposals for
housing developments should provide appropriate community facilities to fulfil the needs
created by the proposed development, or a contribution towards the provision of the
facilities where this is considered more applicable.
 
Community facilities will relate directly and be fairly and reasonably related in scale and
kind to the proposed development.
 
In assessing whether a contribution from a particular site is appropriate the Borough
Council will have due regard to the following considerations:
 
 
.;    The size of the site;
 
.;    The nature of the proposals and the suitability of the site for providing community
facilities; and
 
.;    The economic viability of the development.
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Policy I4 - Sustainable Travel Choices
Development will be accessible by a range of sustainable transport options, including
walking, cycling and public transport. Early engagement with the Borough Council and
the Local Highways Authority is encouraged. Development likely to generate significant
levels of transport within isolated and poorly accessible areas will be resisted unless a
clear environmental, social or economic need can be demonstrated.
 
Proposals should provide direct and safe access to the existing footpath and cycle
network including pedestrian links between developments and bus stops to maximise
use of public transport to access green space, shopping, schools, health and other
amenities. Where this would require the provision of links beyond the development site,
such as provision of new footpaths and cycleways or a new or enhanced bus service an
appropriate planning obligation will be negotiated between the local planning authority
and the applicant.
 
Pedestrian and cycle routes within new developments must be suitably lit so as to create
a safe, attractive and useable environment for all.
 
Development proposals located on, or adjacent to, a proposed network of cycle routes
should incorporate the appropriate section of route, and / or links to it. Where
development affects the line of an existing route, the route will be required to be
reinstated, or an acceptable alternative provided. The continuing integrity of the route
should be maintained through the construction process. Routes, both interim and
replacement, should be constructed to a standard and design acceptable to the Council
and consistent with the Green Infrastructure Strategy requirements.
 
Secure cycle parking provision, in accordance with the Council's adopted guidelines, will
be required in all new car parks, particularly those associated with housing,
employment, retail, leisure and educational developments. In addition the Authority will
encourage the provision of shower facilities at employment-generating developments.
 
The Council will encourage the integration of vehicle charging infrastructure within new
development, particularly commercial development.
 
Policy I6 - Parking
Proposals for new developments will be required to provide evidence to demonstrate
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that adequate parking provision has been provided in consultation with the Local
Highways Authority and in accordance with the parking standards in the "Parking
Guidelines in Cumbria" SPG or any update to it.
 
 
In areas suffering from significant on-street parking problems, greater provision will be
sought where possible, or alternative arrangements will be required. When applying
parking standards each site should be assessed on its own merits and, if a developer
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the authority that their proposed parking provision
is sufficient, the 'Parking Guidelines in Cumbria' can be relaxed in favour of the
demonstrated proposal.
 
 
The design of on and off site parking provision will be safely accessible and appropriate
to the streetscene and character of the local area. Consideration should be given to
Policy C3 (water management) and Policy DS6 (landscaping).
 
 
 
 
 
Policy N1 - Protecting and enhancing landscape character
Land use proposals should protect and enhance where appropriate, local landscape
character, as defined by contemporary adopted local landscape character guidance,
currently the Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit. In addition, major
land use proposals will require an assessment of the effects of the proposed
development on landscape character and visual effects at the time of submission.
 
Where new development will impact upon the character of the landscape, such impact
will need to be minimised and priority will be given to protecting and enhancing the
landscape's distinct assets. Where there is loss or damage to the assets, the applicant
must submit a statement demonstrating that this is unavoidable e.g. the development
cannot be sited elsewhere due to operational requirements.  In cases such as these, the
unavoidable damage must be mitigated, and unavoidable loss must be compensated
for, so that there is no net loss in resources.
 
High protection will be given to the undeveloped coast in order to maintain its openness,
tranquillity, heritage and nature conservation value and to maintain the Borough's
recreation and tourism appeal.
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High protection will also be given to the setting of the Lake District National Park in order
to maintain the valued views to and from this nationally designated area, its tranquillity
and its attractiveness to tourists.
 
Measures to enhance the character of the Borough's landscape will be supported, with
particular importance given to the following:
 
 
a)    Improved access to the landscape for recreation and tourism, including managed
access to the undeveloped coast.
 
b)    The regeneration of unsightly brownfield sites, particularly former industrial sites.
 
c)    Increase in tree and woodland cover where such planting complements the scale of
the landscape.
 
d)    Enhancement of the nature conservation value of the landscape.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Policy N2 - Safeguarding and improving soils
Where appropriate, new development will be expected to safeguard and improve soils
that are situated on the site. Where appropriate applicants for new development will be
required to submit a Soil Resource Survey which identifies the quality, characteristics
and distribution of the soils on the site. This should be followed by a Soil Resource Plan
which sets out how the soils will be managed sustainably during construction.        
 
Developers are encouraged to include areas within residential development that provide
suitable conditions for food growing. Such areas should be integrated into the
development, taking account of the need for a reliable water supply, shelter and
adequate access, and should provide suitable soil quality and depth. Alternatively,
proposals for improvements to nearby allotments will be considered.
 
Policy N3 - Protecting biodiversity and geodiversity
The Council will support development which maintains, protects and enhances
biodiversity across the Borough. Proposals for new development should minimise
impacts on biodiversity and provide net gains in biodiversity where possible. Proposals
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will be expected to improve access to important biodiversity areas, and will be required
to show full details of measures to achieve this in the form of a suitable Management
Plan. Consideration must be given to the Council's Biodiversity and Development
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and any other relevant guidance.
 
Designated biodiversity and geodiversity sites
 
There is a presumption in favour of the preservation and enhancement of sites of
international and national importance. Development proposals that would cause a direct
or indirect adverse effect on any site of international or national importance, including its
qualifying habitats and species will only be permitted where the Council and relevant
partner organisations are satisfied that:
 
.;    The adverse effect cannot be avoided (for example through locating the
development on an alternative site); and
 
.;     Any adverse impacts can be mitigated for example through appropriate      habitat
creation, restoration or enhancement on site or in another      appropriate location, in
agreement with the Council and relevant partner      organisations, via planning
conditions, agreements or obligations.
 
Where mitigation is not possible or viable or where there would still be significant
residual harm following mitigation, compensation measures should be made to provide
an area of equivalent or greater biodiversity value. Compensation should be secured
through planning conditions or planning obligations.
 
Special compensation considerations apply in the case of Natura 2000 sites. If harm to
such sites is allowed because the development meets the above criteria and imperative
reasons of overriding public interest have been demonstrated, the European Habitats
and Wild Birds Directive requires that all necessary compensatory measures are taken
to ensure the overall coherence of the network of European Sites as a whole is
protected.
 
Local wildlife sites and geological designations such as County wildlife sites, wildlife
corridors and Local Geological Sites (LGS) will be afforded a high degree of protection
from potentially harmful development, unless a strong socio-economic need can be
demonstrated and the development cannot be situated in a less sensitive location.
 
Assessing the effects of development on biodiversity and geodiversity
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Proposals for new development which may result in significant harm to biodiversity must
be accompanied by appropriate surveys, undertaken by a suitably qualified person, to
identify the potential effects of development. In such cases, the mitigation hierarchy, as
referenced in the Council's Biodiversity and Development SPD should be applied and it
must be demonstrated that avoidance measures have been considered and justification
for ruling these out must be given. Where significant harm is avoidable, it should be
adequately mitigated, or as a last resort, compensated for.
 
Where mitigation is required in the form of species translocation, the Council will work
with partners to identify suitable sites for translocation.
 
Where there is evidence to suspect the presence of protected species, the planning
application should be accompanied by appropriate, up-to-date surveys carried out at the
correct time of year for the particular species assessing their presence to ensure that the
proposal is sympathetic to the ecological interests of the site.
 
Policy N4 - Protecting other wildlife features
New development should conserve and enhance biodiversity features, and proposals for
new development should be submitted with landscaping proposals, including a
Management Plan, which show how existing trees, riparian corridors/trees, hedgerows,
ponds and other wildlife features will be integrated into the development. Landscaping
proposals should also include new trees and other planting of suitable species for the
location to enhance the landscape of the site and its surroundings as appropriate.
 
Trees which positively contribute to the visual amenity and environmental value of that
location will be protected. New development should not result in the loss of or damage
to ancient woodland or veteran or aged trees outside woodland.
 
Where the conservation of biodiversity features cannot be achieved, the applicant must
justify their loss. Where the Council is satisfied that the loss is adequately justified,
replacement trees, hedgerows, ponds and other wildlife features will be required.
 
Proposals which include landscaping proposals, replacement of wildlife features, new
wildlife features, or which integrate existing wildlife features into the development, will be
required to demonstrate that measures will be put in place to manage these features as
appropriate, including the use of suitable legal agreements.
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Policy R10 - Sequential test for other main town centre uses
To enhance the vitality and viability of Barrow and Dalton Town Centres, new main town
centre uses are acceptable in principle within the defined Town Centre.
 
Proposals for main town centre uses, other than retail and office uses, in the edge of
centre (within a 300m radius of the Town Centre boundary) will only be permitted if it
can be demonstrated that there are no suitable sites within the Town Centre. Such uses
will only be considered for out of centre locations if there is no suitable site within the
Town Centre or edge of centre.
 
Proposals for main town centre uses in edge of centre or out of centre locations must
not prejudice the vitality and / or viability of the Town Centre as a whole.
 
Proposals for main town centre uses will be situated in a location which is, or can be
made accessible, by a range of means of transport other than the private car and which
will not add excessively to the need to travel by private car. Where appropriate the
applicant will be required to enter into a suitable legal agreement such as a Section 106
Agreement to provide improved access and linkages.
 
Applications which are for the removal of existing goods restrictions on units within edge
of centre or out of centre locations must also comply with this policy and applicants must
make clear what the requirements of the operator are in order to ensure the sequential
test has been carried out fully.
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PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 

9th July 2019 
 

INDEX 
 

 
 
 

Page Reference  Address Proposal  

2 2019/0216 Solway Drive, Barrow-
in-Furness  

Erection of 61 houses (mix of 2 & 3 bedroom units, 
ranging from single storey bungalows to 2 1/2 
storey town houses, terraced, semi-detached and 
detached) and associated parking, access roads 
and garages. 

28 2019/0362 Land to the rear of 32 
Sandy Lane Askam 

Outline application with all matters reserved for a 
purpose built dwelling house. 

45 2019/0264 9 James Freel Court, 
James Freel Close, 
Barrow-in-Furness 
 

Change of use from former indoor go-karting 
centre (Use Class D2) to storage and distribution 
(Use Class B8) with associated trade counter 
(retrospective) 

53 2019/0354 Moorfield Learning 
Centre, Moorfield Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness, 
 

Application for removal of condition No. 3 (retention 
of land for car parking) of planning application 
B20/2017/0483 (Change of use from catering unit 
(B2) to an educational learning centre for young 
people (D1)) to allow for siting of a caravan on the 
car park to be used as additional learning area 
(Retrospective) 

62 2019/0124 128 Buccleuch Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness, 
 
 

Proposed conversion from retail use (A1) into 8 
serviced apartments (C1) including removal of 
shopfront and provision of additional windows to 
north west, north east and south east elevation. 

79 2019/0206 Land adjacent to 10 
Marsh Street Askam-in-
Furness  

Erection of a single storey 2 bedroom detached 
bungalow. 

94 2019/0291 Land adjacent Methodist 
Church, Hartington 
Street, Barrow-in-
Furness, 
  
 

Outline approval for re-development of site for 
residential use with all matters reserved.(Illustrative 
scheme comprising 5 No. 3 bed 2.5 storey terraced 
town houses). 
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
 
 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 

      9th July 2019 

 

DEFERRED BOOKLET 
 

 

PLANNING APPLICATION FOR DECISION 
 

 

Deferred from 18th June 2018 
 

 
 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

The applications within this report have been submitted for determination under 
the Town and Country Planning Acts and associated legislation. 

 
All applications in this report are “Delegated” to this Committee but can be moved 

“Non-Delegated” by a Member of the Committee under the terms adopted for the 
Scheme of Delegation approved by Council, 16th May, 1994. Any such motion needs to 
be accepted by a majority of Members of the Committee present (Council, 8th August, 
1995). All applications left as Delegated will be decided by the Committee and will not 
be subject to confirmation by Council. 

 
The application plan numbers also refer to files for the purposes of background 

papers. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Jason Hipkiss 
 

Planning Manager 
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Earnse Bay Car Park 2019/0338 
 

The applicant has agreed to submit revised plans for a location on the 
car park alongside an existing steel container. Unfortunately this will 
need to be subject of a fresh planning application. The intention is for the 
current application to be withdrawn 
 
The current Delegation agreement requires that applications involving 
Council assets must be determined at Committee. At your last meeting I 
believe that Members were supportive of the principle of development 
but felt that the use of the car park was a more satisfactory solution to 
the siting rather than the proposed greenfield location. Accordingly, as 
the applicant is keen for a quick decision, so that he can progress with 
the expansion of the kite surfing facility, I recommend as follows: 
 

1. That any future decision on the  re-submission of the facility 
subject of this application be delegated, in consultation with the 
Panel, to the Development Services Manager (Planning & 
Enforcement) for decision with the proviso a location on the car 
park close to the existing steel container is agreed 
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